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guest editors preface

gary L browning

my colleagues as guest editors for this special issue ofbyustudiesofB YU studies
in the interest of peace are garold N davis professor of german
ray C hillam professor of political science and S neil rasband
professor of physics along with many others within the LDS
community we are deeply concerned about nuclear arms and
their proliferation we believe that citizens in a democracy have
an obligation to share their best thinking all the more so during
periods of crisis to remain willfully uninformed complacent
timid or aloof at such times is irresponsible we believe that
we on this planet are now in a severe and deepening crisis As
president gordon B hinckley observed in a clarion call to follow
the savior we live in a world of pomp and muscle of strutting
that glorifies jet thrust and far flying warheads it is the same
kind of strutting that produced the misery of the days of caesar
genghis khan napoleon and hitler 1 we are particularly
troubled because for the first time fallible governments possess
the technology to destroy much of gods earthly creation

for this special issue we solicited material from nearly one
hundred people predominantly members of the BYU community
inviting them as committed believers to contribute their perspectives
on war and peace we indicated we were especially interested in balanced
and well expressed contributions that took into account the relatively
new reality of the immense destructive potential of the superpowerssuperpowers
nuclear arsenals

although we contacted a broad spectrum of LDS thinkers
including scholars of various political persuasions university
administrators and religious leaders and assured each that
we would carefully consider material from any responsible
position the actual submissions did not reflect the broad range
of views for which we had hoped we believe however that the
manuscripts selected for inclusion in the issue constitute a body of
responsible thought that is worthy of publication none of the
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authors claims to possess enough let alone all of the answers
but we have tried to read broadly to consider our own experiences
and consciences critically and sincerely and to think and write as
carefully as our individual capacities permit we emphasize that the
authors are speaking for themselves and not for brigham young
university or the church of jesus christ of latter day saints it
may be that the publication of this issue will stimulate others
to express different views if so we would welcome continued discussion
of this vitally important topic for the present we recommend that
readers wishing to review alternative arguments consult the easily
available articles books and statements by such writers as richard pipes
caspar weinberger richard perle edward teller kenneth aldeman
and arkady shevchenko

our treatment of the problem of nuclear arms is generally based
on theological scientific sociological and personal perspectives
although most of us are driven by moral considerations the nuclear
arms race is eminently a moral issue because the lives of most humans
are imperiled and could be sacrificed without their consent because
most of those who would die in a nuclear holocaust are at least on
this level innocent including women children the elderly and other
noncombatantscombatantsnon because the range of opportunity for yet unborn spirits
could be significantly abridged because spreading the saviors gospel
might become nearly impossible because much of civilizations cultural
heritage could be destroyed and because current pressing human needs
are relegated to lower priorities in favor of an arms race

christians are familiar with the most effective principles for
establishing and maintaining peace although to implement these
principles requires great faith further latter day saints are aware that
the savior twice taught the doctrines of peace that distinguish his
disciples from the overwhelming majority of others who have ever
lived on this earth his sermon on the mount preached on two
continents introduced his earthly ministry and concluded it we may
ignore rationalize or reject these words but the fact remains that the
savior selected from the rich store available these eternal truths to
instruct his children in ancient america we of all people should
ponder embrace and espouse the saviors words as the first presidency
once again urged in a 1985 easter message only as we look to the
prince of peace will we find true peace as individuals as families and
as members of the world community 2 living the teachings of the
savior is not naive even though many among us assert otherwise
and it is a most promising way for us to respond to a prophets plea
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to become peacemakerspeacemakers even though we live in a world billedrilledfilled with
wars and rumors of wars 3 for when there is enough of a desire for
peace and a will to bring it about it is not beyond the possibility of
attainment 4

to conclude this preface and to introduce the articles to follow
we quote the unequivocal words of spencer W kimball found in his
bicentennial address the false gods we worship

we are a warlike people easily distracted from our assignment of
preparing for the coming of the lord when enemies rise up we
commit vast resources to the fabrication of gods of stone and steel
ships planes missiles fortifications and depend on them for protection
and deliverance when threatened we become antienemyantienemy instead of
pro kingdom of god we train a man in the art of war and call him a
patriot thus in the manner of satan s counterfeit of true patriotism
perverting the saviors teaching

love your enemies bless them that curse you do good to
them that hate you and pray for them which despitefully
use you and persecute you
that ye may be the children of your father which is in
heaven matt 544 45

we forget that if we are righteous the lord will either not suffer
our enemies to come upon us and this is the special promise to the
inhabitants of the land of the americas see 2 ne 1177 or he will fight
our battles for us ehodexod 1414 dacd&c 9837 to name only two references
of many

what are we to fear when the lord is with us can we not take
the lord at his word and exercise a particle of faith in him our
assignment is affirmative to forsake the things of the world as ends
in themselves to leave off idolatry and press forward in faith
to carry the gospel to our enemies that they might no longer be our
enemies 5

april 1985

NOTES

gary L browning is a professor of russian at brigham young university he writes may I1 express deep
appreciation to edward A geary linda hunter adams M shayne bell and mary astrid tomineztuminez for their
competent and genial editorial assistance

gordon B hinckley what shall I1 do then with jesus which Is called christ ensign 13

december 1983 2

2firstfirst presidency easter message church news 31 march 1985 2

spencer W kimball remember the mission of the church ensign 12 may 1982 5
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thinking of the end in fire

if leaving branches wither
in some confusion of hard weather

if the last quick sparrow should fall
his fine brown inlay his inquiring call

if the last child should stare
gasping into burned and blinding air

if the least grass should go

bruce W jorgensen

bruce W jorgensen is an associate professor of english at brigham young university



scriptural perspectives on how to survive
the calamities of the last days

hugh W nibley

and this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world
for a witness unto all nations and then shall the end come
matt 2414 that is an established pattern hard upon the preaching

of the gospel comes its rejection followed by destruction and darkness
each time it is called the end of the aeon the age or dispensation
this description appears most plainly in joseph smiths inspired
rendering of the so called little apocalypse the twenty fourth chapter
of matthew in which the end of the world is described three times

first the lord prophesies great tribulation on thejewsthe jews and upon
the inhabitants of jerusalem such as was not before sent upon
israel no nor ever shall be sent again upon israel JS M 111818

compare matt 24224211 it was a true prophecy never were the jews
so compiecomplecompletelytely obliterated as in the days of the apostles AD 70 and
AD 130 and yet this was only the beginning of the sorrows which
shall come upon them JS M 111919 the beginning of two
thousand years ofpersecution time and again they were on the verge
of extinction and only one thing saved them and except those days
should be shortened there should none of their flesh be saved
JS M 120 there is no point to foretelling woesboes from which there

is no deliverance and the lord does not leave the people helpless but
tells them specifically what they are to do

in the first place those who lived in the judean area were to do
what they had always done in such an emergency they were to flee
to the mountains containing hundreds of caves and gorges a few short
miles from the city seejsseeds M 111313 but unlike the other times they
were under no conditions to go back to the city again no one was to
9 1 return to take anything out of his house neither let him who is in
the field return back to take his clothes USJS M 111414 15 it was not
to be the usual return to the city after the trouble had passed there

hugh W nibley is a professor emeritus of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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were no arrangements whatsoever for returning the lord gave fair
warning that pregnant women should be got out of the city before
it was too late they were not to wait for winter which would be a
bad time to flee and of course things should be so arranged as not
to flee on the sabbath seeseejsseedsJS M 1116ilg16 17

so it was foretold and so it happened the lord then describes
the next end the end of the church which is to take place after
the tribulation of those days which shall come upon jerusalem
JS M 121 at that time people will come claiming to have the

gospel but they are not to be believed the saints who are the elect
according to the covenant will be led astray by false christs and
false prophets JS M 122 see also 121 to prepare them for this
cruel blow which must come to pass the lord is giving them an
explanation ahead of time see that ye be not troubled behold
I1 have told you before JS M 123 24 the nextversenext verse anticipates
the sectariesnectariessectaries of the desert and the secret conventiclesconventiconventiclercles which flourished
in the second century the saints were to join none of them

wherefore if they shall say unto you behold he is in the desert
go not forth behold he is in the secret chambers believe it not
JS M 125

next comes the restoration of the gospel some vivid imagery is

used first the morning breaks the shadows flee for as the light
of the morning cometh out of the east and shinethchineth even unto the
west and coverethcoverettcovereth the whole earth so should it be in the time of

the coming of the son of man JS M 126 now comes one of
the most disturbing parables in the bible which in the true context
as given here is perfectly clear the manner of the gathering we are
told will be in the same miraculous and mysterious way as the
gathering of eagles to a carcass lying in the desert they appear
suddenly and inexplicably in the four quarters of the sky and come
together from vast distances to that single spot seeseejsseedsJS M 127 just
as the breaking of the light from the east describes the manner of the
restoration with no reference to geography so this passage describes
the manner of the gathering no other comparison is implied in
introducing such an unsavory object as a carcass

it will be a terrible time with wars and rumors of wars
JS M 128 with world unrest nation shall rise against nation

and kingdom against kingdom there shall be famines and pestilences
and earthquakes JS M 129 and again because iniquity shall
abound the love of men shall wax cold JS M 130 yet at that
very time this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the
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world for a witness unto all nations and then shall the end come
USJS M 131 A thick pall of dust and smoke shall cover the earth

the sun shall be darkened and the moon shall not give her light
JS M 133 the generation in which these things happen will see

the final end seejsseeds M 134 unlike all the other great destructions
this one involves the entire globe when all the tribes of the earth
mourn JS M 136 then the son of man shall come but first he
shall send his angels before him with the great sound of a trumpet
for a last gathering and they shall gather together the remainder
of his elect from the four winds JS M 11371573 7 As itit was in the days
which were before the flood it will be business as usual right up
until the end which shall come suddenly and unexpectedly they
were eating and drinking marrying and giving in marriage and knew
not until the flood came and took them all away so shall also the
coming of the son of man be JS M 142 43 again an interesting
comparison occurs when the lord likens himself to a thief in the night
there are no criminal connotations but the metaphor is used purely
to describe the manner of his coming it will be a complete surprise
how does one prepare for it then one does not jesus makes it very
clear that the only preparation is to live every day as if the lord were
coming on that day in striking contrast to the jerusalem situation
he gives no specific instructions but explains that then shall be fulfilled
that which is written that in the last days two shall be in the field
the one shall be taken and the other left two shall be grinding at
the mill the one shall be taken and the other left JS M 144 45
which means that there is no point in devising ingenious schemes for
survival there is but one real course of escape what you should do
is to watch yourself at all times seeseejsseedsJS M 146 to be found doing
good all the time seeseejsseedsJS M 149 to not act as if it were going to
be business as usual indefinitely as if the great event belonged to a
vague and indefinite future seeseejsseedsJS M 11515 1 the one thing you can
be sure of is that it will be in such an hour as ye think not
JS M 148 so the only preparation is to do what to abstain from

taking advantage of others oppressing the poor and living in luxury
seeseepsseejsseedsJS M 11525 2

each of these ends is expressly called the end of the world with
the explicit statement of what is meant by the expression the end
of the world or the destruction of the wicked which is the end of
the world USJS M 14 see also 131 55 this is followed by the
most important explanation of all namely that the end of these
dispensations is not the destruction of the globe for the end of the
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earth is not yet but by and by JS M 155 that is at some
unspecified future date just as we do not believe that the creation
of the world was the instantaneous beginning of everything neither
do we suppose a star wars ending what we are plainly told is that
the phrase end odtheof rhethe world refers expressly to the destruction of the
wicked so who are the wicked I1 and how are they to be destroyed
the book of mormon is the complete handbook on the subject twenty
times it tells us of the great overburn and each time assures us that
while the wicked shall burn as stubble the righteous need not fear
the question that concerns us then is not how such a miracle can
be arranged that is quite beyond our imagination at present but
who are the righteous and who are the wicked we may think we have
an easy answer to that one but it is not the answer that the scriptures
give us

the righteous are whoever are repenting and the wicked whoever
are not repenting two men went up into the temple to pray the
one a pharisee who gave thanks to god that he was not a crook or
a lecher that he fasted twice a week paid a full tithe and was very
strict in his religious observances all this was perfectly true the other
man was a tax collector and rather ashamed of some of the things he
had done and instead of thanking god by way of boasting he only
asked god to be merciful to him a sinner see luke 1810 13 the
surprise is that the sinner was the righteous one because he was
repenting the other one who exaltethexalteth himself shall be abased
because he was not repenting luke 1814 none but the truly penitent
are saved and that is who the righteous are see alma 4222 24

what do you repent of and how do you repent it is all a matter
of seeking when you repent you turn from seeking some things to
seeking others what you seek are the desires of your heart as alma
says and by them alone you will be judged see alma 413415413415 now
the cause of this iniquity of the people was this satan had great power
unto the stirring up of the people to do all manner of iniquity and
to the puffing them up with pride tempting them to seek for
power and authority and riches and the vain things of the world

3 ne 615 the condition is first laid out by nephi and often repeated
throughout the book of mormon all who seek to get gain and all
who are built up to get power over the flesh and those who are built
up to become popular in the eyes of the world and those who seek
the lusts of the flesh and the things of the world and to do all
manner of iniquity yea in fine all those who belong to the kingdom
of the devil are they who need fear and tremble and quake they
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are those who must be brought low in the dust they are those who
must be consumed as stubble and this is according to the words of the
prophet 1 ne 2223 the first commandment given to the restored
church was seek not for riches but for wisdom dacd&c 67 117
the lord well knowing what most people are prone to seek we need
not expand on how those four things are inseparably joined in one
specious and glittering mass as gibbon says of the romans the
appeal of the primetimeprimetime TV show would be defective and our joy would
not be full if any of the four were lacking in dallas dynasty
or falconcrestFalconcrest

the nephitesNephites of old had their own idea of who were righteous
and who were wicked as we do which conveniently avoided the
necessity of repentance until they were forced to it by violent events
and we are warned to beware of pride lest ye become as the nephitesNephites
of old who the same verse tells us sought the wrong kind of riches
that was their wickedness dacd&c 3839

very well what do the righteous seek isnt wisdom rather
vague the righteous in the book of mormon sought to live after
the manner of happiness 2 ne 527 and in at least five instances
succeeded it is their example we should follow but I1 dont think we
will until we get rid of our own definition ofwho are the good guys
and who are the bad guys

all the writers in the book of mormon are worried men nephi
ends his days disappointed discouraged and saddened he had once
led a society that lived after the manner of happiness but all that
has changed

wherefore now after I1 have spoken these words if ye cannot
understand them it will be because ye ask not neither do ye knock
wherefore ye are not brought into the light but must perish in the dark

and now 1I nephi cannot say more the spirit stoppethstoppeth mine utterance
and I1 am left to mourn because of the unbelief and the wickedness
and the ignorance and the stiffneckednessstfffneckednessstiffneckedness of men for they will not search
knowledge nor understand great knowledge when it is given unto them
in plainness even as plain as word can be

it grievethgrieveth me that I1 must speak concerning this thing
2 ne 324 7 8

his last words show us the old nephi upright passionate obedient
till the last these words shall condemn you at the last day
for what I1 seal on earth shall be brought against you at the
judgment bar for thus hath the lord commanded me and 1I must
obey 2 ne 3314 15
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if nephis last words are neither happy nor hopeful the first words
of jacob to whom he turns over the record are positively alarming
he begins on a note of great anxiety because he has been shown
what is going to happen see jacob 1155 jacob and his descendants
are religious leaders not kings working to forestall a growing trend
trying to persuade all men not to rebel against god jacob 18
already under nephi the second seejacobsee jacob 1iliiii11111 they begin to grow
hard in their hearts indulging somewhat in solomons luxurious
vices and lifted up somewhat in pride that somewhat still leaves

the door open to repentance jacob 115113 16 but they do all this
under the guise of sanctity justifying themselves by the scriptures
see jacob 225222233 jacob is very reluctant to speak about this sort of thing

he shrinks with shame at it jacob 26 but things are definitely
getting worse this day 1 I1 am weighed down with much more desire
and anxiety for the welfare of your souls than I1 have hitherto been
I1 can tell you concerning your thoughts how that ye are beginning
to labor in sin jacob 23 5 at the launching of a new civilization
which is to last for a thousand years things must not get out of hand
andjacoband jacob is desperate to control the situation he is plainly embarrassed
to bring up the sins wickedness crimes and abominations under which
the people are beginning to labor see jacob 25 6 9 11

just what are these vices we begin to wonder and the answer is

loud and clear this is the word which I1 declare unto you that many
of you have begun to search for gold they have not been opposed
in this he tells them for god means the riches of the promised land
to be enjoyed jacob 212 but what he does not like is the invidious
comparison of a competitive economy because some of you have
obtained more abundantly than that of your brethren ye are lifted up
in the pride of your hearts ye suppose that ye are better than
they jacob 213 emphasis added it is inequality that the prophets
deplore throughout the book of mormon pride stands at the head
of every one of those many lists of crimes that beset the society above
all this reverence for wealth will not do jacob tells the people do
they have any idea how contemptible this thing is in gods sight if
they value his opinion they will not set up their own artificial scale
of values see jacob 216 there is nothing wrong with having
plenty but lets all be rich be familiar with all and free with your
substance that they may be rich like unto you jacob 217 then
comes a classic on equality ye were proud in your hearts of the
things which god hath given you what say ye of it do ye not
suppose that such things are abominable unto him who created all
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flesh and the one being is as precious in his sight as the other
jacob 220 2211

with seeking for wealth goes a grosser attendant vice of
licentious living see jacob 222 23 god does not bring people to
the promised land for a repeat of the old world follies here he is

determined to raise up unto me a righteous branch from the fruit
of the loins ofofjosephjoseph wherefore I1 the lord god will not suffer that
this people shall do like unto them of old jacob 225223225 26 gods
people may never enjoy the luxury of living after the manner of the
world see dacd&c 1053 5 the promised land is a testing ground
offering both great opportunity and corresponding risk wherefore
this people shall keep my commandments saith the lord of hosts
or cursed be the land for their sakes jacob 229 in the old world
are civilizations which were ancient at the time lehi left jerusalem
and they still survive but of those in the land of promise we are told
that when they are ripe in iniquity when the cup is full they shall
be swept off from the land compared with other continents this one
has no history no surviving cultures though far and wide civilizations
whose identities remain a mystery have left their ruins and their
scattered descendants

the nephitesNephites always fancied themselves to be good people because
the lord had brought them to the land of promise and accordingly
they styled their enemies as the wicked and indeed the enemy was
a real and constant element in all their operations the dangerous
illusion that the populace may be classified simply as the good guys
our side and the bad guys their side becomes the main theme of

the book ofjacobofjacob as of the book of mormon itself whilejacobwhile jacob spares
no words in describing the wickedness and depravity of the lamanitesLamanites
he can declare of his own people at that early date behold ye have
done greater iniquities than the lamanitesLamanites jacob 235 where does
that leave us with a polarized world that emerges in jacob 3

except ye repent the land is cursed for your sakes and the lamanitesLamanites
which are not filthy like unto you nevertheless they are cursed with a
sore cursing shall scourge you even unto destruction

and the time speedily cometh that except ye repent they shall possess
the land of your inheritance

behold the lamanitesLamanites your brethren whom ye hate because of their
filthiness and the cursing which hath come upon their skins are more
righteous than you

the lord god will not destroy them but will be merciful unto them
jacob 33 6
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so later 1 I will not utterly destroy them but concerning the
people of the nephitesNephites if they will not repent and observe to do my
willwilli I1 will utterly destroy them hel 1516 17 bad guys you
4 persecute your brethren because ye suppose that ye are better than
they jacob 213 As isaiah told the jews at jerusalem it is not for
them to decide who are gods people that is for god to decide
see isa 111212

throughout the book of mormon the wicked have a perfectly
beautiful self image to which jacob now refers A commandment
I1 give unto you which is the word of god that ye revile no more
against them because of the darkness of their skins neither shall
ye revile against them because of their filthiness but ye shall
remember your own filthiness and remember that their filthiness
came because of their fathers while your filthiness may bring
your children unto destruction jacob 39 10 even nephi in
his youth recognizes and combats the natural tendency to put oneself
on the right side yea why should I1 give way to temptations
that the evil one have place in my heart to destroy my peace
and afflict my soul why am I1 angry because of mine enemy
awake my soul no longer droop in sin rejoice 0 my heart
and give place no more for the enemy of my soul do not anger again
because of mine enemies 2 ne 427 29 he recognizes that
no matter how vicious his enemies are they are not responsible for
his condition we cannot repent for our enemies what do we know
about their personal lives repent is a reflexive verb 1 I do repent
me I1 can sorrow for the wickedness of another but I1 cannot repent
of it unless I1 have caused it for nephi the perennial tension is laid
down as a condition of life for his people and inasmuch as ye shall
keep my commandments ye shall prosper and shall be led to a land
of promise yea even a land which I1 have prepared for you yea a
land which is choice above all other lands and inasmuch as thy
brethren the lamanitesLamanites shall rebel against thee they shall be cut off
from the presence of the lord for behold in that day that they
shall rebel against me fulfilled in jacob 33 1 1I will curse them even
with a sore curse and they shall have no power over thy seed except
they shall rebel against me also and if it so be that they rebel against
me they shall be a scourge unto thy seed to stir them up in the ways
of remembrance 1 ne 220 21 23 24 thus it is gods intention
to keep the bad guys in place permanently and it is of no use for
the nephitesNephites to try to get rid of them since they can be rendered
harmless by the nephitesNephites righteousness
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the same message is given to jacobs son enos 1 I will visit thy
brethren according to their diligence in keeping my commandments
I1 have given unto them this land and it is a holy land and I1 curse
it not save it be for the cause of iniquity enos 110 with this
goes a vivid description of just how thoroughly bad the lamanitesLamanites
are every effort of approach or conciliation by the nephitesNephites is
rebuffed our labors were vain their hatred was fixed and they
were led by their evil nature that they became wild and ferocious
and a bloodthirstyblood thirsty people and they were continually seeking
to destroy us enos 120 perfect typecastingtypecasting for the bad guys
and yet enos declares that this dangerous confrontation is exactly
what the nephitesNephites need they will not behave themselves without
being thoroughly scared and admonished nothing save it was
exceeding harshness preaching and prophesying of wars and
contentions and destructions and continually reminding them of
death has the desired effect of stirring them up continually to
keep them in the fear of the lord enos 123 the prophecy ofofnephinephi
is being fulfilled they shall be a scourge unto thy seed to stir
them up in remembrance of me and inasmuch as they will not
remember me and hearken unto my words they shall scourge them
even unto destruction 2 ne 525 isnt that all a bit severe
not with a stiffneckedstiffnecked people hard to understand enos 122
jarom the son of enos tells how the prophets of the lord did threaten
the people of nephi according to the word of god that if they did
not keep the commandments but should fall into transgression they
should be destroyed from off the face of the land and jarom
explains that by so doing they kept them from being destroyed upon
the face of the land for they did prick their hearts with the word
continually stirring them up unto repentance jarom 110 12

nephis formula again
strictly speaking there are no good guys all men that are in

a state of nature or I1 would say in a carnal state are in the gall of
bitterness and in the bonds of iniquity they are without god in the
world alma 441111 11 hence this is my doctrine that the father
commandethcommandeth all men everywhere to repent and believe in me

3 ne 1132 it is as pointless then to ask who are the good guys
and who are the bad guys as it is to ask who should repent the answer
is always the same I1 am the sinner and I1 must repent how much
until like the son of man I1 am full of grace and truth 2 ne 26
when will that be not in this life here all one can hope for is a
passing grade
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jacobs warnings of destruction take on an ominous note
when his son enos prays to the lord that if it should so be
that my people the nephitesNephites should fall into transgression and
by any means be destroyed that their record be preserved for the
lamanitesLamanites enos 113 16 the most hopeful thing that enossendoss
sonsonjaromjarom can say for his own people is that god is exceedingly
merciful unto them and has not as yet swept them off from the
face of the land in spite of the hardness of their hearts and
the deafness of their ears and the blindness of their minds
and the stiffness of their necks jarom 13 areate the lamanitesLamanites
then so deserving at that time jarom tells us they loved
murder and would drink the blood of beasts jarom 16 the
best jarom can hope for is to postpone the tragic end and many
righteous people among the nephitesNephites set themselves to the task

the prophets of the lord did threaten the people of nephi
according to the word of god that if they did not keep the
commandments but should fall into transgression they should be
destroyed from off the face of the land jarom 110

why this constant insistence on destruction cant the people
simply be punished or corrected the ceaseless labors of prophets
priests and teachers are all that kept them from being destroyed
upon the face of the land for they did prick their hearts with
the word continually stirring them up unto repentance jarom 111212

apparently the severe penalty clause for those who fail to meet
conditions of survival in the promised land comes with the territory

and who are the righteous in this land of backslidingbacksliding nephitesNephites
and depraved lamanitesLamanites the answer is written all over the book of
mormon the righteous are whoever are repenting 1 I say unto you
that as many of the gentiles as will repent are the covenant people
of the lord and as many of the jews as will not repent shall be cast
off for the lord covenantethcovenanteth with none save it be with them that
repent 2 ne 302 nephi is repeating a lesson given earlier to his
brethren laman and lemuel who assumed that they were the good
guys and that the traditional enemies of israel the amoritesamoratesAmorites who
formerly inhabited the land were the bad guys not at all
says nephi

do ye suppose that the children of this land who were in the land of
promise who were driven out by our fathers do ye suppose that they
were righteous behold I1 say unto you nay

do ye suppose that our fathers would have been more choice than they
if they had been righteous I1 say unto you nay
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behold the lord esteemethesteemeth all flesh in one he that is righteous is favored
of god but behold this people had rejected every word of god and
they were ripe in iniquity and the fulnessfalness of the wrath of god was upon
them and the lord did curse the land against them and bless it unto
our fathers yea he did curse it against them unto their destruction and
he did bless it unto our fathers

1 ne 1733 35

the same land is blessed and cursed depending entirely on how the people
behave and he leadeth away the righteous into precious lands and the
wicked he destrodestroyedyeth and cursethburseth the land unto them for their sakes

1 ne 1738 and now nephi tells them it was thejewsthe jews turn to come
under the curse and now after all these things the time has come
that they have become wicked yea nearly unto ripeness and the
day must surely come thattheythat they must be destroyed 1 ne 1743

laman and lemuel being patriots werent having any of that
for them thejewsthe jews were ipso facto the good guys and we know that
the people who were in the land of jerusalem were a righteous
people for they kept the statutes and judgments of the lord and all
his commandments according to the law of moses wherefore we know
that they are a righteous people and our father hath judged them

1 ne 1722 it is this very argument to which isaiah gives such a
stinging rebuke jaromsjarems son omni admits that he is a wicked man
and has spent his time fighting lamanitesLamanites rather than keeping the
statutes and the commandments of the lord as I1 ought to have done
omni 2 omnis son amaron announces the fulfillment of the

prophecy in his own day when

the more wicked parts of the nephitesNephites were destroyed

for the lord would not suffer after he had led them out of the land
of jerusalem and kept and preserved them from falling into the hands
of their enemies yea he would not suffer that the words should not
be verified which he spake unto our fathers saying that inasmuch as
ye will not keep my commandments ye shall not prosper in the land

wherefore the lord did visit them in great judgment nevertheless he
did spare the righteous that they should not perish

omni 1155 7

how is it possible to be so selective in times of war and confusion
it is done by the process of leading the righteous away when the lights
go out and the grandson of amaron reports that there is no
revelation save that which has been written neither prophecy in his
day omni 111111 then the righteous man mosiah is warned of the
lord that he should flee out of the land of nephi omni 111212
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taking any who will go with him it is lehi all over again another
society of saints in the wilderness

mosiah becomes a king in the land ofzarahemlaofzarahemlaZarahemlaemia where his son
the righteous king benjamin is able to establish the semblance of
a decent society by using much sharpness because of the stiffneckednessstiffneckedness
of the people speaking the word of god with power and with
authority W ofofmM 111717 at the time he hands over the crown to
his son king mosiah at the conventional great assembly of the nation
a panegyric is held after the manner of the ancients everywhere 1 I
have not commanded you to come up hither to trifle with the words
which I1 shall speak he tells them mosiah 29 benjamin is the idol
of his people to whom his courage and skill have brought victory and
prosperity the meeting is in an ecstasy of patriotic fervor but what
does the king do he studiously throws cold water over every spark
of national pride when he sees that in response to his words they
had fallen to the earth for the fear of the lord had come upon them
mosiah 4411 he congratulates them on being awakened to a sense

of your nothingness and your worthless and fallen state mosiah 45
believe that ye must repent of your sins and forsake them and humble

yourselves before god I1 would that ye should remember and
always retain in remembrance the greatness of god and your own
nothingness and his goodness and long suffering towards you
unworthy creatures and humble yourselves even in the depths of
humility mosiah 410 11

why this relentless suppression of every impulse to self
congratulation it is to prepare the peoples minds to receive the
doctrines of the atonement and the redemption which otherwise
appear strange and alien to prosperous people and to prepare them
to receive the covenant only those who are aware of their lost and
fallen state can take the mission of the savior seriously and before
one can embrace it in terms of the eternities it must be grasped on
the level of common everyday reality benjamins people know that
they are in real danger a good deal of the time and thanks to his
teachings know that there is only one way they can get through and
now he wishes to bring home to them the need for a savior and
redeemer as something even more real and urgent than holding off
the lamanitesLamanites their righteousness must be put to a very practical test

ye will administer of your substance unto him that standeth in
need perhaps thou shalt say the man has brought upon himself
his misery therefore I1 will stay my hand and will not give unto him
of my food nor impart unto him ofmy substance mosiah 416 17
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justifying busy acquisition by equating it with righteousness is a great
sin compare alma 46 and unless one who commits it repentethrepen teth
of that which he hath done he perishethperisheth forever for he has denied
our common dependence on god and hath no interest in the kingdom
of god for behold are we not all beggars mosiah 418 19 he
wants them to realize that this dependence applies at every level if
god doth grant unto you whatsoever ye ask that is right in faith
believing that ye shall receive 0 then how ye ought to impart of the
substance that ye have one to another mosiah 421421 the essence
of benjamins preaching is to purge the people if possible of their
flattering self image as good guys

it is in the time of benjamins son mosiah that zeniffiszeniffis sent on
patrol to spy out the weak points of the lamanite defenses that our
army might come upon them and destroy them but when I1 saw that
which was good among them I1 was desirous that they should not be
destroyed mosiah 9911 for this treason the leader of the patrol

being an austere and a bloodthirstyblood thirsty man a real commando
commanded that 1I should be slainmosiahslain Mosiah 92 musntmusat be soft on
the bad guys after all zeniff tells us the lamanitesLamanites really were a
lazy and an idolatrous people therefore they were desirous to bring
us into bondage mosiah 912 what is more they taught their
children an eternal hatred towards the children of nephi
mosiah 10101717 how can you deal with such people that problem

is solved in the proper way at a later time by the mightiest warrior
of the nephitesNephites the great ammon

one might expect ammon the super swordsman of the book of
mormon to whom no man or platoon of men can stand up to wade
in and teach the lamanitesLamanites a lesson so when he proposes to go with
a few companions among the lamanitesLamanites as a missionary everybody

laughed us to scorn as he reports it for they said unto us do
ye suppose that ye can bring the lamanitesLamanites to the knowledge of the
truth do ye suppose that ye can convince the lamanitesLamanites of the
incorrectness of the traditions of their fathers as stiffneckedstiffnecked a people
as they are whose hearts delight in the shedding of blood whose days
have been spent in the grossest iniquity whose ways have been the
ways of a transgressor from the beginning now my brethren ye
remember that this was their language alma 2623 24 of course
everybody is for the standard solution let us take up arms against
them that we destroy them and their iniquity out of the land
lest they overrun us and destroy us the only realistic solution
alma 2625 but not for the mighty ammon we came into the
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wilderness not with the intent to destroy our brethren but with
the intent that perhaps we might save some few of their souls
alma 2626 and so the terrible warrior traveled from house to

house patiently suffering every privation relying upon the
mercies of god teaching the people in their houses and in their
streets being cast out and mocked and spit upon and smote upon
our cheeks and we have been stoned and bound with strong cords
and cast into prison and we have suffered all manner of
afflictions and all this that perhaps we might be the means of saving
some soul alma 2628 30 and that is the way you deal with the
bad guys

the result of that effort is a body of converts who accept
ammons own philosophy who buried their weapons of war and
they fear to take them up lest by any means they should sin
hel 159 the righteous people ofofammonammon who spend their days

repenting of the murders they had committed as acts of war and refusing
to fight the bad guys under any circumstances see alma 245 30

when abinadi comes with the usual message except they
repent I1 will utterly destroy them from off the face of the earth
mosiah 128 the people of king noah say abinadi is crazy because

they are the good guys

and now 0 king what great evil hast thou done or what great sins
have thy people committed that we should be condemned of god or
judged of this man

and now 0 king behold we are guiltless and thou 0 king hast not
sinned

and behold we are strong we shall not come into bondage or be taken
captive by our enemies yea and thou hast prospered in the land and
thou shalt also prosper peace and prosperity standing tall all the way

mosiah 1213 15

in reply abinadi points out that while being actively religious they
are doing the two things so fervidly condemned byjacobby jacob if ye teach
the law of moses why do ye not keep it why do ye set your hearts
upon riches why do ye commit whoredomswhoredoms and spend your strength
with harlots yea and cause this people to commit sin mosiah 12212299

we must not forget those book of mormon super good guys the
zoramitesZoramites hard working independent fiercely patriotic brave
smart prosperous zoramitesZoramites strictly attending their meetings and
observing proper dress standards what a perfectly wonderful
self image holy god we believe that thou hast separated us from
our brethren we believe that thou hast elected us to be thy holy
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children and thou hast elected us that we shall be saved whilst
all around us are elected to be cast by thy wrath down to hell for the
which holiness 0 god we thank thee and again we thank thee
0 god that we are a chosen and a holy people alma 3116 18

to alma these quintessentially good guys are the wickedestwickedest people
he has ever known 0 lord god how long wilt thou suffer that such
wickedness and infidelity shall be among this people 0 lord wilt
thou give me strength that I1 may bear with mine infirmities for I1

am infirm and such wickedness among this people doth pain my soul
alma 3130 and yet instead of condemning them he prays god

to give him strength to bear his afflictions among them see
alma 3133 because their souls are precious alma 3135 and
in what does the gross wickedness of these people consist in this
that they cry unto thee and yet their hearts are swallowed up in their
pride behold 0 god they cry unto thee with their mouths while
they are puffed up even to greatness with the vain things of the world
behold 0 my god their costly apparel and all their precious
things which they are ornamented with and behold their hearts are
set upon them and yet they cry unto thee and say we thank thee
0 god for we are a chosen people unto thee while others shall perish
alma 3127 28

the prophet nephi makes the same charge against the people of
zarahemlaZarahemla ye have set your hearts upon the riches and the vain things
of this world for the which ye do murder and plunder and steal
and bear false witness against your neighbor hel 721721 but god
is not going to put up with it he is withdrawing his protection

the lord will not grant unto you strength as he has hitherto done to
withstand against your enemies

for behold thus saith the lord I1 will not show unto the wicked of my
strength to one more than the other save it be unto those who
repent it shall be better for the lamanitesLamanites than for you except ye
shall repent

for behold they are more righteous than you for they have not sinned
against that great knowledge which ye have received therefore the lord
will be merciful unto them yea he will lengthen out their days and
increase their seed even when thou shalt be utterly destroyed except thou
shalt repent

hel 722 24

how often does this have to be repeated why do you think such great
pains and sufferings have been experienced to get the message of the
book of mormon through to us nephi goes on yea wo shall come
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unto you because of that pride which ye have suffered to enter your
hearts which has lifted you up beyond that which is good because
of your exceedingly great riches hel 726

in the twelfth chapter of helaman the demoralizing effect of riches on
society is stated as a general rule at the very time when he doth prosper
his people then is the time that they do harden their hearts
hel 122 why do they do it 0 how great is the nothingness of the

children of men thus is their beautiful self image rebuffed hel 127
jesus christ visiting the nephitesNephites personally sees to it that the

preaching of samuel the lamanite be included in the record from
which it had been omitted perhaps because samuel is an alien or speaks
too frankly

for this cause hath the lord god caused that a curse should come upon
the land and also upon your riches and this because of your iniquities

ye do cast out the prophets and do mock them

and now when ye talk ye say if our days had been in the days of our
fathers of old we would not have slain the prophets we would not have
stoned them and cast them out

behold ye are worse than they for as the lord liveth if a prophet come
among you and declarethdeclareth unto you the word of the lord which testifies
of your sins and iniquities ye are angry with him and cast him out and
seek all manner of ways to destroy him yea you will say that he is a
false prophet and that he is a sinner and of the devil because he
testifiethtestifieth that your deeds are evil

hel 1323 26

they want to be told that they are the good guys and so when a man
comes and tells them not what is wrong with zarahemlaZarahemla but what is

right with zarahemlaZarahemla they will say that he is a prophet and reward
him with large sums of money because he speakethspeaketh flattering words
unto you and he saith that all is well then ye will not find fault with
him hel 1327 28

giddianhiGiddianhi the robber leader insists that his followers are the good
guys who are only trying to protect their sacred rights and property
against the bad guys because of the many wrongs which ye have
done unto them 3 ne 34 he is the chief of the large and
powerful secret society of gadiantonGadianton which society and the works
thereof I1 know to be good and they are of ancient date and they have
been handed down unto us 3 ne 39 the chief is merely trying
to recover their rights and government lost to them because of
your wickedness in retaining from them their rights 3 ne 331051010
it is the rigid tribal morality of the mafia
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the shining hero of the book of mormon is moroni if all men
had been and were and ever would be like unto moroni behold
the very powers of hell would have beenshakenbeen shaken forever yea the devil
would never have power over the hearts of the children of men
alma 4817 you do not expel evil from the hearts of the children

of men by shooting them or blowing them up or torturing them
the inquisition operated on that theory nor can the powers of hell
be shaken by heavy artillery or nuclear warheads the devil does not
care who is fighting or why as long as there is fighting the devil
is the father of contention and he stirrethstirrettstirreth up the hearts of men to
contend with anger one with another behold this is not my
doctrine to stir up the hearts of men with anger one against another
but this is my doctrine that such things should be done away behold
verily verily I1 say unto you I1 will declare unto you my doctrine
that the father commandethcommandeth all men everywhere to repent and believe
in me 3 ne 1129 32 there is no possibility of confrontation here
between good and bad this is best shown in almas duel with amliciamlice
the amlicitesAmlicites are described as coming on in all the hideous and hellish
trappings of one of our more colorful rock groups glorying in the
fiendish horror of their appearance see alma 34 6 alma on the
other hand is the man of god alma 230 who meets the monster
amliciamlice with the sword face to face alma 229 and ofcourse wins
yet the nephitesNephites consider that debacle to be the judgments of god
sent upon them because of their wickedness and their abominations
therefore they were awakened to a remembrance of their duty
alma 43 the moral is that whenever there is a battle both sides

are guilty
nobody knows that better than moroni whose efforts to avoid

conflict far exceed his labors in battle when he sees trouble ahead
he gets ready for it by preparing the minds of the people to be faithful
unto the lord their god alma 487 his military preparations are
strictly defensive and he is careful to do nothing that will seem to
threaten the lamanitesLamanites all of his battles are fought on nephite soil
see alma 488 10 we are repeatedly reminded that moroni is a

man that did not delight in bloodshed alma 48481111 by him the
nephitesNephites were taught to defend themselves against their enemies even
to the shedding of blood if it were necessary yea and they were also
taught never to give an offense yea and never to raise the sword
except it were against an enemy except it were to preserve their lives
alma 4814 any thought of preemptive strike is out of the

question moroni even apologizes for espionage for if they only have
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sufficient faith god will warn them to flee or to prepare for war
according to their danger and also that god would make it known
unto them whither they should go to defend themselves this is a
great load off their minds and his moronis heart did glory in it
not in the shedding of blood but in doing good in preserving his
people yea in keeping the commandments of god yea and resisting
iniquity alma 4815 16 resisting iniquity where in the only place
it can be resisted in their own hearts not only is a preemptive strike
out of the question but moronis people have to let the enemy attack
at least twice before responding to guarantee that their own action
is purely defensive see alma 4346 the highest compliment that
alma can pay moroni is I1 I1 behold I1 he was a man like unto ammon
alma 4818 who as we have seen renounced all military solutions

to the lamanite problem
later it is the decision of the nephitesNephites after a series of brilliant

victories to take the initiative against the lamanitesLamanites and cut them
off from the face of the land that makes a conscientious objector of
mormon their great leader who did utterly refuse from this time
forth to be a commander and a leader of this people morm 331051010 11

and when they had sworn by all that had been forbidden them by
our lord and savior jesus christ that they would go up unto
their enemies to battle and avenge themselves of the blood of
their brethren a perfect john wayne situation behold the voice
of the lord came to mormon saying vengeance is mine and I1 will
repay morm 314 15 so mormon from being top brass becomes
a detached observer and reporter for our express benefit 1 I did stand
as an idle witness therefore I1 write unto you gentiles and also
unto you house of israel morm 316 17 he explains that the fatal
mistake of the nephitesNephites was to take the offensive and it was because
the armies of the nephitesNephites went up unto the lamanitesLamanites that they began
to be smitten for were it not for that the lamanitesLamanites could have had
no power over them morm 44 then comes the bottom line but
behold the judgments of god will overtake the wicked and it is by
the wicked that the wicked are punished for it is the wicked that stir
up the hearts of the children of men unto bloodshed morm 45
the battle is not between good and bad the wicked shall destroy
the wicked

mormon places the nephitesNephites and the lamanitesLamanites side by side for
our benefit As the war between them continues each sinks deeper
and deeper into depravity first after a nephite victory are four years
of peace devoted not to repentance but to warlike preparations as the
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lord removes his beloved disciples from among the nephitesNephites because
of the wickedness and unbelief the lord even forbids mormon to
preach repentance which preaching will now do no good because
of the hardness of their hearts the land was cursed for their sakes
morm 111717 they have passed the point of no return the people

have begun to worry and seek safe investments to hide up their
treasures in the earth but the dow jones keeps going down as their
riches became slippery because the lord had cursed the land that
they could not hold them nor retain them again morm 1181 18 it
is interesting that amid all this military fury riches still hold the number
one position in their minds then as at the end of the antique world
total lack of security forces people to turn in desperation to sorceriessorceries
and witchcraftswitchcrafts and magicsbagics morm 119 they feel haunted
helpless surrounded by demons the land was filled with robbers
insecurity is total but notwithstanding the great destruction which
hung over my people they did not repent and it was one
complete revolution throughout all the face of the land morm 28
then come those awful words and I1 saw that the day of grace was
passed with them morm 215 though mormon relents under
extreme pressure and leads the army to more victories see morm 5511

I1 nevertheless the strength of the lord was not with us yea we were
left to ourselves morm 226 after all the lord has done for them
the poor fools did not realize that it was the lord that had spared
them and granted unto them a chance for repentance his arm is

still stretched out morm 33
meanwhile what are the bad guys up to the lamanitesLamanites have been

sacrificing nephite women and children see morm 415 yet
I1 notwithstanding this great abomination of the lamanitesLamanites it doth
not exceed that of our people who practice cannibalism for a token
of bravery moro 99 10 when things reach this state mormon
says 1 I pray unto god that he will spare thy life to witness the return
of his people unto him or their utter destruction for I1 know that they
must perish except they repent moro 922 emphasis added 0
the depravity of my people they are without order and without
mercy moro 918 mormon prays for the people he had loved and
led though he knows his prayer cannot be answered see morm 312

and if they perish itit will be like unto thejareditesjareditesthe Jared ites because of the
willfulness of their hearts seeking for blood and revenge moro 923

and all this is meant for us these things must surely be
made known A knowledge of these things must come unto
a remnant of these people and also unto the gentiles by being
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hid up unto the lord that they may come forth in his own due time
morm 58 9 12 As to mormonscormonsMormons own people the lord has

reserved their blessings which they might have received in the land
for the gentiles who shall possess the land see morm 519 but they
will have another chance for after they have been driven and
scattered by the gentiles behold then will the lord remember the
covenant morm 520 then it will be our turn to be concerned

and then 0 ye gentiles how can ye stand before the power of god
except ye shall repent and turn from your evil ways morm 522
that hardly describes us as good guys there is only one hope for us

1 I prayed unto the lord that he would give unto the gentiles grace
says moroni that they might have charity that is the only thing
that can save us unilateral generosity if I1 expect anything in return
for charity except the happiness of the recipient then it is not charity
the lords answer to moroni is chilling the lord said unto me if
they have not charity it matterethmattereth not unto thee ether 1236 37
mormon was shown our generation which he describes with
photographic accuracy behold I1 speak unto you as if ye were
present and yet ye are not but behold jesus christ hath shown you
unto me and I1 know your doing morm 835 he then proceeds
to describe a people immensely pleased with themselves there are
none save a few only who do not lift themselves up in the pride of
their hearts unto the wearing of very fine apparel unto envying and
strifesstrafesstrifes and malice and persecutions and all manner of iniquities
the highlivinghigh living fiercely competitive crime ridden world of the 1980s
and then to the heart of the matter for behold ye do love money
and your substance and your fine apparel and the adorning of your
churches communists do not adorn churches more than ye love
the poor and the needy the sick and the afflicted why he
asks do we allow the underprivileged to pass by you and notice them
not while placing high value on that which hath no life morm
836 37 39 all the meanness and smugness of our day speaks in
that phrase and these very self satisfied church conscious and
wicked people are about to be destroyed by war behold the sword
of vengeance hangethhanseth over you and the time soon cometh that he
avengethavengeth the blood of the saints upon you for he will not suffer their
cries any longer morm 841

we have not mentioned the case of the jareditesJared ites it should
hardly be necessary to tell the story of shiz and coriantumr each
obsessed with the necessity of ridding the world of his evil adversary
both sides were exterminated not many years ago all of this book
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of mormon extravaganza belonged even for latter day saints to the
world of pure fantasy of things that could never happen in the modern
civilized world total extermination of a nation was utterly unthinkable
in those days but suddenly even within the past few years a very
ancient order of things has emerged at the forefront of world affairs
who would have thought it the holy war the ultimate showdown
of the good guys with god on their side versus the godless enemy
it is the creed of the ayatollahAyatollah the jihad dar al islam versus
dar al harb the roman agerpacatus versus the ager hosticushosticus on the
one side deus vulf on the other bismillahbismi eluhllahetuadraa it is a replay of the twelfth
century the only way the good people can be free that is safe
is to exterminate the bad people or as mr lee counsels to lock
them up before they do any mischief that alone will preserve the
freedom of us good people

and now there is even talk of armageddon with gog and magog
the two giants of the north ending in extermination there are those
who insist that we are the good guys fighting the bad guys at
armageddon but there is no such affair in the scriptures where
the only actual fighting mentioned is when every mans sword
shall be against his brother the wicked against the wicked then
god intervenes with pestilence hailstones fire and brimstone
ezek 38215821 22 with much slaughter but no mortal army has

a hand in it in the new testament version it all happens after the
millennium when fire comes out of heaven and destroys the army
besieging the saints but there is no mention of a battle anywhere see
rev 207 10 we have seen that for us there is only one way to prepare
for the great events ahead and that is to be found doing good when
the lord comes with no one taking advantage of temporary
prosperity to smite his fellow servants and to eat and drink with the
drunken JS M 152

mormonscormonsMormons message to us is not without a word of hope and
advice I1 I1 behold I1 speak unto you as though I1 spake from the dead
for I1 know that ye shall have my words give thanks unto god
that he hath made manifest unto you our imperfections that ye may
learn to be more wise than we have been morm 930 5131 his
address is expressly to the inhabitants of this land into whose hands

this book shall come specifically it is meant for us



islands of peace

summers first day before
if the sun were hot enough
someone would think of water
wed run to search in cupboards
for our old swimming trunks
roll them in towels
and make our way upriver
wed pass the thinning houses
at the edge of town
pass pulmanspullmansPulmans cautious house
behind its wall his raging
mastiff choking in its snarls
two fifty six pound weights
dragged after him slowed him
old pulman came out sometimes
calling his nervous threats
easing his beast to calm
wiping the white froth
with his hands
from the dogs jowls

but we would be long gone
aimed for a green elbow
of the river below the bridge
where quiet water lingered

in april once early sun
deceiving us we found
three taller boys
hooting with brisk chill
already in our pool
calling us to join them
they could all swim
floated downstream
churned water struck
across the current
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but the tireless river
throughout its seasons
had filed a narrow channel
deep carrying hidden water
it kept us splashing near the bank
timid on shallow pebbles

boysie wild carried me across
my small weight almost sinking him
but he swam on head lifted
gasping keeping his breath dry
he set me in another country
waist deep in a strange river
on the far side of danger
little waves floated me
bumped me inch by inch
on the stone ledge I1 watched
my legs hang pale
in deepest water later
grown cold I1 pushed
away thrashed with my arms
above imagined fathoms
crawled safely out the kind
of useless daring I1 was good at

that was the day reg smith
knowing that channel swimmers
cover themselves with grease
to still the cold
brought half a pound of lard
to keep his white skin warm
and in he stepped laid his plumpness
in the clean river at once
the fat slid off spreading
in frailest rainbows fled
in films until the broken shallows
took them

walking home
glowing we were fulfilled
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it was a known world then
we lived in it we made it
with our voices somewhere
though we did not know where
there would be islands
in which the temperate sun
allowed for daylong swimming
in a world like ours
perfect things were probable
the islands of peace of course
we all believed in them

meanwhile we walked a world
sound to its very core
who could have known
its crust so thin that men
would burn it dry shatter it
we could not imagine
our days would be counted

in africa reg smith only child
of old parents his body
wrapped in khaki burned away
and vanished in his smoke
with many others appalled
confused all certainty gone
they did not find the islands

I1 have not found the islands
of the blest islands of peace
but would believe in them
would search for them would
keep them floating
with my breath

leslie norris

leslie norris is a professor of english at brigham young university



violence and the gospel the teachings
of the old testament the new testament

and the book of mormon

edwin brown firmage

introduction

A united nations study estimates that the direct effects of an
all out nuclear exchange the initial blasts the consequent radiation
and the ensuing fires would kill 11.111lill 1 billion people I11 beyond those
direct effects indirect radiation related effects would create an
unprecedented pandpandemicernic that would kill another billion people 2asaas2 As

though such a human toll were insufficient evidence of the perverseness
of modemmodern weaponry recent studies on the longtermlong term atmospheric and
biological consequences of nuclear war raise the spectre of a nuclear
winter that would devastate the earth perhaps to the point of the
extinction of all life 3

concerned people everywhere are searching for ways to avoid these
disasters throughout history law often inspired by and based on
religious teachings has been used in attempts to prevent or limit force
and war as means of resolving disputes that legal steps are absolutely
necessary and every effort should be made toward such short term
measures as arms control agreements is as true today as ever 4

nevertheless one must question the capacity of law to furnish a lasting
solution the fundamental solution is beyond the reach of law but
even if by some miracle or at least by a mighty feat ofpolitical genius
and courage nuclear weaponry could be radically reduced or
eliminated altogether every generation forever will possess the awful
capacity to develop manufacture and deploy these weapons ofultimate
destruction we can never again return with innocence to a prenuclearpronuclearprenuclear
eden

perhaps only a collective change of mind can achieve the
fundamental solution beyond the reach of law whether through an
elevation of social consciousness or a religious conversion humankind
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must come to perceive itself across national racial and religious
boundaries as brothers and sisters of common descent

A previous article of mine examined the old testament doctrine
of holy war as the paradigm of allegiance and discussed latter day
saint teaching on force and war fromjosephfromgrom joseph smith and brigham young
to spencer W kimball 5 in this article I1 continue my study of religious
teachings on force and war as they apply in the nuclear age in
particular I1 shall examine old testament prophetic teachings as
distinguished from israels experience in the conquest of canaan
through the davidic monarchy teachings of jesus on force and
violence and book of mormon teachings on force and war these
teachings may be more important now than ever all of them culminate
in a sublime transcendent message for our day we must learn to love
god above all and to love others as ourselves to see all humankind
as our brothers and sisters

OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETIC TRADITION ON FORCE AND WAR

the later prophets consistently challenged the ways of war endemic
to monarchy by reiterating israels commitment to yahweh as the
divine warrior 6 yahweh was israels provider and defender and
only faith in yahweh could provide the security kings sought in
armies and weapons of war the prophets inherited this notion from
available traditions 7 although the idea of gods acting in history is

not unique to israel the prophets stressed its implication to an
unparalleled degree 8 this emphasis rather than particular forms of
warfare is israels legacy to the world 9

the antiquity of the idea ofofyahwehsyahwehsYahwehs unchallengeable kingship
over israel is clearly evident in the great debate occasioned by the
institution of an earthly monarch in israel see 1 sam 8 11 israels
proposal to have a king like other nations directly challenged
yahwehsYahwehs exclusive rights to their loyalty yet while this reaction no
doubt represents one view it cannot be maintained that the prophetic
message taken as a whole is essentially antimonarchical on the
contrary it suggests a synthesis of the two camps an integration of
what for israel was the new idea of an earthly monarch into the older
ideology of the federated tribes under yahwehsYahwehs command 10 such
a synthesis was obviously effected since even the monarchy s harshest
critics the prophets never hinted at its ultimate abolition isaiah
for example foresees the coming of a virtuous king when the present
era of history ends see isa 111 4 books such as deuteronomy
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while they carefully regulate the behavior of the king do not view
kingship itself as antithetical to the principles of israelite religion
see deutbeut 1714 20

the ultimate testimony of the way in which kingship became an
essential part of israels religion as opposed to a tolerated aberration
is the messianic hope without the experiences good and bad under
the kings the notion of a messiah the anointed king might have
been incomprehensible perhaps historically impossible when we speak
therefore of the biblical conception of kingship and especially when
we attempt to draw theological conclusions from it we must keep in
mind that we are dealing with an evolving phenomenon which changed
to meet the needs of circumstance

the monarchy brought fundamental changes to israelite society
especially during the eighth century when classical prophecy arose
the monarchy and its foreign policy simply devastated the lower classes
with furious anger isaiah attacked the unscrupulous nobles and judges
who had conspired to rob the helpless of their rights see isa 121 23
313 15 58 101 4 11 he denounced the decadent upper class
pampered and concerned only for material possessions and venal
pleasures see isa 316 41 511 12 22 israel was like a vineyard
that should have brought forth good grapes but was being consumed
by briars and thistlesthistlwhistleses because ofotherher lavish rituals by which she hoped
to placate yahwehsYahwehs demands see isa 1iioilo11010 14 israel could repent
and become gods dwelling place however by giving up her faith
in human armaments and placing faith in yahwehsYahwehs judgment

and he shall judge among the nations and shall rebuke many people
and they shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into
pruning hooks nation shall not lift up sword against nation neither shall
they learn war any more

isa 24

isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophetic call required him to oppose a national pride
vested in military superiority and strong alliances isaiah first challenged
judahs national policy in 735 733 BC whenthewhen the aramaean israelite
coalition came against jerusalem to compel judahs alliance against
assyria 12 isaiah confronted king ahaz about his plan to appeal
to assyria for help promising that the coalition would fail in
its purpose ifjudah would trust in yahwehsYahwehs promises see isa 71 8

ahaz refused isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophetic counsel however he sent a tribute
to tiglath pileserpiltser and surrendered judahs independence see
2 kgsggs 16 17 isaiah responded by prophesying national calamity see
isa 718 25 85 8
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isaiah also opposed judahs alliance with egypt against assyria
about 714 712 BC isaiah insisted that yahweh would defend judah
and overthrow assyria in due time if judah would only wait see
isa 1424 27 dressed as a prisoner of war isaiah walked through
the streets ofofjerusalernjerusalem to symbolize the dire results ofofjudahsjudahs reliance
on egypt rather than yahweh see isa 20 isaiah again predicted
disaster for judahs idolatrous reliance on armies and alliances with
egypt rather than waiting upon yahweh see isa 2814 22 301 7

woe to them that go down to egypt for help and stay on horses and
trust in chariots because they are many and in horsemen because they
are very strong but they look not unto the holy one of israel neither
seek the lord

isa 33111 1

isaiah taught thatjudahsthat judahs reliance upon weapons and the ways of war
would bring destruction not security peace would come only through
righteousness and faith in yahweh

isaiah was vindicated when king hezekiah the son ofofahazahaz stood
firm against the assyrian invasion ofofjudahjudah about 688 BC isaiah alone
stood by his king in declaring that the assyrian pride had exhausted
divine patience see isa 3721 29 he promised that yahweh would
never allowjerusalernallow jerusalem to be taken by blasphemous assyria as long as
judah placed faith in yahweh see isa 295 8 3733 35 hezekiah
heeded isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs counsel and the city successfully survived the assyrian
siege

isaiah apparently did not give up hope that his teachings could
change a spiritually corrupt people see isa 69 10 his belief in god
was too expansive for him to suppose thatjudahsthat judahs unfaithfulness could
frustrate divine purpose no matter how much it injured divine love
judahs impending tragedy manifested the divine chasteningchastening of a
people that would purge the dross and leave a purified people
see isa 124 26 42 6 As a sign of his hope isaiah gave his first

son the ominous name of sheanshearshe ar jaschubjashub a remnant shall return
emphasizing not the exile but the remnant that would return thus
isaiah turned to the future fulfillment of gods promises to provide
hope to israel gods chosen people

moreover isaiah taught that peace among nations and with all
nature would eventually result from a virtuous kings judgment the
lamb would lie with the wolf the leopard with the kid and the cow
with the bear see isa 116 9 zions defense would be the munitions
of rocks and jerusalemandjerusalem would be a quiet habitation a place of beautiful
rivers and streams see isa 3316 20 21 zion would be characterized
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by a love of peace and trust in god the work of righteousness shall
be peace and the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance for
ever and my people shall dwell in a peaceable habitation and in sure
dwellings and in quiet resting places isa 3217 18

god revealed himself to israel in his covenant yahweh chose to
manifest his divine vulnerability in making a covenant that entailed
divine response to human commitment israels greatest prophets
consistently employed the most intimate relationships known to
mortals to characterize yahwehsYahwehs relationship with wayward israel god
is israels father and israel his infant child yahweh is israels
husband and israel his unfaithful bride yahwehsYahwehs promise to david
is expressed in terms of the father son covenant

I1 will be his father and he shall be my son if he commit iniquity I1 will
chasten him with the rod of men and with the stripes of the children of men

but my mercy shall not depart away from him as I1 took it from saul
whom I1 put away before thee

and thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before
thee thy throne shall be established forever

2 sam 714 16

hosea echoes yahwehsYahwehs pain at israels rejection of his covenant
he applies the excruciating metaphor of a loving husband who remains
faithful despite his wifeswigescifes infidelities hosea is commanded by god to
marry a prostitute he is to heal her with redeeming love a type of
what yahweh promises to do by covenant love with israel see hosea 1122
so hosea married gomer a prostitute who bore him children named
of the lord to symbolize israels infidelities to yahweh the first son
is namednamedmnamedmjestel where jehu massacred the descendants ofofomriomri the
daughter not having obtainedmercyobtained meroymercymencmercmenuy 1 I will no more have mercy
upon the house of israel the next son was named not my
people since israel was not my people and I1 will not be your god
hosea 1133 9 gomer responded by returning to prostitution seeking

fulfillment in her lovers and their money see hosea 25 10
yahweh who had demonstrated his love for israel as hosea had

to gomer withdrew his comcorn his wine wool and flax that were given
to cover her nakedness and now will I1 discover her lewdness in the
sight ofotherher lovers hosea 29 10 he would reveal her shame until
she recognized that yahweh like hosea with gomer was really the
source of israels wellbeingwell being and redemption no progress was possible
without commitmentconunitment to yahweh see hosea 211 13 through unrequited
love israel like gomer would be wooed back to a faithful relationship
see hosea 214 18
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when that day comes it is yahweh who speaks she will call me
my husband A faithful covenant of unbreakable love will be made

between israel and yahweh encompassing all life and all nature and
in that day will I1 make a covenant for them with the beasts of the
field and with the fowls of heaven and with the creeping things of
the ground and I1 will break the bow and the sword and the battle
out of the earth and will make them to lie down safely and I1 will
betroth thee unto me for ever yea I1 will betroth thee unto me in
righteousness and in judgment and in loving kindness and in mercies
I1 will even betroth thee unto me in faithfulness and thou shalt know
the lord I1 will have mercy upon her that had not obtained
mercy and I1 will say to them which were not my people thou art my
people and they shall say thou art my god hosea 216 23

yahweh then directed hosea a second time to redeem gomer from
the slave market and once again to betroth her go yet love a woman
beloved ofotherher friend yet an adulteress according to the love of the lord
for the children of israel I1 who look to other gods so hosea purchased
her and asked a pledge of fidelity thou shalt abide for me many
days thou shalt not play the harlot and thou shalt not be for another
man so will I1 also be for thee just as israel long without a king
or country one day would be redeemed by her messiah hosea 315315153133

these divine metaphors playing upon the most profound human
emotions are not mere literary convention they reveal to us the nature
of israels god As terence fretheim recently demonstrated 13 the
prophets of the old testament interacted with a god who suffers
because of a broken relationship the people s rejection of his loving
covenant god suffers with the people who suffer god suffers for his
people As foreign as the idea may be to classical theology that
emphasizes impassibility and immutability the old testament
prophets express the incomprehensible divine hurt that in spite of
all god had done for the people they have ignored his call thus
jeremiah begins his book with a picture of the pain and anguish of
god rejected as a parent and a husband

but I1 said how shall I1 put thee among the children and give thee a

pleasant land a goodly heritage of the hosts of nations and I1 said thou
shalt call me my father and shalt not turn away from me surely as

a wife treacherously departethdeparteth from her husband so have ye dealt
treacherously with me 0 house of israel saith the lord

jer 319 20

yahwehsYahwehs love for israel is expressed by the hebrew hesed or
faithful and intimate redemptive covenant love 14 hesed Ys the basis
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for atonement of humankind and all creation the healing of a
relationship vital to human welfare or salvation As the parent heals the
child and the mate transforms the marriage partner with long suffering
and unconditional love and mercy so the messiah will reconcile israel and
all the world with their father amongst themselves and within the inner
cosmos of every persons soul this concept of covenant love was judaisms
most influential teaching on early christianity the concept of atonement
and the fathers intimacy with humans became the hallmark ofjesusofjesus
teachings the apostle paul expressed this tenderness when he described
the movement of the spirit within us impelling us to become gods
sons and daughters whereby we cry abba father rom 815
jesus was unique in applying the term abba that must have shocked
his contemporaries with its connotations of intimacy jesus did not
invoke the more common liturgical form abihuabinu our father
by which god was addressed in the synagogue nor even the more
personal ajiabiaai meaning my father instead jesus used the domestic
word by which a father was addressed in the affectionate intimacy of
the immediate family thus expressing a sense of nearness to god
engendering implicit trust 15 abba literally means daddy the most
intimate tenderheartedtender hearted and childlikechild like expression of the relation between
child and father compare mark 1436 jesus teachings are a profound
expression and fulfillment of gods love for israel expressed through
the great prophets like isaiah hosea and jeremiah among others

jesus would expand the concept of faithful covenant love to the entire
world he would direct his disciples as lights in a darkened world as

the salt of the earth to carry the message of redeeming love through
example direct teaching and parable the good samaritan would teach
early jewish christianity to broaden the concept of neighbor the
laborers in the vineyard and the wedding feast would establish that gods
love is universal and the kingdom open to all whatever ancient israels
heritage of thousands of years the teaching of enemy love would
complete a mandate of converting atoning redemptive covenant love
requiring christians to accept all people no matter what their beliefs
nationality or politics the great commandment linked inextricably the
necessity of love of others and self as any distinction between them was
obliterated forever to externalize evil was prohibited as a beam would
preclude seeing the mote jesus had come to heal the broken relationship

VIOLENCE AND THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS

without repudiating the law and the prophets jesus ushered in
the kingdom of god isaiah had seen that to israel a child would be
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born a son given and the government shall be upon his shoulder
and his name shall be called wonderful counsellor the mighty god
the everlasting father the prince of peace isa 96

redemptive sacrificial love was seen by the gospel writers as the
crux of the messiahs atoning act and his teachings matthew particularly
saw in jesus the fulfillment of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecy of the suffering
servant 16

jesus announced his messianic fulfillment and the inauguration
of the kingdom of god at the beginning ofhis public ministry speaking
in a synagogue in nazareth where he grew up jesus turned to a text
of isaiah and read from chapter 6611

the spirit of the lord god is upon me because the lord hath anointed
me to preach good tidings unto the meek he hath sent me to bind up
the brokenheartedbroken hearted to proclaim liberty to the captives and the opening
of the prison to them that are bound

to proclaim the acceptable year of the lord and the day of vengeance
of our god to comfort all that mourn

to appoint unto them that mourn in zion to give unto them beauty
for ashes the oil of joy for mourning the garment of praise for the spirit
of heaviness that they might be called trees of righteousness the
planting of the lord that he might be glorified

isa 611 3

luke then records thatjesusthatjesus closed the book returned it to the minister
sat down and while the eyes of all were fastened on him he
pronounced that the kingdom of god was upon them in his fulfillment
of the messianic prophecy this day is this scripture fulfilled in your
ears luke 420 21 the righteous king had come

after the calling of the twelve jesus gave them his great ordination
address the sermon on the mount there as the prince of peace

he presented the core of his gospel blessed would be the poor in spirit
who recognized their total dependence upon the father those that
mourn would be comforted one need not be aggressive against another
to acquire territory for the meek would inherit the earth by extending
mercy as in avoiding judgment of others our own hearts can be softened
and our spirits made contrite we may therefore receive mercy
peacemakersPeacemakers will be gods children

the goal of the gospel as asjesusjesus announced his father s kingdom
was that we be whole be complete as the father is whole or complete
jesus taught all who would listen and comprehend that the kingdom
of god is in a sense within them dramatic transformation of their
minds and souls their very being is what was demanded jesus
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kingdom was not of this world jesus asked for the conversion of souls
not simply outward conformity

to be part of this kingdom not only must we not kill but we
are forbidden to be angry without cause ritual even worship will not
speak to our souls as an aid to their transformation we may not
approach and emulate the father in worship unless we first be
reconciled with our brothers and sisters christian reconciliation he
stated not as immutable law ignorant of the enormous problems of
institution and circumstance rather he enjoined our efforts to the
greatest extent possible with our capacity and situation he advised
conciliation with our adversary lest the institutions of the state grind
both down he excluded vengeance from the life of the disciple and
repealed the lex talionis proportionate retaliation an eye for an eye
while far better than indiscriminate massacre and blood feud was
nevertheless beneath a son of god

finally in climax to the great sermons description of the
personalities that would inhabit his fathers kingdom jesus preached
love for one s enemy

ye have heard that it hath but I1 say unto you which hear
been said thou shalt love thy love your enemies do good to
neighbour and hate thine them which hate you
enemy bless them that curse you and

but I1 say unto you love your pray for them which despitefully

enemies bless them that curse use you

you do good to them that for if ye love them which love
hate you and pray for them you what thank have ye for
which despitefully use you and sinners also love those that love
persecute you them

for if ye love them which love and if ye do good to them which
do good to what thank haveyou what reward have ye do not you

the the ye for sinners also do even theeven publicanspublicans same
same

and if salute brethrenye your but love ye your enemies and do
only what do more thanye good and lend hoping for
others do not even the publicanspublic ans and rewardnothing again your
soc

shall be great and ye shall be the
be ye therefore perfect even as children of the highest for he is
your father which is in heaven is kind unto the unthankful and to
perfect the evil

matt 5435454545543444 46 48 luke 627 28 32 33 35

it takes no special effort to love those who love us and hate those
who hate us but the christian s mission is to make both neighbor
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and enemy our brother and sister in the kingdom of god and how
else can we touch them inspire them and convert them but by
loving them then we will indeed be the light of the world a city
set on a hill that cannot be hid in this way we transform ourselves
with the spirit of christ as we extend redeeming love to others
neighbors and enemies as he did for us all we must love as he loves
in no other way can we be his disciples and children of our father
whole and complete faithful to the covenant

for the christian nonviolence then is not primarily based upon
its necessity for our preservation in a world gorged with thermonuclear
weapons however accurate that perception nor is nonviolence
practiced simply as a higher moral principle than violent response to
provocation rather christs mandate that we love neighbor and enemy
as brother and sister and children of our father compels that we love
and not kill

jesus knew that no dispute is finally solved by violence the
underlying cause usually remains simply exacerbated by the evil
progeny spawned by war hatred of our brothers and sisters as if they
were somehow fundamentally different from ourselves the teaching
and glorification of violence lust ignorance propaganda and finally
suffering starvation disease and death

according especially to matthew s gospel following peters
confession of faith jesus from that time forth began to shew
unto his disciples how that he must go unto jerusalem and suffer
many things of the elders and chief priests and scribes and be killed
and be raised again the third day matt 1621

johns gospel records what is in all probability his remembrance
of peters confession in a somewhat different circumstance and locale
at capernaumCapernaurn rather than caesarea philippi at the conclusion of

the masters profound sermon on the bread of life following the
miracle of the loaves and fishes see john 648 5311

jesus taught a hard saying that he would sacrifice his flesh and
his blood in order that an atonement for all humankind could be
accomplished only in such a manner he taught could he raise us
up at the last day john 644

many in israel including presumablyjesuspresumably jesus disciples had expected
a messiah who would free israel from foreign dominion and establish
again an independent and united state the concept of a messiah who
would transcend death and hell and accomplish atonement between
god and all his children by offering himself as a sacrifice through
crucifixion was more than most could comprehend 1 I believe in fact
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that this spectre of a crucified messiah was in all probability more than any
disciple contemporary with jesus could comprehend until after the
crucifixion the resurrection and the pentecost only retrospectively
and with the gift of the holy spirit to bring to their remembrance
all jesus had taught would the apostles themselves come gradually
to comprehend a concept so unfamiliar and transcendent john records
that many therefore of his disciples when they had heard this said
this is an hard saying who can hear it from that time many
of his disciples went back and walked no more with him john 660 66

thenjohnThethen johnnjohn records peters confession of a faith without alternative

then said jesus unto the twelve will ye also go away

then simon peter answered him lord to whom shall we go thou hast
the words of eternal life

and we believe and are sure that thou art that christ the son of the
living god

john 667 69

yet matthew records that peter convinced that his master was
indeed israels messiah still did not comprehend the nature of his
transcendence the way of atonement that indeedjesusindeed jesus kingdom was

not of this world
peter in natural human response tojesusto jesus teaching ofhis impending

death and reflecting misunderstanding about the nature of the
messiahs role as healer of us all in atonement with his father rebuked
jesus be it far from thee lord this shall not be unto thee
matt 1622

jesus response rejected the natural human reaction of resort to
violence jesus refused even that level of violence implicit in peters
statement itself evidently far short of the zealot alternative jesus said
to peter get thee behind me satan thou art an offense unto me
for thou savorest not the things that be of god but those that be of
men matt 1623

thenjesusthen jesus directed his words and his example to all who would
be disciples words that contain the power to heal and atone between
men as well as between man and god

then said jesus unto his disciples if any man will come after me let
him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me

for whosoever will save his life shall lose it and whosoever will lose his
life for my sake shall find it

for what is a man profited if he shall gain the whole world and lose
his own soul or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul

matt 1624 26
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the complete fruition of jesus transcending power to lift all
humanity to him through atonement rests upon such discipleship

jesus rejected peters attempt to use the forceful ways of the world
such ways even if successful for a time would have prevented jesus
atoning act the transcendent act of redemptive love jesus commands
that we follow little children yet a little while I1 am with you A
new commandment I1 give unto you that ye love one another as I1

have loved you that ye also love one another by this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples if ye have love one to another
john 1333135315551535 35

he recognized that violence could do nothibothinothingng but lead
to more violence even after jesus rebuke following peters
confession peter did not comprehend at the betrayal and arrest
peter again sought to defend his messiah with the sword jesus again
commanded put up again thy sword into his place for all they
that take the sword shall perish with the sword matt 2652
tertullian a second century christian leader in north africa
concluded the lord afterward in disarming peter unbelted every
soldier 17

THE PROPHETIC TRADITION AND FORCE AND WAR
IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

the book of mormon should convince all living souls of the futility
of war and the hazards of unrighteousness A few prophets swimming
in a sea of barbarism find it difficult to prevent the crumbling and final
collapse of a corrupt people 18

spencer W kimball

the so called battlebattie books of the book of mormon those
grim chapters most readers ignore are classical history in the best
sense like the historical books of the old testament and the greatest
greek history thucydides account of the peloponnesian war
they have a moral purpose one consistent with the intent of the
work as a whole the express desire of the authors is not so much
to chronicle history for its own sake for they ignore the vast majority
of their history but to preserve a record of their doings for posterity a
testament to their faith and an insistent but loving warning to our
own society

the book of mormon exhibits many of the literary traditions
evident in the old testament among them the exodus typology of
divine deliverance instead of heroic deliverance through military
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strength 19 nevertheless the book of mormon does notbot altogether
follow the pattern of biblical warfare it demonstrates a complete
disregard for the ritual purity associated with that tradition in the
old testament texts available to us the book of mormon also
demonstrates other responses to war such as pacifism and what would
best be described as a just war theory all of the book of mormon
approaches to war demonstrate one thing in common only faith in
god can insure wellbeingwell being while trust in human military might is

idolatry and insures destruction

divine deliverance and exodus paradigms
the purpose of the exodus typology evident throughout the old

testament is to demonstrate that yahweh is mighty to deliver his people
from their enemies in remembrance of his covenant 20 the presence
of exodus typology in the book of mormon has been demonstrated
previously the book of mormon writers repeatedly employ exodus
typology in constructing their narrative alma is delivered from king
noah see mosiah 181 192 the people ofoflimhilimhi are delivered from
bondage under the lamanitesLamanites see mosiah 2113 2216 and alma
is again delivered from the lamanitesLamanites see mosiah 2410 25 alma
departed from king noahsmoahs court and established a colony in a place
called mormon near a fountain of pure water when almas small
colony learned that king noah had dispatched an army to apprehend
them at this secret place they took their tents and their families and
departed into the wilderness mosiah 1834

after escaping from king noah almas people came into
bondage under the lamanitesLamanites who were taskmasterstaskmasters over them
mosiah 249 almas people thus began to cry mightily to god

that he would deliver them and god responded lift up your heads
and be of good comfort for I1 know of the covenant which ye have
made unto me and I1 will covenant with my people and deliver them
out of bondage mosiah 2410 13 the lord then gave instructions
to alma as he had to moses to deliver his people from bondage see
mosiah 2417 almas people gathered their flocks and grain and
departed when the lord caused a deep sleep to come upon the lamanite
guards when almas people had hidden in the wilderness they
gathered together and gave thanks to god for delivering them from
bondage for none could deliver them except it were the lord their
god mosiah 2418 21

limhislimhtslights people had become subjected to the lamanitesLamanites the
lamanitesLamanites had exacted heavy burdens causing limhislimpis people to cry
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mightily to god yea even all the day long did they cry unto their
god that he would deliver them out of their afflictions mosiah 2114
limhi caused his people to gather together at the temple at what
appears to be a covenant renewal ceremony 21 he told his people that
I1 I1 the time is at hand or is not far distant when we shall no longer
be in subjection to our enemies mosiah 718 he promised that
if they would trust in god they would be delivered

therefore lift up your heads and rejoice and put your trust in
god in that god who was the god of abraham and isaac andandjacobjacob
and also that god who brought the children of israel out of the land
of egypt and caused that they should walk through the red sea on dry
ground and fed them with manna that they might not perish in the
wilderness that same god has brought our fathers out of the land
ofieofjerusalemofierusalemrusalem and has kept and preserved his people even until now and
behold it is because of our iniquities and abominations that he has
brought us into bondage

mosiah 719 20

limhislimpis people could find no way to deliver themselves out of
bondage except it were to take their women and children and their
flocks and their herds and their tents and depart into the wilderness
mosiah 222 thus limhislimpis people escaped bondage without

bloodshed by trusting in god the exodus as yahwehsYahwehs paradigm of
deliverance is apparent in these book of mormon accounts As historian
richard bushman notes book of mormon prophets saw the major
events of their own past as comprising a series of deliverancesdeliverances beginning
with the archetypal flight of the israelites from egypt 22 this paradigm
emphasizes that war is not necessary vast arsenals are superfluous for
yahwehsYahwehs covenant with israel was sufficient to defend his people if
they would be faithful to the covenant but the paradigm also teaches
that armaments are not merely unnecessary they may be obstructions
to peace and welfare because god alone can deliver

israel was not justified in war unless the prophet consulted yahweh
and received affirmation through revelation 23 old testament
tradition proclaims that yahweh delivered israels enemies into her
hands rather than israel from the hands of her enemies as in the
exodus typology this tradition is reflected in captain moronis defense
ofofnephitenephite freedoms further moroni is the focus of mormonscormonsMormons message
to our own day when battle was imminent moroni sent two men
to the prophet alma desiring him that he should inquire of the lord
whither the armies of the nephitesNephites should go to defend themselves
against the lamanitesLamanites alma 4323 alma received the divine
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approval required under holy war tradition and instructed moroni
where to deploy his armies the lord justified the nephitesNephites in
engaging the lamanitesLamanites in battle because it was the only desire of
the nephitesNephites to preserve their lands and their liberty and their church
and the purpose was clearly defense against an unjust aggressor
alma 4330 see also 4346 mormon was adamant that the nephitesNephites

were inspired by a better cause for they were not fighting for
monarchy nor power but they were fighting for their homes and their
liberties their wives and their children alma 4345 thus captain
moroni thought it no sin that he should defend them by stratagem
provided by the lord alma 4330

the stratagem given from the lord was effective to rout the
more numerous lamanitesLamanites without excessive shedding of blood see
alma 4351 442 when the nephitesNephites had surrounded the lamanitesLamanites
and victory was ensured moroni commanded the shedding of blood
to cease the restoration of peace was the only purpose sought by
moroni see alma 443 10 As wise as moroni was he was willing
to allow the lamanitesLamanites to return to their lands unharmed if they would
only enter into a covenant of peace see alma 4415 20 he gained
no ultimate victory no absolute assurance that the enemy would keep
his word and not invade again but only righteous trust in the lord
and hope that the enemy would repent and value peace the people
rejoiced because the lord had again delivered them out of the hands
of their enemies therefore they gave thanks unto the lord their god
alma 454511 thereafter alma consecrated the land to those who would

keep the commandments of god alma also prophesied and blessed
the earth for the righteous sake and cursed the land to all those that
do wickedly alma thus pronounced the cursing and the blessing
of god upon the land as a completion of the covenant ceremony
acknowledging gods holy war alma 458 16 24

moroni was compelled to military action once again when a political
insurrection attempted to establish a monarchy that threatened the
freedom of his people amalickiah attempted to establish himself as
king over the nephitesNephites by promising power and position to lower
judges alma 464 moroni sensed a danger from this insurgent
political group and opposed amalickiahs efforts seeking political
support moroni rent his coat and wrote upon it in memory of our
god our religion and freedom and our peace our wives and our
children and fastened it to a pole alma 4612 these words ritualized
in nephite society and often quoted by mormon 25 became a rallying
point as mormon went among his people seeking support and reminding
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the people that god alone could defend them compare alma 467 8
even moroni may have momentarily lapsed into a cruelercrudercruger ethic when
he used his position as chief captain over the armies to threaten death
to all amalickiahites that would not enter into a covenant to
support the cause of freedom alma 4635

after having been rejected by the nephitesNephites amalickiah succeeded
through murder and intrigue in establishing himself as a king over
the lamanitesLamanites see alma 47 amalickiah later incited the lamanitesLamanites
to come to battle against moronis people moroni thus prepared his
people for protracted warfare by building defensive measures against
the more numerous lamanitesLamanites see alma 488 10 mormon was careful
to note that moroni now taught his people never to give an offense
yea and never to raise the sword except it were against an enemy
except it were to preserve their lives he taught them that if they
would be faithful god would prosper them in the land further they
were taught that god would make it known unto them whither they
should go to defend themselves against their enemies and by so
doing the lord would deliver them alma 4814 16 the nephitesNephites
would enter battle only to preserve freedom and peace for they were
I1 sorry to take up arms against the lamanitesLamanites because they did not
delight in the shedding of blood alma 4823 mormon thus goes
to lengths to inform us about a proper attitude toward war the holy
war paradigms of moronis covenant which in effect guaranteed his
people the land through victory and the consultation with the
prophet to receive yahwehsYahwehs assurance of victory are well enough known
not to need repeating

pacifism and covenant
the book of mormon presents the only instance in scripture of

a society committed by covenant to pacifism the rejection of war in
all forms through passive nonresistance to violence thoughjesusthough jesus taught
nonviolence and the early christian communities were committed to
pacifism26pacifism26 until about AD 170 only in alma 24 do we find an
entire community embracing pacifism as a moral obligation realized
in response to the gospel the narrative divulges more than a profound
commitment to nonviolence it also reveals that evil is not found
primarily in one society among combatants the tacit but powerful
message is that the externalization of evil the distorted view that finds
the solution to the worlds problems in a common enemy is a
misunderstanding of the gospel the structure of the book of mormon
narrative reveals repeatedly that enemies mirror one another in their
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mutual commitment to military and economic superiority evil is found
by looking within and is conquered through personal conversion

the book of mormon narrative demonstrates a persistent sense of
brotherhood even with enemies this sense of brotherhood had a
profound influence on the way the book of mormon prophets considered
the use ofoffereeforce it was also the catalyst behind repeated missionary
activities of the sons of mosiah among the lamanitesLamanites a people the
nephitesNephites in general feared as an enemy the lamanitesLamanites often
demonstrated an amazing receptivity to the gospel and a commitment
to live it fully once they had accepted it see alma 236 A certain
group of lamanitesLamanites having accepted the gospel changed their names
to antiandiantl nephi lehidehl the new name symbolized the necessity of a new
way of life and social structure demanded by conversion the turning
from a way of life and turningreturningre to god see alma 2316 18

the antiandiantl nephi lehisgehis felt that accepting the gospel also required
them to repent of their warlike life they gathered to hear their king
and to enter into a covenant with god that was a testimony of their
new faith see alma 2417 18 their king spoke eloquently of the
implications of their new faith for force and war

since god hath taken away our stains and our swords have become bright
then let us stain our swords no more with the blood of our brethren

behold I1 say unto you nay let us retain our swords that they be not
stained with the blood of our brethren for perhaps if we should stain
our swords again they can no more be washed bright through the blood
of the son of our great god which shall be shed for the atonement of
our sinssins

since it has been as much as we could do to get our stains taken
away from us and our swords are made bright let us hide them away
that they may be kept bright as a testimony to our god at the last
day that we have not stained our swords in the blood of our
brethren

and now my brethren if our brethren seek to destroy us behold we
will hide away our swords yea even we will bury them deep inthein the earth
that they may be kept bright as a testimony that we have never used
them

alma 2412 13 15 16 compare isa 24

the anti nephi dehls thus buried their swords as a sign of the
covenant and a testimony before god that rather than shed the blood
of their brethren they would give up their own lives and rather than
take away from a brother they would give unto him and rather than
spend their days in idleness they would labor abundantly with their
hands alma 2418 this covenant was the result of a sense of familial
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relationship even with their enemies emphasized by the repeated
reference to their enemies as brothers the anti nephi lehisgehis had
a profound respect for their common father and their shared humanity
that transcended national and even religious sectarian boundaries they
could not turn against their own people especially because of their
new religion which required them to love humans no matter to what
side of a particular conflict they may belong all are brothers and sisters
particular conflicts pale in significance to that simple fact

the strength of their commitment to the covenant and their sense
of brotherhood was put to the ultimate challenge those among the
lamanitesLamanites who had refused to embrace the new religion sought to
replace the king over the anti nephi lehisgehis through force and war
when the anti nephi lehisgehis saw that the lamanitesLamanites were about to
attack they actually went to greet them and prostrated themselves
before their enemies see alma 24212421 the lamanitesLamanites surprised and
confused simply began to kill them when the lamanite warriors finally
perceived that they were slaughtering a nonresistant and passive
people they were horrified by their acts the lamanitesLamanites threw down
their swords in disgust and remorse see alma 2425 indeed many
of the attacking lamanitesLamanites were so astonished and touched that they
too were converted see alma 2427

just war paradigms
mormon has a purpose in showing us this civil strife in the

middle of his history of the nephite and lamanite wars because his
narrative is not chiefly concerned with the issue of lamanite versus
nephite but rather with its place within his documentary of the self
destruction of his own people because of their wickedness mormonscormonsMormons
attitude toward war revealed in the structure of his account as much
as in what it says has remarkable parallels to classical just war theory
just war theory elucidated primarily by augustine and later developed
by scholastics 27 holds27holds that some wars are necessary to prevent greater
evils and christians are therefore justified before god inin participating
in them A just war is characterized by 1 just cause of defense against
an unprovoked aggressor 2 just intent of restoring peace 3 just
means or use ofoffereeforce only necessary to restore the peace and 4 war
as a last resort engaged only when negotiation arbitration compromise
and all other peaceable paths fail slaughter and destruction of an
enemy s civilization are forbidden

mormonscormonsMormons very civilization was threatened by the lamanitesLamanites but
the real threat in mormonscormonsMormons view was the iniquity of his own people
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mormon was preoccupied with the intent of his people in engaging
the lamanitesLamanites in war mormon hoped that the previous slaughter of
his people would cause them to rely on the lord but he lost all hope
when he saw that the sorrow of his people was the sorrowing of the
damned mormon sorrowedsorrowersorrowed for the fallen of his people but his
sorrow was inconsolable because he saw that the day of grace was
passed with them both temporally and spiritually morm 213 15

nevertheless mormon was willing to lead his people as long as they
were justified in their cause he urged them to enter battle with
just intent to fight for their wives and their children and their
houses and their homes when they were attacked by the lamanitesLamanites
morm 223 he was willing to prepare his people for defense of their

lands see morm 34 6 As long as the nephite posture was defensive
and for the purpose of restoring peace to their land mormon was willing
to lead them in battle and they were successful against the lamanitesLamanites
see morm 38 compare 29 25 26

mormon refused to participate in war with his people when they
sought revenge and adopted an aggressive posture when the nephitesNephites
had successfully waged war against the lamanitesLamanites they began to boast
of their own strength and to seek revenge for their numerous casualties
see morm 39 14 they had completely abandoned trust in god

and sought to ensure their position through weapons of war even when
the nephitesNephites gained temporary victory mormon was without hope
because the strength of the lord was not with us yea we were left
to ourselves morm 226 notwithstanding mormonscormonsMormons love for his
people he would not join them because of their wickedness and
abominations when they swore to take the offensive against their
enemies morm 331051010 11 this war was not between just and unjust
nations it was a struggle between two depraved nations seeking mutual
destruction mormon thus became a conscientious objector because his
people had forgotten god and because they were not justified when
they sought revenge and military power

mormon was persuaded to lead his people once again however
when he saw his people driven and slaughtered with an exceedingly
great slaughter their women and their children were again sacrificed
unto idols morm 421421 see also 5511 mormon expressed his predicament
in terms of hopelessness throughout his account

I1 did go forth among the nephitesNephites and did repent of the oath which
I1 had made that I1 would no more assist them and they gave me
command again of their armies for they looked upon me as though I1

could deliver them from their afflictions
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but behold I1 was without hope for I1 knew the judgments of the lord which
should come upon them for they repented not of their iniquities but did
struggle for their lives without calling upon that being who created them

morm 51 2

mormon witnessed the destruction of his people he saw the slain
of his people their flesh and bones and blood left to rot on the face
of the earth his pains for this people are evident in his record and
his words ofwarning echo in our ears because they are all too familiar
we can relate only too well his lonely and terrible soliloquy spoken
to his slaughtered people is a terrible warning to us

0 ye fair ones how could ye have departed from the ways of the lord
0 ye fair ones how could ye have rejected that jesus who stood with
open arms to receive you

behold if ye had not done this ye would not have fallen but behold
ye are fallen and I1 mourn your loss

0 ye fair sons and daughters ye fathers and mothers ye husbands and
wives ye fair ones how is it that ye could have fallen

but behold ye are gone and my sorrows cannot bring your return
morm 617 20

mormonscormonsMormons record then is a warning for us it treats wars because
we can learn from them and perhaps just maybe escape their fate
we come to appreciate the book of mormon because we are shown
ourselves in what has been and in what we have become a warlike
people trusting in our own military might rather than god and
preoccupied with our economic wellbeingwell being like that ofofjeremiahjeremiah and
even thucydides mormonscormonsMormons concern is fundamentally moral the issue
of who wins is secondary to the reasons for the loss the decisive
question is not which side of the human conflict you belong to but
whether you keep your covenants with god the issue is not between
good and evil societies there can be no political or social correlation
of absolutely good or bad since both sides have a share of low and
high moments both face the same fate neither the lamanitesLamanites nor
the nephitesNephites were identified with consistently good behavior quite
the contrary mormonscormonsMormons theme is how quick both sides are to forget
god see alma 468 morm 39 to allow themselves to be caught
up in pleasing ideologies the ideologies of kingship lamanite
revisionist history nephite self righteousness sophistry materialism
legalism self seeking gain and chauvinistic politics all frauds the
externalization of evil is self delusion

we often forget too that both sides are indebted to the same
god for their wellbeingwell being though the book of mormon is written from
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the perspective of gods dealings with one nation like the old
testament there is nevertheless the unmistakable message that god
seeks to persuade all nations to return to him thus mormon is also
at pains to chronicle the nephite missions to convert the lamanitesLamanites
and to include the message also of lamanite prophets god must be
the god of all

mormonscormonsMormons message is that the crux of life is whether people are
continuing to repent whether they can hear the voice of the lord calling
them one of the tests of that repentance however is whether we
are willing to trust in god rather than armaments whether we believe
he will preserve us in a nuclear age whether we will value god over
material goods and whether we will value the welfare ofpersons more
than belonging to the upper class in contrast to the spiritual decadence
often portrayed in nephite society is the marvelous wellbeingwell being though
not necessarily ease of those who keep their covenants with god in
contrast to mormonscormonsMormons slaughtered people are those who witnessed and
lived following christs visit there could not be a happier people
4 ne 1116ilg16 one of the ironies of the book of mormon is that the

lamanitesLamanites whose lives we see incidentally only through nephite eyes
when given the chance show a remarkable willingness to repent many
of them joined the people ofofantiefantiantiantl nephi lehilehliehl the pacifistspacifists as evidence
of their total conversion see alma 6227 29 the choice given under
the covenant then is clear even if who is good and evil is not

therefore cheer up your hearts and remember that ye are free to
act for yourselves to choose the way of everlasting death or the way
of eternal life 2 ne 1023

NOTES
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group ofexpertsof experts report oftheodtheof the secretary general oftheodtheof the united nations effects odtheoftheof the use of ofnuclearnuclear
weapons in towardtowardnudearnuclear disarmament and global security A search for alternatives ed B H weston
boulder colo westviewWestview press 1984 29 56

retailing these and other effects of nuclear weapons see united states strategic bombing survey the
effects odtheof the atomic bombs on hiroshima andnagasakiand nagasaki washington DC government printing office
1946 committee for the compilation of materials on damage caused by the atomic bombs in hiroshima
and nagasaki hiroshima and nagasaki the physical medical and social effects odtheof the atomic bombings
new york basic books 19811981 office of oftechnologytechnology assessment congress of the united states the effects

ofofnudearnuclear war washington DC government printing office may 1979
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physicians are becoming increasingly concerned about the devastating effects of nuclear war the seminal
and still key research inin the area of the medical consequences of nuclear war isis frank R ervin et al the
medical consequences of thermonuclear war new englandenglandjournaljournal ofofmedicinemedicine 266 1962 1127 37
see also howard H hiatt the final epidemic prescriptions for prevention journal of the american
medical association 252 3 august 1984 635 44

carlcari sagan nuclear winter global consequences of multiple nuclear explosions science 222ill
23 december 1983 128 paul R ehrlichehrilch et al longtermlong term biological consequences of ofnuclearnuclear war science

222 23 december 1983 1293 1300 according to these studies even a relatively limited nuclear exchange would
ignite tremendous fires whose toxictoxic plumes of black smoke would shroud the northern hemisphere inm a pall of
darkness for weeks or months the physical environmentenvironment of the earth would instantly become inhospitable to
virtually all life forms freezing starvationstarvation sickness irradiation death and perhaps extinctionextinction would follow

ajy4j reuben clarkclarkjrjr was a counselor inin the first presidency of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latterdatter day
saints but prior to that timetime he had served as solicitor to the department of state and eventually as
undersecretaryunder secretary in those roles he negotiated a number of arms control and disarmament agreements for the
united states he reproached those who attacked such agreements as unenforceable and ineffective inin
eliminating some of the causes of war

it will not do for us to think these treatiestreaties may be dismissed with a contemptuous smirk
that being merely treatiestreaties they mean nothing are made only to be broken that they are
valueless this isis the doctrine of despair and must not be propagated for what I1 ask you
isis the alternative if nationsnations may not establish by mutual undertaking the rules and
principles by which they are to be governed if the sovereign plighted faith of mighty peoples
isis hereafter to be freely and without censure flaunted if inin short nationsnations may not trust one another
then I1 say to you the world isis lost edwin brown firmage and christopher L blakesley
J reuben clarkdarkoark jr law and international order inmyJ reuben clarhdarkclarkdargclank jr diplomat

andstatesmanand statesman ed ray hillam provoprovo utah brighambnghambangham young university press 197311973 112 13

edwin brown firmage allegiance and stewardship holy war just war and the mormon tradition
inin the nuclear age dialogue ajournalofmormonA journal of mormon thought 16 spring 1983 47 62 As was his custom
brigham young minced no words on the subject when he said

much of the skill ingenuity and ability of the christian nations are now devoted to
manufacturing instrumentsinstruments of death may we be saved from the effects of them As I1 often
tell you ifweiffeif we are faithful the lord will fight our battles much better than we can ourselves
brigham youngyoungjournalofdiscoursesjournal of discourses 10 february 1861 26 vols liverpool william budge
1854 86 832585258 325525

lest one hypocritically believe that the prophets condemned only other countries and that americas
participation inm the arms race isis justified itit isis well to recall the following words of president J reuben clark

thus we inin america are now deliberately searching out and developing the most savage
murderous means of exterminating peoples that satan can plant inin our minds we do itit
not only shamelessly but with a boast god will not forgive us of this if we are to avoid
exterminationextermination if the world isis not to be wiped out we must find some way to curb the
fiendish ingenuity of men who have apparently no fear of god man or the devil and who
are willing to plot and plan and inventinvent instrumentalities that will wipe out all the flesh of
the earth we americans wiped out hundreds of thousands of civilian population with
the atom bomb inin japan not only did the people of the united states not riserise up
inin protest against this savagery not only did itit not shock us to read of this wholesale
destruction of men women and children and cripples itit actually drew from the
nation at large a general approval of this fiendish butchery JJ reuben clarkdark conference
report 5 october 1946 89

the modern LDS first presidency has not retreated inin substance or inm tone from those earlier prophetic
exhortations

we are a warlike people easily distracted from our assignment of preparing for the coming
of the lord when enemiesenemies riserise up we commitcommit vast resources to the fabrication of gods of
stone and steel ships planes missiles fortifications and depend on them for protection
and deliverance when threatened we become antienemyantienemy instead of pro kingdom of god
we traintram a man inm the art of war and call him a patriot thus inm the manner of satansgatans
counterfeit of true patriotism perverting the lords teaching spencer W kimball the
false gods we worship ensign 6 juneduncbune 1976 6

the 1980 christmas and 1981 easter messages from the first presidency sounded similar warnings and
the emphasis on this topic three timestimes within sixsix months through this formal means of pronouncement
represents an extraordinary concern finally min the heat of the MX missile controversy the first presidency
spoke unequivocally against the nuclear arms race

we repeat our warnings against the terrifying arms race inm which the nationsnations of the earth
are presently engaged we deplore inin particular the building of vast arsenals of nuclear
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weaponry the first presidency statement of the first presidency on basing of the MX
missile church news 9 may 1981 2
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berlin

friday august 26 1955 1I arose very early as was my custom no one
was around I1strolled out across the street around the block for several
blocks andweptand wept at the sight odtheoftheof rhethe devastation iplungedinto1 plunged entointo a reverie

andrellandfelland fell into the mood to write it down andreturnedundand returned to the typewriter

ten years now since the world war tragedy

high fences
rusty fences
proud haughty fences around the former grand estates leveled in

humiliation
windblown gates unkept now hang and creak on rusty hinges

ghosts of yesterday
ghost houses ghost yards
broken swimming pools remind of luxury of the forgotten rich
proud estates spectre houses all so still
no playful shouts no children laugh
silent walls silent houses silent death
empty mailboxes no letters ever more for them
buildings leveled pride leveled innocence suffering

naked pockmarkedpockmarked walls and weeds that grow from toothlike
stabbing jaggedness indicating where

chipped walls
and glassless windows cold and open to storm and sky
boarded windows
bricked up windows

jagged chimneys pierce the skies
iron bedsteads hang
plumbing pipes reach into space like dragon claws
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twisted steel
doorways without walls
arches without buildings
porches and doorways nothing else porches and doorways
ceilings of splintered wood shattered plaster hanging

like cobwebs
stairways lead to no place

here are trees
tall trees that lean one sided
amputated limbs and trunks but not by saw
jagged stumps of arms that point at whom
grotesque figures stand against the sky pointing

into space accusingly

excavations like graves
excavations which are graves where rodents play and insects find

their homes
bricks are here
broken bricks and pulverized
piles of bricks that cover bones of people never found

rubble
foundations upendedunended
rotting wood
twisted steel
destruction devastation desolation
broken fountains
shattered statues
creaking shutters
rustiness
ugliness
jaggedness
screaming jaggedness
walls chimneys trees all grotesque writhing apparitions
persons things dragons
disfigured deformed giants slumped in misery and shame

pockmarkedPockmarked trees gaping wounds healed over
vines climbing naked trunks to cover broken limbs of

torn and battered trees
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green ivy trying hard to cover nakedness of gaping walls
ivy trying trying
small trees ragged shrubs growing untended from the rubble
grass atop the jagged walls holding brave little flowers

struggling for existence
nature trying to sweeten sourness
squirrels scampering
tiny birds twittering
to bring back life to deadness

spencer W kimball

spencer W kimball was the twelfth president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints this
journal entry was edited by edward L kimball son of president kimball
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ray C hillam and david M andrews

general omar bradley once said of contemporary americans we
have grasped the mystery of the atom and rejected the sermon on the
mount in a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants he
continued we know more about war than we know about peace more
about killing than we know about living 1 his concern over our society s

infatuation with the instruments of death rather than the conditions for
peace isis paralleled in the teachings of president spencer W kimball
addressing members of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
president kimball remarked sadly that we are a warlike people and
warned against our tendency to turn to the false gods of armaments

for protection and deliverance he lamented that members of the
church are easily distracted from our assignment of preparing for
the coming of the lord 2

president kimballsKimballs statement the scriptures and the history of
the restored church suggest the importance of foreign affairs to the
church and its members the doctrine and covenants is quite
explicit about the matter it is expedient for you to understand

things which are abroad the wars and the perplexities of the
nations and the judgments which are on the land and a knowledge
also of countries and of kingdoms dacd&c 8878 79 this paper
presents some introductory thoughts on several themes involving the
church and foreign policy particularly though not exclusively US
foreign policy it will no doubt conclude with more questions than
answers this essay is therefore by no means definitive in its
development of the issues its analysis or its prescriptions rather it
is a general statement and is intended as an invitation to others to
address these important questions

THE GOSPEL AND FOREIGN POLICY

insofar as the scriptures are concerned there can be no debate
about the relative merits of war and peace satan is the father of
contention christ is the prince of peace nephi foresaw that there
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would be wars and mmorsrumorsamors of wars among all the nations
1 ne 1416 the doctrine and covenants states that in the last days
it zion shall be the only people that shall not be at war one with

another dacd&c 4569 both prophecy and scriptural injunction
therefore renounce war and proclaim peace dacd&c 9816 make

it clear that the followers of christ are to endorse and seek peace
indeed this is one of the preceptsjesusprecepts jesus taught in the sermon on the
mount blessed are the peacemakerspeacemakers for they shall be called the
children of god matt 59

yet the clear waters of peace seeking are muddied by modern day
life for the hour is not yet but is nigh at hand when peace shall
be taken from the earth and the devil shall have power over his own
dominion dacd&c 135 the international reality of power politics
is paralleled by the domestic and individual reality that everyone lives
within the boundaries and under the jurisdiction of one or another
of the worlds nations there are as a result responsibilities and duties
incumbent upon each of us as taught by paul and summarized in
the twelfth article of faith we believe in being subject to kings
presidents rulers and magistrates in obeying honoring and sustaining
the law generally members of the church are obligated by the tenets
of their faith and the responsibilities of their citizenship to support
the foreign policies of their countries this obligation includes the
responsibility to support foreign policies which uphold the legitimate
interests of their country including those interests which may require
defending through a just war

the key words here are legitimate and fustjustj unfortunately there
are times when it is difficult to determine when a foreign policy is

legitimate and when a war is just but it is not impossible for a war
to be just there are scores of scriptural examples of righteous peoples
successfully defending their homelandshomelands from aggression for example 3

members of the church then are expected to search for a clarification
of these points and to arrive at an understanding of the issues they
are expected to pursue a course consistent with the tenets of their faith
and the laws which govern their citizenship this question of individual
responsibility will be discussed in more detail later

THE CHURCH AND THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES

there are several reasons the security of the united states is

important to all church members first the book of mormon and
historic pronouncements by church leaders proclaim the united states
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a promised land in which important events in the religious history of
the world were and are to occur 4 second the gospel was restored and
developed as a religious institution in the united states third the
united states is the domicile of many church members and their
institutions the headquarters of the church most of its leadership
and much of its financial support are within the united states fourth
the constitution of the united states is believed by mormonscormons to have
been authored by inspired men and its government divinely instituted
see dacd&c 10177 providing an early sanctuary for the church and

its members to pursue their own interests also many mormonscormons believe
that certain of the principles found in the constitution are universal
see dac 985 fifth a religiously tolerant and strong united states

has enabled the church to prosper at home and to pursue its proselyting
interests abroad church leaders often speak of this special mission
to preach the gospel in every nation and to every culture with reference
to the changing structure of the international system and the role of
hejiediedle church president kimball said the spirit of the lord is brooding
over the nations to prepare the way for the preaching of the gospel
some political events he added have a bearing upon the spread
of the truth it seems as though the lord is moving upon the affairs
of men and nations t155

this fundamental missionary interest of the church is served by
an exemplary america pursuing a foreign policy based on the principles
of the constitution of the united states and george washingtons
farewell address a foreign policy which emphasizes nonintervention
in the domestic affairs of other states national self determination of
peoples everywhere and international stability and peace a foreign
policy which seeks to resolve international disputes through mediation
adjudication and other forms of diplomacy a foreign policy which
turns to coercive forms of diplomacy only as a last resort and only when
national security is in peril A free secure and exemplary united states
means a free and secure church thus to support foreign policies which
insure both the security of the united states and its behavior as an
exemplary international role model is not only a civic duty for
latter day saints in the united states but is an obligation of church
members everywhere

unfortunately at times the united states has not lived up to such
high standards there have been foreign policies and instances of
international behavior which have not been legitimate or just
in such cases church members everywhere have a civic and sacred duty
to raise their voices in opposition they may in fact be obligated to
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do something about it in an active and legal way again the question
of individual responsibility of church members in the foreign policy
arena will be discussed later

THE CHURCH AND PEACETIME FOREIGN POLICY

the church does not often speak directly on foreign policy issues
but this does not mean the church is not involved the church has
day to day involvement in foreign affairs most of which can be
described as nongovernmental or private foreign relations the
church is therefore an actor in the international system but it is not
politically sovereign unlike the vatican it does not maintain its own
secretary of state and professional foreign service it is rather a private
international institution with its own foreign policy specialists who
function daily within the context of a complex network of global
relationships both public and private

the church is daily involved with such matters as the international
transfer of persons money information and institutions the presiding
bishopric s office the church educational system and the
international mission are three church institutions involved in the
political economic and social structures of the international system
for example the daily functioning of the international mission
regarding such matters as passports and visas personal security measures
and financial and information transfers are all matters that can easily
go unnoticed

As previously noted a major international function of the church is

its missionary efforts and in times of peace the church works to alleviate
diplomatic and political barriers to proselyting indeed one of the major
pragmatic reasons the church opposes warfare is the attendant effects on
the missionary effort on the simplest level the more nations that maintain
positive diplomatic and economic ties with the united states the more
nations that are open to the proselyting efforts of american elders and
sister missionaries however in order to alleviate the dependency of
the churchschurche proselyting efforts on the current status of US foreign
relations church policy is to encourage non american members to serve
as missionaries within their own countries to date however using
local missionaries is practical in only a small portion of the world there
continues to be a great reliance on american missionaries and
therefore a great vulnerability to the united states diplomatic posture

another equally important international function of the church
is its obligation to care for the institutional development of the church
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abroad the church not only has missions abroad but also stakes
temples and other properties which require a church foreign policy

not inconsistent with american foreign policy
thus far we have discussed the churchschurche peacetime foreign policy

goals and the rather inobtrusive ways the church promotes them there
are times however when the church will take a controversial
position on a major political issue examples include the first presidency
statements on universal military training after world war 11II and more
recently on the deployment of the MX missile 6 in both cases church
leaders expressed opposition to policies they perceived as neither in
the best interest of the nation nor the church such instances are rare
however church leaders generally express their peacetime foreign policy
views on an individual basis or work as a unit behind the scenes

THE CHURCH AND WAR

the occasions when the church is vocal on foreign policy issues
even becoming an active participant are characteristically periods of
national crisis in particular there have been a number of official
church declarations concerning specific wars the mexican american
war for example was the first major foreign policy issue that
leaders of the restored church confronted the millennialmillennialstarspokestar spoke
of the long reign of intolerance that has darkened the dominions
of mexico declaring that mexico must receive a fatal blow from
american arms 7 but the same publication also spoke of an american

lust of dominion while grasping for wide expanses of mexican
territory 8 apparently in the mormon community as in the rest of the
country patriotic fervor was combattingcombatting moral abhorrence of wars of
aggression the motivation of the mormon recruits who fought in the
war was probably as much pragmatic church self interest as patriotism 9

As for their conduct these recruits were counseled by parley P pratt
to neither misuse their enemies nor spoil their property 10

the spanish american war brought considerable discourse from
church leaders most mormonscormonsMormons like most americans were caught up
in the emotions of the times however president george Q cannon
said that we should not indulge in warlike demonstrations we
should be seeking peace and endeavoring to escape all the
horrors of war speaking of the mckinley administration and war
president cannon expressed admiration for the desire of the white
house to push off war and do all in their power to avert it he
further said spain has not yet proclaimed war against this nation
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the lord says we should lift up a standard of peace on the eve of
the war president cannon continued to urge peace quoting
joseph smith we must proclaim peace do all in our power to
appease the wrath of our enemies make any sacrifice that honorable
people can to avert war I111I1 apostle francis M lyman said pray for
it live for it and do everything on earth for peace that is honorable
before we engage in war 12

it is clear that church leaders urged peacemaking as a national
policy however once america declared war the church leaders issued
a statement calling for the membership to support the national
effort and even telegraphed local church leaders to encourage troop
enlistment 13 why the change there are two possible explanations
church leaders may have become convinced that there were sufficiently

just reasons for intervention or perhaps the church determined
that once congress had declared war it became an obligation of
citizenship to support the nation in the conflict

when world war I1 was triggered at sarajevoSaraj evo church leaders fully
supported woodrow wilsonsvilsonsWilsons policy of neutrality and believed the
war to be without adequate cause and the supreme crime of all
history 14 but once america entered the war presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith
urged members to respond to their country s call nevertheless he
severely chastised participants of all countries saying god is

working with men who never prayed men who have never known god
norjesusnor jesus christ god is dealing with nations of infidels 15 strongly
suggesting that despite church members duty to support their
respective countries the war itself was unjustified

in the final analysis however world war I1 became for most
latter day saints what it was to most americans a moral crusade 16

heberjheberd grant of the council of the twelve spoke of mormonscormons being
engaged in a war of righteousness 17 apostle B H roberts said

we fight not that war might be perpetuated but that war might
eternally cease upon the face of the earth can you name a more
righteous war than thatthat1818 orson F whitney thanked god that
our boys have the privilege of participating in this glorious strife and
said god bless america in her heaven appointed task of
keeping alive the fires of freedom and maintaining the rights of
man19mant9manigmanta

yet during world war 1I mormonscormons continued to support a foreign
policy based on renouncing war and proclaiming peace since most
members along with most americans believed it was a war to end
all wars B H roberts said the conflict promised to end all wars
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after which there shall come world peace and the earth shall rest 20

however the political decisions at versailles rendered these promises
meaningless

in the 1930s disillusionment with the fruits of world war I1

was perhaps greater among mormon leaders than among most
americans heberjheberd grant president of the church changed from
an advocate of the war to end all wars to a skeptic over the value
of just wars church leaders like many americans spoke of lessons
learned from world war 1I supported americas neutrality acts and
condemned world war I1 as a tragic misadventure never again
leaders resolved in the deseret news 21 to some even the munich
agreement seemed justified appeasement and when war did break
out again in europe mormon leaders were skeptical the first
presidency said each side claims to believe it is in the right 22

J reuben clark himself a member of the churchschurche first presidency
even doubted if the attack on poland were adequate reason for
britain and france to declare war on germany president clarkdarkoark believed
that america could best proclaim its mission by moral example
by not fighting other church leaders suggested that should america
go to war church members might want to exercise the right of
conscientious objection 23after23 after pearl harbor however the church
gave its full support for americas entry into the war nevertheless
the church continued to decry the institution of war itself with its
statement on war the first presidency announced that the church
is and must be against war it cannot regard war as a righteous
means of settling international disputes these could and should
be settled the nations agreeing by peaceful negotiation and
adjustment 24

with the defeat of fascism and the dramatic rise of communism
following world war 11II mormon leaders became alarmed by
14 communism14communism on the march and gave their support to americas cold
war policies of containment yet while president clark warned against
militarism and internationalism that could lead us beyond our
exemplary role president mckay spoke of an international role for
america president mckay saw the korean war as a justified effort
to contain the spread of communism president clarkdarkoark viewed the war
as unconstitutional both condemned communism with vigor but they
often disagreed on american foreign policy and techniques of
containment

while there was little enthusiasm for the korean war church
members generally responded to the demand for their participation
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as yet another civic duty the vietnam war however was more
puzzling to mormonscormonsMormons the containment of communist aggression in
vietnam was much less clear and the barbarity of the war far more
obvious the war gave rise to increasing pacifism and political dissent
across the united states As in korea most mormonscormons served as called
upon although some members became conscientious objectors church
leaders reminded the membership of their civic duty yet
acknowledged that individual members might become conscientious
objectors not by virtue of church membership but because of
personal conscience 25

during the vietnam war the church reaffirmed its susupport of
a foreign policy which renounced war and proclaimed peace in
1968 elder boyd K packer called war I1 I1 a heinous hideous ugly thing
and referred to the 1942 first presidency statement which states that
9 the church is and must be against war it cannot regard war
as a righteous means of settling disputes there should be
peaceful negotiations 26 elder gordon B hinckley a frequent visitor
to the horrors of vietnam was even more emphatic war I1 hate with
all its mocking pageantry it is a grim living testimony that satan lives

it is the earths greatest cause of human misery destroyer of lives

promoter of hate and waster of treasure it is mans greatest
folly his most tragic misadventure 27 on memorial day 1971
president harold B lee reaffirmed the 1942 first presidency
statement he concluded the true christians position on war is
clearly set forth by a declaration in which the lord says therefore
renounce war and proclaim peace 28 following the previously
established pattern however president lee followed his condemnation
of war by encouraging church members to serve their respective
countries if required to do so the perplexing dichotomy of condemning
war as an institution while urging citizens to support their respective
nations continued

politicaldebatePOLITICAL DEBATE WITHIN THE CHURCH COMMUNITY

american latter day saints differ little from most of their fellow
citizens on US foreign policy preferences historically some have been
isolationists and others internationalists this was evident during the
league of nations debate within the church and later during the clark
and mckay pronouncements on foreign relations in the 1940s and 1950s

with reference to the global mission of the church mormonscormons have
always been internationalists but with reference to american foreign
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policy they have stood at different points along the isolationist
internationalist continuum today few if any church leaders could
be characterized as isolationists most agree that america must accept
responsibility for at least some of the direction of international affairs
on a worldwide scale but they are not necessarily inclined to support
diplomacy which could be considered coercive almost all agree that
communism is a danger in the world most feel that the united states
must use its influence to counter the spread of communist institutions
and because the soviet union spearheadsspearheads the communist challenge
members tend to accept the notion that america must respond to the
expansion of soviet influence but within these broad parameters
considerable room is left for debate even the parameters themselves
are beginning to shift this is particularly true as the church expands
its borders into communist and socialist nations where church
members are again expected to honor obey and sustain the law
of their respective countries

there is considerable speculation as to where mormon leaders
individually and as a group stand on the contemporary foreign
relations of the united states church leaders rarely speak on the
specifics balance ofpayments deficits the nuclear freeze normalization
of relations with china human rights in the third world israeli troops
in lebanon martial law in poland communist guerrillas in el salvador
and so forth but this does not mean that the church is not interested
or that it is not involved the church is very much interested in the
outcome of these affairs and is privately concerned and involved on
a day to day basis as it endeavors to pursue its own foreign policy and
to look after its members interests globally

we need only consider a few examples to see the very real concern
the church has regarding international relations to imagine for
example that the church is not interested in events in central america
is absurd the church has missions even stakes of zion in
central america its institutions and membership in guatemala
el salvador and nicaragua are being affected adversely by the regions
instability A peaceful settlement which assures stability and the
opportunity for the church to pursue its mission in that region of the
world is of utmost concern likewise peace and stability in the
middle east are also in the best interest of the church A political
settlement which would assure the legitimacy ofjewishofjewish and palestinian
rights would be very desirable for the church As is the case in other
conflict areas of the world the church supports an american foreign
policy based on peaceful negotiations and diplomacy likewise the
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church is very concerned with polish internal affairs the church has
recently been established in poland it is officially recognized by the
present government which if totally subordinated to the soviet union
might terminate this recognition in recent years through the quiet
diplomacy of a special representative of the church better relations
have been established with a number of governments formerly hostile
to the church and its interests including greece china portugal
and poland truly for the first time in its modern history the church
is global not only in intent but in reality

the question of american east west policy arises an ongoing
debate exists within the church community as to which orientation
best suits the needs of the church in the present era accommodation
or containment both schools of thought point to empirical historical
evidence to support their position for example the advocates of
containment refer to the korean war as an event in american foreign
relations which had enormous impact on church interests abroad
illustrating the positive effect american response to soviet policies has
on the church american containment of communist aggression in
korea provided an opportunity for the church to establish itself in
south korea the fortunate conversion of a prominent korean and
the presence of many mormon servicemen led to many conversions
and the establishment of church institutions today the church has
thirteen stakes ofofzionzion three missions and a temple in south korea
but the failure of american foreign policy in indochina was disastrous
to church interests in vietnam the communist victory in south vietnam
meant the denial of the opportunities for the church to become
firmly established there today vietnamese membership in the church
is mostly limited to refugees in america and there is little or no
opportunity for the church to pursue its mission in vietnam itself
thus communist wars and revolutions have in these two instances
had significant impact on church interests the proponents of
containment therefore assume that the church is or ought to be greatly
interested in an effective american response to war and revolution
anywhere in the world

on the other hand those who favor accommodation with the east
point out that deteriorating US soviet relations have led to
difficulties for church members throughout eastern europe and
latin america As previously noted church membership in eastern
bloc nations changes the foreign policy negotiating stance of the
church in fact improving US relations with the communist nation
of mainland china may ultimately result in LDS missionaries access to
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that nations one billion inhabitants in great measure fulfilling the
prophecy that the gospel must be shared with every nation kindred
tongue and people the advocates of accommodation therefore
conclude that this approach is the most functional policy given current
global realities

in fact most church leaders like most church members are not
very doctrinaire in their approach to foreign affairs adopting neither
a purely accommodative nor containment stance rather they
pragmatically examine each case in light of changing circumstances
to determine the best way to further the work of the lord on the earth
generally the only position they consistently assume is opposition to
war and coercion as means of resolving international disputes

in recent years the nuclear arms race has been the single most
important foreign policy issue in official church pronouncements few
foreign policy issues have received so much attentionattention inin the church
press the original clear expression of concern about this matter a first
presidency message by president kimball appeared in thejunethe june 1976
issue of the ensign he spoke of latter day saints on the whole as
4 an idolatrous people a condition most repugnant to the lord
because they worship the false gods of armaments we are a warlike
people he said we commit vast resources to the fabrication of gods
of stone and steel ships planes missiles fortifications and depend
on them for protection and deliverance when threatened we
become antienemyantienemy instead of pro kingdom of god 29

this warning by the prophet about the false gods of armaments was
followed by several official statements denouncing the nuclear arms race

in their 1980 christmas message the first presidency said we are
dismayed by the growing tensions among the nations and the unrestricted
building of arsenals of war including huge and threatening nuclear
weaponry in their statement they discussed the destructive qualities of
nuclear war and expressed their confidence in a foreign policy based on
reason while they recognized the need for america to have sufficient
strength to repel any aggressor they continued to reiterate the requirements
of a foreign policy which would renounce war and proclaim peace

we call upon the heads of nations the message continued to
sit down and reason together in good faith to resolve their differences
they expressed confidence in diplomacy and the negotiating process
which could save the world from a holocaust 30 in their 1981 easter
message the first presidency warned again of unceasing global tensions
and the escalation of arms they urged american and other world
leaders the soviets to resolve their differences through negotiations 31
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the most dramatic and certainly the most influential pronouncement
of church leaders for american foreign relations was the MX statement
issued on 5 may 1981 32it32 it was influential because the pentagons location
and basing mode for the MX had yet to be and is still not resolved
the MX will not be deployed in utah and the first presidency position
is that it should not be deployed in other areas where the lives of
people are endangered the MX statement again expressed the deep
concern church leaders have about the arms race the first presidency
deplored nuclear weapon proliferation and remarked on the dangers
of the MX missile to world security once again they clearly advocated
an end to the arms race and urged negotiations this is probably the
single most significant example of the church leaderships impact on
national security policy in recent history

however church interest in arms control did not come about
with the advent of nuclear weapons church leaders have had a
historic interest in the elimination or control of the instruments
of death president brigham young said nations which manufacture
weapons eventually use them A large share of the ingenuity
of the world is taxed to invent weapons of war what a setoffooisset of fools 33

during the arms race at the turn of the century brigham young
urged world leaders to disband their armies and turn their weapons
of strife into implements of industry 34 world war 1I president
joseph F smith concluded showed that peace does not come
from preparation for war as popularly assumed B H roberts
in a general conference address during the washington conference
on disarmament said the old theory used to be that in order
to preserve peace you must be prepared for war the years between
august 1914 and the eleventh day of november 1918 demonstrated
the fallacy of that theory he spoke of the folly of armaments
competition and saw the limitation of armaments at the washington
conference as an indication that the spirit of the lord is working
in the hearts of statesmen 35 president clark participated
personally in the disarmament negotiations throughout his
career as a public servant and church leader he remained a strong
advocate of disarmament calling upon the heads of nations to sit
down together in good faith to resolve their differences president clark
felt so strongly about the evils of an arms race that he urged the
need to reach a mutual live and let live understanding with
the soviet union he argued that the right course for the united states
is to honestly strive for peace and quit sparring for military
advantage 36
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individual responsibility

the principle of free agency lies at the very heart of mormon
doctrine the entire purpose of earthly existence according to
latter day saint belief is to provide individuals with the opportunity
to develop wise judgment verily I1 say men should be anxiously
engaged in a good cause and do many things of their own free will
and bring to pass much righteousness for the power is in them wherein
they are agents unto themselves dacd&c 5827 28 ethical decision
making is thus a divine imperative as well as a practical necessity of
social existence mans moral relationship to the state particularly in
time of war constitutes a crucial test of this moral capacity loyalties
to self state fellow human beings and even god are tried and tested
and as is typically the case with such earthly trials latter day saints
believe that god has not seen fit to command in all things for he
that is compelled in all things the same is a slothful and not a wise
servant dacd&c 5826 in other words members of the church believe
they should not expect the solution to temporal dilemmas to be handed
to them nevertheless broad gospel guidelines are available to
supplement the process of prayerful and studious consideration of
possible alternatives

As we mentioned earlier in this text there is general agreement
among the scriptures ancient and modern as well as policy statements
of the restored church that there are just and unjust wars in
the first case citizens are obliged to support the war efforts of their
respective states governments were instituted of god for the benefit
of man states the doctrine and covenants dacd&c 1311 see also
rom 151131311 and faithful latter day saints are encouraged to honor
obey and sustain the law including martial law it is the churchschurche
policy to encourage its members to be good citizens of whichever
nation they are part of but it is the responsibility of individual members
of america or any nation to discern between just and unjust war church
members are expected to study and pray in order to reach a decision
acceptable to god but what are the religious and civic duties of an
individual mormon who has become convinced his nation is engaged
in an unjust war or conflict

in a representative democracy such as the united states members
of the church normally have three legal options when confronted with
a war they believe may be unjust they can support the war making
effort anyway and transfer the moral culpability to the state they can
vocally and constitutionally oppose the war or they can find ways of
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sitting out the war let us consider each of these alternatives
individually

there is a belief shared by many church members that the
war making decision is a prerogative of the state and that it is the
duty of the citizen to support the government in whatever military
policy decisions it reaches in other words the duty of the citizen
is to the state and the ultimate moral responsibility for war making
rests with the nations leaders A casual or selective reading of
church policy statements and the writings of the general authorities
might lead one to believe that this is unequivocablyunequivocally the official
policy of the church but in a republic founded upon liberal democratic
principles such as our own this position isis highly problematic
since we believe that the moral authority of our government is

derived from the consent of the governed and that this is a government
of the people by the people and for the people it is doubtful

that the people can effectively abdicate all moral responsibility
for the governments decisions particularly crucial life and death
decisions after all according to the doctrine and covenants
the united states constitution was founded for the express purpose
I1 that every man may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to
futurity according to the moral agency which I1 have given unto him
dacd&c 10178

on the other hand it is not any more reasonable to believe that
the responsibility for the behavior of a state acting within the
international system rests fully upon the shoulders of each individual
citizen instead it is a question of degree wherein the individual church
member must decide for himself whether the action or policy of his
nation is so reprehensible that actively supporting such a policy would
constitute a moral offense

the second option available to faithful saints is to exercise their
constitutional freedoms of speech press and assembly to express their
dissatisfaction with the nations policy although such behavior can
become unpatriotic it is not inherently so in fact often great
honorable americans have felt obliged to stand up against what they
perceived as deviations from americas special moral role in the
international community despite the excitement and jingoism of the
times such was the case with abraham lincoln who protested the
united states declaration of war on mexico in 1846 motivation is

therefore the key by which to judge the appropriateness of such
actions protesting a particular foreign policy including the decision
to go to war can certainly be patriotic if the fundamental motivation
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consists of the desire to protect and preserve the best interests of ones
nation

although the option of protesting the foreign policy of ones
nation can be pursued in principle either as a private citizen or as a
member of the armed forces the practical restriction of individual and
civil rights in the latter case may severely impede any effective expres-
sion of dissenting opinion however if an individual finds a particular
war to be objectionable he can generally opt to serve in some kind
of support position such as the medical or engineering corps where
he will aid his country without personally contributing to the
destruction of his nations adversary although sometimes dangerous
in certain cases this kind ofassignment may provide a morally acceptable
position for members of the church who would otherwise be troubled
by more direct involvement

the final option available to latter day saints who are opposed
to their nations martial conduct is to legally sit out the war for
american citizens there have been two chiefways to pursue this course
flight from the country or legal conscientious objector status the former
case seems a clear instance of rejection of the church mandate to honor
obey and sustain the law unless the individual actually renounces
citizenship and seeks permanent residence in another nation obtaining
conscientious objector status is quite another matter to exercise this
legal right is consistent with both domestic law and church guidelines
for individual members

conclusion

america is required to participate in an international system where
power is valued and conflict is normal indeed all nations within the
system seek power in the name of peace historically the church has
remained aloof from power politics the church deplores foreign
policies which employ the instruments of coercion and violence and
it condemns violent revolution and war except in the most extreme
circumstances the church seeks peace and order not war and
anarchy and therefore encourages its members to support a foreign
policy based on peace it was in this tradition that a 1983 deseretdeseretnewsnewsmews
editorial proclaimed that the US senate should approve the
establishment of a peace academy such an academy was initially
recommended by george washington the deseretdeseretnewsnews declared that
a peace academy is an idea whose time finally ought to have come
the article quoted senator spark M matsunaga of hawaii we have
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military academies to which we send the finest of our youngsters
to learn the art of war but peacemaking is as much an art to be
learned as war 37 does this mean the debate on the churchschurche
position on foreign policy and war is over of course not the
deseret news editorial is only one of the latest entrants in the
continuing dialogue concerning the future of the nation and the
international system all converts to the gospel ofjesus christ have
peace as their ultimate foreign policy objective the debate persists about
how best to achieve that goal

such discussion is not new to the church community as references
to the controversies surrounding the formation of the league of
nations the united nations and the MX missile have made clear
it is in the best tradition of democratic political systems to disagree
discuss and finally reach a consensus on such matters it is also in the
best tradition of revealed religion nowhere else except in the home
do the principles of obedience and agency social responsibility and
religious duty interplay more actively than in the political arena church
members are enjoined by scripture and their prophets to be good
citizens to vote according to their conscience during elections and
to participate in the political process to limit such participation to
domestic policy issues would be a tragic mistake to be effective citizens
latter day saints are enjoined by god to be knowledgeable about

things abroad to be peacemakerspeacemakers they must be knowledgeable
about wars and the perplexities of nations they are likewise
enjoined by scripture to be anxiously engaged in the cause ofpeace
our constitutional system requires citizen participation in all its
affairs including foreign relations if the promises of both the
founding fathers and the scriptures are to be fulfilled the proper
concern of latter day saints is therefore not that the debate end but
that all participate and exercise their capacity as wise moral agents

free to choose for themselves
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nuclear war and computer generated
nuclear alerts

douglas campbell

both the US and USSR military systems are based on two assumptions
about computers and nuclear alerts everything will work the way it is

supposed to work nothing will happen until it is supposed to happen

in the recent movie war games an ingenious teenager penetrates the
pentagons computer codes and touches off a nuclear alert at the
headquarters of the US missile detection and launch facilities the
computer generated screens indicate that soviet missiles launched from
offshore submarines will arrive in five minutes the teenager tells the
military officer in charge that the alert is an accident that the attack
is not real but is computer generated and that he should ignore all
the computer data thus the officer must decide within five minutes
whether to believe the computer data so graphically displayed before his
eyes or to believe that this multimillionmulti million dollar defense system upon which
our security depends could accidentally trigger a nuclear alert if the
alert is real and the officer ignores it the US military offensive capacity
could be destroyed along with millions of citizens if the alert is only a
computer glitch and the officer acts as if it were real he could accidentally
launch world war 111IIIililii at the last second he rejects the computer
system trusts his own human judgment and does not launch

this sequence may seem implausible but at the end of this
article I1 will narrate a documented historical event that approximates
the movie although the movie is farfetched in some respects it is

true that our entire nuclear arsenal is intimately and absolutely linked
to decisions made by computer systems how did this dependence arise

do the inherent dangers point to a need for a change in national policy

THE RISE OF THE COMPUTER IN NATIONAL DEFENSE

our military dependence on computers goes back to world war II11

to a time when congress still declared war and the president was
commander in chief to a time when the allies invented the computer
for code breaking and nuclear weapons for mass destruction at the
end of world war II11 two huge oceans protected us from a surprise
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soviet attack to launch fleets of airplanes loaded with conventional
bombs would involve tens of thousands of men massive amounts of
materiel and numerous telltale signs available to ordinary intelligence
gathering conventional bombers required twelve hours from takeoff
to attack twelve hours in which there would be time for diplomatic
consultation exchange of cables rational thought twelve hours in
which the planes could be ordered to turn back or could be granted
an emergency landing at worst if emergency negotiations failed
conventional bombs would cause modest damage but not annihilation

in the sixties and seventies however the development and perfection
of intercontinental ballistic missiles ICBMs capable of carrying nuclear
warheads greatlygready increased the possibility of massive destruction by surprise
attack ICBMs can be launched without tipping off the other country
by mobilizing tens of thousands of navigators pilots bombardiersbombardierebombardiers
and supply officers the time from launch to destruction could be as
short as two hours two hours to use the hot line to make sure that
an attack is not a flock of canada geese or the rising moon
two hours to make sure the attack is a government decision and not
dr strangeloveStrangelove in charge of an isolated squadron two hours to
moderate the response and have only a limited nuclear war two hours
to warn the civilian population to evacuate their cities but even if
hot line negotiations succeed there is no way to call back the missiles
no way to provide them with an emergency landing field

in the seventies and eighties the perfection of submarine launched
ballistic missiles SLBMs on submarines cruising a few miles off the
enemy s shoreline reduced the time from launch to destruction to
fifteen minutes no time for hot line negotiation no time for recall
of missiles barely enough time for detection from the moment the
duty officer determines that an attack is under way there are only two
minutes to decide on the level of response and to issue the order to

launch on warning to computer controlled missiles aimed at
computer selected targets kept in computer databanks

but in the eighties and nineties new star wars technology will
allow multiple nuclear warheads to be delivered by geostationarystationarygeo
satellites in four minutes and twenty seconds no time for human
determination of an attack no time for human evaluation of different
responses barely time for the computer to determine that an attack
has been launched to decide on the appropriate response choose the
weapons and launch them barely enough time for the computer to
notify the human government of what it has chosen to do I1 is doing
and has done
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any modern military is dependent onc31on cac3 command control
communication and information modern technology has forced the
complete interaction of these four elements into smaller and smaller
windows of time using computer systems

COMPUTERS AND CONTROL

in world war 1I mobilization took months solzhenitsyn in his
novel august 1914 spends hundreds of pages describing the
mobilization in russia months to create the paperwork to move each
man to create the paperwork to buy supplies to create the paperwork
to stockpile supplies to create the paperwork to move supplies no
military machine could move faster than its paperwork

things moved somewhat faster in world war II11 in a marvelous scene
in len deightonsDeigh tons recent novel goodbye mickey mouse the colonel
in charge of a small group of american bombers stationed in england
tries to discover whether his group will fly the next day he phones
an old friend at eighth air force headquarters late in the afternoon
for a chat sure enough in the background he hears the teleprintersteleprinters
churning he hangs up and announces to his group that they will fly

he could visualize the scene at division where they would be staring
at the cryptic gobbledygook of closely teleprinterteleprintedteleprinted figures it would take
what was left of the afternoon to translate it all into specific orders
routes aiming points bombing altitudes timings radio procedures and
detailed instructions about the formations forming up procedures and
emergency measures I11

that was the sequence for just one ordinary bombing run of one small
group under the eighth air force

no modern nuclear delivery system can depend on human
paperwork for execution of defense or offense only computers can
control the volume of information and the correct ordering of events
within the narrow window of time in which events must occur

COMPUTERS AND information

A modern nuclear delivery system digests vast amounts of
information with the aid of a computer for example the US navy s

sound surveillance system SOSUS is a collection of underwater
acoustic sensors to locate ships by the sounds of their propellers
motors and random noises vast amounts of real time data are
generated and coordinated with reports from spy satellites reconaissancereconnaissancereconaissance
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flights and ordinary covert intelligence 2 indexing storing
retrieving and assessing this volume of data by hand would take years

not hours
automatic computer interpretation of massive seemingly worthless

low level data can provide important high level information for
example the german military machine was very carefully run during
world war 11II all tanks planes tires and trucks were given serial
numbers to provide for property control billing recalls and internal
quality control by studying the serial numbers of captured german
material and performing various mathematical analyses the allied
forces were able to make reasonable estimates about the level
of german war production they could deduce which factories were
responsible for what percentage of key items this information changed
the priorities on bombing runs 3 currently3currently the automatic analysis of
literally thousands of different types of low level data is done
automatically for the military by the computer with minimal human
intervention

another example of computer interpretation of massive data
involves electronic eavesdropping on international telephone and
embassy microwave information the computer is programmed to save
any conversation that uses such key words as nuclear missiles war
or whatever may be of current interest conversations that do not
involve a key word are discarded the recorded conversations are then
evaluated by humans the sheer volume of mostly routine conversations
would swamp any human attempt to do this screening 4

computers also simulate and then analyze nuclear attacks and
counterattackscounterattacks the analysis is crucial to assessing the consequences
and probabilities of particular attack plans in the event of a real
attack the united states has a computer model known as SIDAC

single integrated damage assessment capability at the pentagon
as well as at the protected underground alternate national military
command center 5 SIDAC is programmed to take data from satellites
ground stations weather stations and other sources to estimate damage
and to plan our second round attack however a nuclear explosion
produces an electromagnetic pulse EMP which may cause widespread
damage and disruption to computers 6 such damage means that
computers may not be available for a second round attack since the
EMPs of a surprise attack may knock out computers and prevent a first
as well as a second round counterattack both sides must plan to launch
everything as soon as an attack is detected this necessity eliminates
the possibility of a limited nuclear war strategy 7
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COMPUTERS AND THE HUMAN ELEMENT

humans foul up seemingly inexplicable inconsistent and
unpredictable human goofs account for 3050 70 percent of all failures
of major weapons and space vehicles 8 the loss of the submarine
thresher for example was due to a relief valves being installed
backwards it would obviously be very desirable if human errors could
be reduced or eliminated by the use of computers

but replacing people by computers does more than minimize
human goofupsgoofups the US volunteer military one of the finest in
the world has about 115000 people who are closely connected with
nuclear duties each year the defense personnel reliability program
removes from nuclear duties those persons whose reliability trust-
worthiness and dependability become inconsistent with standards
the number of people removed for various causes is surprisingly large
here for example are the figures for a three year period in the
mid 1970s9

PERSONS REMOVED FROM NUCLEAR DUTIES IN DEFENSE
PERSONNEL reliability PROGRAM

reason 1975 1976 1977

alcohol abuse 169 184 286

drug abuse 1970 1474 1365

negligence or delinquency 703 737 825
in performance of duty

court martialsmartialemartials or civil convictions 345 388 350
of a serious nature

behavior or actions contemptuous 722 945 885
of the law

significant physical mental or 1219 1238 1289
character trait or aberrant behavior
medically substantiated as prejudicial
to reliable performance

total 5128 4966 5000

humans in a nuclear alert system operate under stress boredom and
isolation performing repetitive tasks for hours at a stretch and interacting
only with a terminal for weeks nothing happens as they wait in a
silo outside of bismarck north dakota staring at an unchanging
green screen waiting alongside missiles with the equivalent of millions
of tons of explosives although five thousand is a large number it
is amazing that under such circumstances only that many people a year
are found unsuitable for service
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in contrast to humans a computer does not suffer stress is not
subject to boredom and does not care about isolation it would seem
highly desirable then to replace people with computers that dont
take drugs wont go schizoid dont drink arent subject to blackmail
and will obey orders automatically

PROBLEMS WITH COMPUTERS

the types of warning sensors that feed data to NORAD north
american aerospace defense command in colorado springs are as
sophisticated as they are varied they include infrared warning satellites
the ballistic missile early warning system a phased array radar system
perimeter acquisition radar attack characterization systems cobra
dane a radar system on shemyashamya island alaska and cobrajudycobra judy a
floating version of cobra dane located in the arctic in addition
we have three defense support program satellites in fixed orbit
providing overlapping coverage of the USSR and china for ICBM launches
and the atlantic and pacific oceans for SLBMs the real time
information supplied by these satellites is sent to denver or to
alice springs australia for processing before being forwarded
simultaneously to NORAD SAC and the pentagon

when the sensors indicate sufficient strange data NORAD holds
one of three types of conferences missile display threat assessment
or missile attack no missile attack conference has ever been held
the exact number of the other two conferences has not been
declassifiedclassifiedreclassifiedde however a declassifiedclassifiedreclassifiedde section of a 1980 congressional
report states that there were 147 missile display conferences and
five threat assessment conferences in the eighteen months from
1 january 1979 to 30 june 1980 10

descriptions of most such conferences are classified but a few
have appeared in various printed sources rather than discuss the
DEW line distant early warning false alerts in the 1950s caused
by a flock of canada geese or the BMEWS ballistic missile early
warning system false alerts in the 1960s from meteor showers and
lunar reflections I1 will concentrate on incidents from the 1970s and 1980

20 february 1971 A human operator at NORAD accidentally
transmitted the emergency message authorized by the
proper code for that date all radio and television stations
were ordered off the air by presidential order it took forty
minutes to find and send the proper cancel code 11
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27 february 1972 while president nixon was in china a
hoax message that the president had been assassinated and
that world war 111IIIlii had been declared by vice president
agnew was sent to twenty two units of the eighth coast
guard district 12

1973 A computer misinterpreted sensor data about a soviet
test missile fired from a site near iran the computer
predicted it would land in california and sparked a united
states alert the missile landed instead near kamchatka
siberia

3 october 1979 mount hebo radar station picked up a
low orbit rocket body that was close to decay and generated
a launch and impact report that forced NORAD to hold a
threat assessment conference

9 november 1979 A NORAD technician inadvertently
put on a tape that contained data simulating a mass
soviet attack NORAD sent a warning of soviet submarine
missile attack to defense command centers across the
US ten fighters were scrambled and missile and
submarine bases were automatically switched to a higher level
of alert 13

15 march 1980 As part of a troop training exercise the
soviets launched four SS N 6 missiles from submarines
one of the launches generated an unusual threat fan and
forced NORAD to hold a threat assessment conference

3 june 1980 SAC received computer data indicating SLBMs

and ICBMs had been launched toward the united states
NORAD was forced to hold a threat assessment conference
even though nothing was appearing on its screens it turned
out to be a hardware failure

6 bjunejune6june 1980 three days after the 3 june hardware failure
SAC again received computer data indicating that a soviet
missile attack had been launched and NORAD was forced
to hold another threat assessment conference 14

As we can see accidental alerts have been generated by human
carelessness jokes decaying satellites computer hardware errors
computer software errors and wrong computer tapes being loaded
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PROBLEMS WITH COMPLEX SYSTEMS

murphy s law if anything can go wrong it will functions in
our defense warning systems surely the reader living in the modern
world has experienced the computer generated error that cannot be
changed the computer produced mislabeledmis labeled utility bill which seems
impossible to correct A dozen telephone calls to as many individuals
only generates the infuriating response the computer is doing it
and no one seems to know how to make it stop computer controlled
multi state power grids have failed computer controlled trains have
derailed computer engineered bridges and dams have fallen down
computer controlled nuclear power plants have come close to
meltdownsmeltdowns the best intentioned complex systems have failed
ford motor company did not intentionally put bad gas tanks in the
pinto but despite sophisticated testing systems computer simulations
an army of quality control procedures engineers and inspectors
despite having built other fine car systems despite the enormous
potential liability the design of the complex system was flawed the
three mile island nuclear power plant was not built until every aspect
of the design had been examined by dozens of regulatory agencies and
innumerable engineering studies had been conducted the defenders
of atomic power plants asserted that getting hit by a meteor was far
more likely than a major nuclear plant accident and yet the
complex system failed 15

A complex computer system can go awry for many reasons one
is that the large amounts of money spent put tremendous pressure on
proponents of the system to deliver something that is working even
if this means patchwork that goes against the rules of the system
especially in complex military systems there is a tendency for
informal and usually oral understandings to circumvent the procedures
specified in the rulebooksrulebooks for example with SAGE one of the early
radar warning systems ififrulebookrulebookruleruiebook procedures were followed to the
letter small amounts of radar jamming paralyzed the system oral
agreements between operators solved this problem but the agreements
never showed up in official reports 16 the system that was designed
the system that was built and the system that was used were all
different congressional oversight committees and the generals in
charge often lacking technical computer skills only evaluate written
plans not the kludged up versions actually used

no complex system would ever run if rule books were followed
to the letter system analysts designers programmers coders and
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operators all circumvent official procedures at times in order to get
a system up and running within the time and money constraints such
rule cutting is oral informal and undocumented no wonder then
that a complex computer system which barely works under ordinary
circumstances does bizarre things in crisis mode

an incredible number of things can go wrong in a system things
obvious in retrospect but not at all obvious before the NORAD system
upon which all of our c31c3ca for nuclear defense rests is a chilling
example the system was built in 1965 and is completely dependent
on computers which shut down automatically if there is a drop in the
power supply As of 1981 NORAD still had no reliable emergency
power supply 17 duty officers at NORAD have four recent historical
reminders to evaluate carefully what apparently may be erroneous data
despite the power and thoroughness of the system it is difficult for
it to detect surprise attacks in fact despite what in retrospect seem
to be clear warning signs the US global satellite warning system failed
to give advance notice of the soviet intervention in czechoslovakia
the tet offensive in vietnam the 1973 yom kippur war 18 and
the argentine invasion of the falkland islands

COMPOUND STIMULI TO COMPLEX SYSTEMS IN CRISIS MODE

it is feasible to make plans for a computer system to handle single
unplanned incidents plans to prevent inadvertent releasing arming
or launching of a missile with a nuclear warhead plans which
systematically remove humans from the sequence of events launching
a nuclear tipped missile plans to prevent accidental detonationsdetonations by
wiring safety switches that arm the warhead plans for a computer
scheduled launch when humans may be panicking or thinking of the
wife and kids for one last time but it is not feasible to design a
computer system that will correctly handle multiple unplanned
incidents the number of different ways N incidents can interact is

governed by the combinatorial explosion and rapidly goes beyond any
possible computer technology even for such small values of N as
60 or 70 there has been at least one such multiple incident event
involving our early warning system 19 the british and french invasion
of the suez occurred at the same time as the hungarian uprising in
november 19561936 on 5 november moscow issued a statement strongly
hinting possible rocket attacks on london and paris and inviting the
US to join the USSR in a joint action in the suez that night the
US military command in europe reported that unidentified aircraft
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over turkey had put the turkish air force on alert A hundred mig 115sas5s

were reported over syria a british canberra bomber was reported as
downed over syria and the russian fleet was reported moving through
the dardanellesDardanelles 20

ififnoradNORAD had existed back in 1956 it is highly probable that these
multiple reports combined with the high state of international
tensions due to the hungarian uprising would have increased the alert
status ofUS forces let us see why a warning system does not necessarily

mean better security in such a situation
A warning system may accidentally become part of the offensive

system by issuing an alert erroneously two mutually linked warning
systems may unintentionally amplify such mistakes the outbreak of
world war I1 provides a concrete example of what can happen with
mutually linked systems the decision to mobilize in the early months
of 1914 set thousands of orders into operation each of them ratcheting
the military system to a higher level until it reached a state where the
system reacted to itself when country A went on alert at a time of
tensions country B reacted to the changed state and went on alert to
protect itself when country A observed that country B had gone on
alert country A had added reason to believe its earlier interpretations
of the data which had forced it to go on alert country A therefore
took additional preparatory steps As each country went to a higher
level of alert both countries had to take actions to make sure they
could perform after an attack both countries therefore prepared to
be attacked interpreting the others preparation to be attacked as a
step in preparing to launch an attack 21 in effect the european political
leaders decision to mobilize in early 1914 was a declaration of war
months before the hostilities actually broke out the most appalling
feature of world war I1 was not the destruction but rather it was
the wars pointlessness ten million men died and monarchies were
swept from power simply because governmental leaders did not think
through the implications of their actions and the institutions they had
constructed for the prevention of warwar2222

the reality of the events of 5 november 19561936 was as follows the
jets over turkey were a flock of swans the hundred migs over syria
were an escort for the syrian president returning from a state visit to
moscow britainsbritainaBritains canberra bomber landed in syria because of
mechanical failure the soviet fleet was going through the dardanellesDardanelles
on fleet exercises that had been scheduled long in advance

the warning system in a crisis situation had accidentally amplified
multiple independent unpredictable events into a nonexistent pattern
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NUCLEAR ALERTS AND accidental NUCLEAR WAR

modern military systems are complex geographically dispersed
and technologically sophisticated the development ofnuclear weapons
has advanced faster than the development of reliable control of nuclear
weapons in an attempt to provide control both the US and the USSR
have used computers thus the reliability of the mutually linked nuclear
systems depends on the reliability of the underlying complex computer
systems but humans designed programmed coded and now operate
these systems that systematically replace humans as much as possible
and bypass a constitution designed for an isolated and sparsely settled
nation although the constitution asserts that only congress can declare
war and that the president is commander in chief these provisions have
been made irrelevant the decision to go to war must be made in less
than fifteen minutes by an unelected presidentially authorized duty
officer dependent on computer generated data

the president of the united states and the premier of the soviet
union may be compared to the president of a nuclear power plant 23

As long as things are running normally at the power plant the president
has both real and symbolic powers but if it is announced that a core
meltdown could occur in fifteen minutes the president who doesnt
know heavy water from drinking water will do exactly what he or
she is told to do if he or she is consulted at all technicians and
institutional procedures take over split second decisions are made based
on massive amounts of ambiguous technical information some humans
will question whether this isnt a test or a mistake and some
computer systems will not quite cover what is happening these parts
of the system will hang suspended awaiting orders from someone who
has or will take responsibility the figurehead president cannot take
action and issue technical orders because of the sheer volume and
ambiguity of the information and the incredibly narrow time window
similarly at the moment of a nuclear alert the massive amounts of
highly technical and ambiguous information from warning and
intelligence systems would be gibberish to a technically naive president
or premier awakened in the middle of the night and given five minutes
to respond the political leader can only hope that the duty officer
making the final evaluation is competent

if the duty officer sees either an expected pattern or a pattern that
is manifestly absurd the system will probably work as it is supposed
to on the other hand if the pattern is ambiguous strange
unexpected or contradictory if it occurs during a brownout or shortly
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after a new system has come on line or shortly after one of the satellites
has been moved or just before during or just after a training
exercise then the complex system will be in an untested configuration
with unpredictable results only one thing is certain murphy s law
will hold

if the soviets attack in a stylized and highly predictable way
NORAD will probably react correctly but if the attack is ambiguous
or if it occurs in conjunction with a flock of geese a lunar reflection
a NORAD simulated tape accidentally inserted a defective computer
chip or any other pattern that does not fit the NORAD notion of a
soviet attack it may not be discerned in time

both the US and the USSR are hostages to the fear that their
forces will be eliminated by a preemptive attack occurring so quickly
that they cannot respond game playing strategy suggests that both
sides will move to a launch on warning mode in which each side
warns the other that upon detection of attack the order will be given
to launch automatically both sides will then be at the mercy of every
forty six cent chip bought at lowest bid and of every software error that
accidentally generates a warning of an impending attack

THE 3 JUNE 1980 NUCLEAR ALERT

the event that occurred on 3 june 1980 was in fact generated by
a forty six cent computer chip malfunction at approximately 226 AM
eastern daylight time the fluorescent display screens connected to
a nova data general computer at SAC headquarters flashed a
warning indicating that two SLBMs had been launched toward the
united states on a depressed trajectory from submarines positioned
offshore eighteen seconds later the SAC display system showed an
increased number ofofslbmSLBM launches the SAC duty controller scrambled
116 B 52 crews and directed them to start their engines and to prepare
for takeoff if it became necessary to survive nuclear submarine
commanders were also alerted the SAC display then indicated that soviet
ICBMs had been launched toward the united states the separate
NMCC command post confirmed that it too was receiving indications
that SLBMs had indeed been launched toward the US NORAD still
reported nothing on its screens the airborne command post of the
pacific command took off NORAD was forced to hold a threat
assessment conference even though nothing was appearing on its screens 24

had the episode lasted a few minutes longer the president would
have been awakened at 230 AM he would have been informed that
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he had only a few minutes in which to get to his plane decide and
issue a retaliatory plan and get on the hot line to moscow

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

perhaps peace is not so much a technological problem as it is a
political and moral problem

the united states and the soviet union have previously made
arrangements concerning accidental nuclear war before president
nixonsdixons 1971 visit to china the USSR feared that china might try
to provoke a US USSR confrontation by arranging for a submarine
off the US coast to launch a missile which would be blamed on the
soviets therefore on 5030 september 1971 the two governments signed
an agreement designed to prevent the accidental outbreak of nuclear
war article 3 states

the parties undertake to notify each other immediately in the event of
detection by missile warning systems of unidentified objects or in the
event of signs of interference with these systems or with related
communications facilities if such occurrences could create a risk of
outbreak of nuclear war between the two countries 25

this 1971 agreement was made when there were perhaps thirty minutes
between detection and retaliation if it appeared that either sides
computers had detected a launch there was time time to evaluate
the data time to notify the opposing side time for the opposing side
to show the error in the data since 1919717 1 reaction time has decreased
from thirty minutes to fifteen with space war technology it will go
from fifteen minutes to five

instead of asking whether nuclear war can be avoided we should
first tackle the more manageable but equally important question
can nuclear alerts be avoided going on alert when the window of
time is a mere fifteen minutes may be so provocative that the other
side will be forced to go on alert to protect itself at this point the
side with the weaker c31c3ca computer system may be forced into a use
it or lose it preemptive launch what a tragedy especially if the alert
is generated by a computer chip malfunction or a software error
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pearl ships

steaming out of pearl harbor
warships barely ruffle waves at work
behemoth battleships defy the waters
afloat in steel enormity

in a celebrated corner grim reminders
mark old memories
streams of japanese and haoleshables
line up for movies ride the launch
peer down beneath the surface at the hulk

should outsiders once again
wage hate against this island
besides the undertow and sharks
blue bubbles and the coralscorald razor edge
we face a deadlier foe that will not cross the koolauskollausKoolaus
propellers buzzing early sunday morning
but streak silent cross the sky

and by telemetry destroy
in a zephyr of wind a shimmering blur

like 007 a trumped excuse
might trigger devastation on the whim
of some cantankerous colonel
so I1 watch the great ships
slip through the water mechanical leviathansleviathans
plodding protectors against a phantom enemy

jim walker
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biological effects of nuclear war

james L farmer

do we really need another article on nuclear war on death and
destruction I1 suspect that we do we need to be reminded about these
grim subjects just as we need to be continually warned about the wages
of sin war like any other sin is oddly attractive to many people
it is too often easy to send other people to their deaths in order to
accomplish our political goals war might become again the popular
sport that it once was if we do not frequently remind ourselves of its
terrible consequences we must also share the little wisdom we have
gained with each new generation so that they may avoid the mistakes
of previous generations finally there are occasionally new things to
be said about this old subject

wars have been killing people for a very long time people have
been blown apart by high explosives for more than a century they
have been burned drowned poisoned and killed by flying objects
for millennia nuclear war does not provide us with any new ways to
die 1 most of the people who die in a nuclear blast are killed by heat
or flying objects even most of the people who die as a result of
radiation exposure expire from such mundane and ancient causes as
fluid loss caused by diarrhea starvation caused by damage to the
intestine or infection complicated by damage to the immune system
millions or billions of people would die very unpleasantly in a major
nuclear war but they would suffer no more than those who have died
in conventional wars even the irnimmensemense scale of destruction in a nuclear
war is not unprecedented tens of millions of people died in world
war 11II nor are wars the only cause of mass destruction the black
death of the fourteenth century killed about one third of the people
in the world

there are two major differences between nuclear war and
conventional war nuclear war could destroy the world in a matter of
hours while conventional war is waged gradually with at least the
possibility of reaching a settlement at some point before destruction
has reached its maximum also nuclear warfare potentially has longtermlong term
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biological consequences which are far more severe than those of
conventional warfare recent discoveries have even raised the possibility
that these biological effects might cause the collapse of human
civilization and perhaps the extinction of human beings

how could nuclear war cause such a catastrophe during world
war 11II hiroshima and nagasaki were destroyed by nuclear bombs and
dresden was destroyed by incendiary bombs in all three cities the
bombing produced a fire storm 2 2thetheathe fire was so large and so hot that
gases and smoke rose at great speed high into the atmosphere the
decreased pressure at the base of the plume sucked surface air
into the conflagration at hurricane speed people were killed by
flying objects by being thrown into stationary objects by cremation
and by suffocation since the fire consumed the oxygen so rapidly huge
amounts of dust and smoke were carried into the atmosphere

it is well known that large amounts of dust smoke or ash in the
atmosphere can change the climate of the earth A volcanic explosion
was responsible for the very cold summer of 1816 known as eighteen
hundred and froze to death there are good reasons to suspect that
rare collisions between the earth and asteroids or comets have produced
enormous dust clouds which have cooled the earth sufficiently to cause
mass extinctionsextinctions if fire storms resulting from a nuclear war were to
inject very large amounts of dust and smoke into the upper atmosphere
the results might be catastrophic

when large quantities of dust and smoke get into the upper
atmosphere they do not immediately settle out atmospheric nuclear
weapons tests have produced clouds of radioactive dust which have
circled the earth several times before slowly dissipating by fallout 3 3thetheathe
same pattern was seen following the nuclear accident at chernobylChernobyl
dust clouds from volcanic eruptions have also circled the earth
repeatedly while falling out the dust and smoke from a nuclear war
could conceivably persist for some time and be carried around the world
at least in the northern hemisphere

considering the immediate massive destruction which would be
caused by a nuclear war should we be very concerned about the
additional destructive effects of dust and smoke in the atmosphere
we have survived fire storms in the past both those which burned
cities and those which burned forests however we have never before
experienced a large number of simultaneous fire storms no one knows
for certain what effects would result from large quantities of smoke
and dust in the atmosphere but studies in the united states europe
and the soviet union have pointed to an unprecedented climatic
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disaster 4 according to these studies a major nuclear war might
produce what has been called a nuclear winter the day after
would be cold dark and radioactive and this condition might
persist for days weeks or months it is possible that little if any sunlight
would penetrate to the surface of the earth the average temperature
drop over land away from the sea coasts might be very large the
magnitude of the cooling is in dispute thompson and schneider
estimate for a medium size nuclear war a temperature drop of about
nine degrees C sixteen degrees F turco et al more pessimistically
estimate it at about twenty two degrees C forty degrees F

A cooling as catastrophic as the larger estimates would probably
destroy civilization in the northern hemisphere through large scale
failure of agriculture and the destruction of many native plants and
animals in addition the disturbance of atmospheric circulation would
probably cause the pall to spread to the southern hemisphere
causing substantial cooling there as well if this estimate is correct there
would be few survivors to envy the dead

even a cooling as modest as the lower estimate would be disastrous
if it occurred during the northern hemisphere summer the wheat and
corn crops of canada siberia and the northern US and the major
rice crops of the world would probably be lost the cooling would
probably cause a change in the monsoon weather pattern which would
result in drought in south asia mass starvation throughout the
northern hemisphere would be the likely result by this estimate the
news is better for countries in the southern hemisphere since the
climatic effects there would probably not be serious

the well known biological effects of nuclear explosions would
still be serious even in the absence of climatic effects living things
close to the point of impact would be incinerated from a few
hundred yards up to a few miles away most living things would
be killed by mechanical blast effects by heat radiation or by
gamma radiation over large distances in some cases hundreds or
thousands of miles downwind living things would be damaged or killed
by radioactive fallout dangerous radioactive fallout levels would
persist for days months or years 5 if nuclear reactors were destroyed
by nuclear weapons the fallout would make large areas uninhabitable
perhaps for millennia nuclear explosions produce large amounts of
nitrogen oxides and inject them into the upper atmosphere where
they degrade the ozone layer holes in the ozone layer would allow
more ultraviolet radiation to reach the ground A large increase in
ultraviolet radiation would cause extensive damage to plants it would
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blind animals and greatly increase the frequency of skin cancer in
human beings

if nuclear winter were added to these effects the prospects of
survival would be much much worse ehrlich et al in longtermlong term
biological consequences of nuclear war claim that after a major
nuclear war a summer day in north america europe or asia might
be as dark as night with a high of about fifty degrees F and a low of
twenty degrees F these conditions would kill most plants and
unprotected people and animals As vegetation died more animals
would die of starvation rotting corpses would become reservoirs of
infectious disease and would provide feeding places for insects resulting
in an enormous population explosion of flesh eating insects although
the temperature drop would probably be less extreme in the tropics
the results would still be disastrous since many tropical plants and
animals have no protection at all against low temperatures there could
well be mass extinctionsextinctions in the tropics although it would be winter
time in the southern hemisphere the effects there would not be
negligible since the lower temperatures might well persist into its
summer for the same reason a nuclear war during the northern
hemisphere winter would still have disastrous effects since it would
cause an extremely bitter winter cold enough to kill many animals
and perennial plants followed by a cold dim spring and summer
unlikely to produce a harvest

the first estimates of the climatic effects of nuclear war by
turco et al suggested that there might be a threshold level of nuclear
explosions which would cause a nuclear winter essentially as severe as
that which would result from any larger number of explosions the
threshold appeared to be fairly low perhaps low enough to make a
nuclear attack suicidal for the attacking country even if the attacked
country did not retaliate thompson and schneiders more recent and
more detailed analysis suggests that there is no threshold but rather
that the severity of climatic effects would increase in proportion to the
number of nuclear explosions the later analysis also suggests that the
magnitude of the cooling and its effect on the southern hemisphere
would be much less than that estimated previously due to the
moderating influence of the oceans however as its authors point out
the effects of even a modest cooling could be disastrous to rice and
canadian wheat crops as described above since a major nuclear war
would probably destroy american european and soviet crops as well a
severe famine would be unavoidable even in noncombatant countries
thus even the most optimistic estimate makes disaster seem certain
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A PERSONAL STATEMENT

the religious beliefs of some people might lead them to argue
that divine intervention would moderate the effects of nuclear war or
conversely that nuclear war would cleanse the earth in preparation
for the coming of the messiah perhaps one of these beliefs might be
true but as I1 read the scriptures I1 find another message when
people are sinful even god s chosen people he allows them to suffer
the consequences of their folly even to the point of extinction with
only rare exceptions the innocent suffer along with the guilty the
scriptures indicate that god might not approve of some of our weapons
systems since he has spoken plainly against preemptive strikes
see morm 38 15 41 5 he has also told us to strive for security

in his way rather than seeking it our way see 2 ne 1166 11

nuclear weapons are the most visible symbols of our failure the
triumph of evil over good in our world they are symbols of the
temptation to use satansgatans ways to overcome what many people perceive
to be satanic forces even if we cannot have a triumph of good over
evil in this world we should not surrender to evil god does not
excuse us from obeying his commandments when obedience is

difficult why should we expect him to excuse us from loving our
neighbors orfiromor from being peacemakerspeacemakers at a time when the world needs
love and peace we are fond of saying that christians should be in
the world but not of the world we should carefully consider how that
philosophy might shape our attitudes toward political and military
policies

I1 do not wish to leave the impression that I1 favor unilateral
disarmament or some equally foolish action it seems clear that the
fear of nuclear weapons is largely responsible for the tenuous peace
we have endured since world war II11 although disarmament should
be our goal the nations of the world must disarm carefully if we are
to avoid the war that no one wants the strategy for achieving
disarmament is not clear and will undoubtedly be difficult to find
perhaps the mutual fear of destruction will keep the peace a little longer
while we seek a solution

NOTES
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it has now been about twentyfivetwenty five years sincesince the last nuclear explosion on the bikini atoll in spite
of the millions of dollars spent to clean up the atoll the natives still cannot return because the food grown
there would be too radioactive for them to eat



nuclear winter

the myrtle falls across the wall
and the evenings darkness like a shawl

wraps the light and holds it in
after the flfirewinds of fall

though sun will come it withers fast
crumbling leaves as if the past

had not been and did not teem
As if it was not meant to last

beyond an image in the holy mind
As if not meant to shape the wind

to wend around the rosy sun
of flowering nor quietly to find

A place of evergreen to flourish in
the newer winter has come to spin

the sun around and never warm
the air is dry and human skin

crisps in nitrogen

clinton F larson
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the past has made the present tense
the influence of russian history

on the contemporary soviet union

douglas F tobler

in a recent book of essays entitled knowing ones enemies a noted
political scientist recounts an apocryphal story ascribed to a retired
british foreign office professional through more than half of the
twentieth century year in and year out so the reminiscence goes this
diplomat assured foreign secretaries that there would be no major
european war in all that time he boasted he had been wrong only
twice 1 what some may consider a banality bears repeating now more
than ever we must know our enemies not as in the past in order
to win wars but to avoid them in a sober search for understanding
of those who can destroy us we must not only ask the right questions
and give the right answers but also make certain that we do not get

little thinthingsthinasas rirightaht and big things wrong 2

our own experiences in vietnam iran and the middle east
during the past two decades suggest a great need to know more about
the history culture and beliefs of those who in war and terrorist
encounters have shed american blood and consumed american
treasure we have too often judged our enemies principally against
the background of our history political institutions and values
although it is true that all people everywhere share yearnings for
security happiness human rights and freedom these universals must
be seen as they are in the context of each peoples history time and
experience

the importance of full and accurate information about the world
can hardly be overstated 3 americans need to know more about the
soviet union and russians need to know more much more about
america perhaps on both sides it is as the humorist josh billings said
over a century ago the trouble with people is not that they dont
know but that they know so much that aint so arkady shevchenko a
former high ranking soviet diplomat and gromyko protege who
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became so disillusioned with his government and his own duplicitous
life within it that he defected to the west leaving behind family
homeland and security offers this advice about today s russia

the USSR cannot be erased from the earth or removed from its position
at the center of power in the modern world the survival of mankind
may depend upon temperate relations between the soviet union and
the united states each country measures the others intentions
largely in terms of its own assumptions and outlook and the
misunderstandings that not surprisingly arise could result in disastrous
confrontation thus it is vitally important for the west to know as

accurately and as completely as possible the thinking and attitudes of
those who make policy in the kremlin 4

but why have we not probed the russian psyche more deeply
stephen cohen suggests that we have been so mesmerized and even
paralyzed by the power of winston churchillschurchilleChurchills famous metaphor of
russia as a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma that we
have ceased trying to penetrate what this twentieth century giant could
not understand 5 churchillschurchilleChurchills words may have become a self fulfilling
prophecy and a comfortable rationale for intellectual indolence

most americans are well aware of the role marxist leninist ideology
has played in the formation of soviet policies and intentions the
marriage of the vocabulary of world revolution from the early days
of soviet history with totalitarianism from the stalin era has over
the years created a powerful and malevolent specter in the american
consciousness and although some scholars in recent years have
discounted ideology in favor of traditional power politics and self
interest of the ruling elite as keys for understanding kremlin motives
shevchenko rightly offers this caution

neither do I1 believe that the soviet challenge to the free world is

ideologically now less threatening or that it has simply turned into a
fairly conventional geopolitical challenge as some analysts suggest

they exaggerate the loss of ideological faith among the population and
underestimate soviet ideological appeal in central and latin america
africa asia and other parts of the world 6

having made this point however shevchenko is more direct as he
levels a devastating criticism at his former colleagues

many features of the soviet system are well known but I1 finally realized
that the divinity before which the kremlin rulers bowed was their own
power and the maximal satisfaction of their personal requirements and
those of the privileged upper class these requirements had no limit
from the acquisition of foreign automobiles to whole nations outside the
soviet bloc 7
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so much for the imminent appearance of the marxist leninist classless
society

without wishing to downplay the impact of either ideology or
power politics on the soviet mind I1 would suggest that we need to
give more serious consideration to a third motive the russian historical
experience I1 am by no means alone in this view such statesmen as
former german chancellor helmut schmidt scholars such as

stephen cohen and seweryn bialer and respected journalists such as
hedrick smith david shipler and elizabeth pond have been struck
by the continuities of russian history in the policies of today s USSR

in a long front page article in the german weekly die zeit
schmidt offered a distillation of insights gained in over two decades
of close contact and discussion with kremlin leaders one should look
to russian history and geography he counseled for an understanding
of the sources of russian security and inferiority complexes soviet
behavior since helsinki according to schmidt has much less to do
with marxism leninism than with the soviet reactions to the
concrete experiences of the last few decades and the trends of
continuity in russian history dies the invasion of afghanistan
and the stationing of SS 20 rockets in east central europe alles hat
weniger mit der bolschewistischen spielartspiehartSpielart von marxismusMarxismus oder mit
leninismusLeninismus zu tun als vielmehrvielmehr mit der sowjetische reaktionreactionReaktion auf
konkretekonkrete erfahrungen der letztenjahrzehnte und mit kontinuierlichen
trends der russischenruss ischen geschichte similarly schmidt interprets soviet
expansionism as largely a carryover from a powerful early russian
tradition and not primarily a product of communism 8 for schmidt
then history is the key which helps unlock the psychological world
of soviet inferiority insecurity and paranoia

how history together with ideology and perceived security needs
fits into a complex web of motivations on an issue such as soviet
expansionism in the world is explained in elizabeth ponds respected
book from the yaroslavsky station

the mandate of the self proclaimed revolutionary is obvious the urge
to expand the soviet unions international influence is untempered by
any vigorous domestic political restraints the drive is strong on triple
grounds history harking back to the tsarsasars ideology heralding the
messianic triumph of communism and paranoia involving a definition
of soviet security so total as to demand on occasion the total insecurity
of the USSRs neighbors it is exacerbated on the one hand by an
inferiority complex towards the west and on the other by a pride in
the USSRs new global power it is manifested in the soviet refusal to
endorse anything short of the total world victory of soviet led socialism 9
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david shipler argues that not only has history played a powerful role
in russian life but as contemporary russians lose faith in the validity
and promises of communist ideology they tend to retreat into and

idealize an irretrievable past rooted in rural simplicity and moral
purity a search for russiannessRussianness 10

it is not unreasonable for disillusioned russians to harken back
to their past continuity is as much the essence of their society as change
is of our own in spite of revolution and the propaganda of revolution
change has come very slowly to the soviet union timetables for the
ultimate victory of communism and its promised utopian society must
be steadily revised forward conversely we americans must constantly
and consciously reclaim our roots and our historic past as in the
bicentennial celebration as we pass through one revolution after
ainotheranother at near breakneck speed

what then are the major historic experiences which have
fashioned the russian psyche I1 will confine my discussion in this essay
to four

1 the history of russia has been one of invasions or
threats of invasion by foreigners exploiting a vulnerable
geography in modern times these have come primarily from
western would be conquerors lusting after the eurasian
heartland this historic fact has more than anything else
fed a preoccupation even paranoia with security security
however becomes ever more elusive as soviet actions make
their neighbors and the rest of the world feel insecure and
hostile for a discussion of freedom and security in the
contemporary context see gary brownings article in this
issue of BYU studies

the russian desire for security has bred a sustained
expansion in every possible direction in quest of ever larger
buffer zones which in turn have produced an insularity
and isolationism virtually unparalleled in the world
historically russians have been a provincial people par
excellence while pursuing an empire for these reasons
the russians have had a difficult time adjusting to an age
of possible nuclear annihilation an age wherein absolute
security has become a fiction americans have similar
anxieties about security but they come from an opposite
direction geographical separation from europe and asia
isolationism great power status and wealth have given us
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near absolute security in the past but that privileged status
is over we too must behave as part of the global village
in a nuclear age

2 russians have a history of government by a strong
centralized authoritarian state the tsar was the holy father
gods viceroy on earth he ruled by divine right an attitude
preserved by the romanovsRomanoromanovavs and respected by most of the
russian people until well into the twentieth century the
vastness of the empire and the historical imperative for
security produced and legitimized a state where power and
authority were not shared consequently the russians have
few traditions of freedom individualism self government
except in the peasant villages or direct representation

3 russians have long had a keen sense of their unique
national identity and culture they have taken great pride
in a civilization different from the west this has fostered
an affection for mother russia an attachment to orthodoxy
culture the language and the countryside exiles especially
poets and the literati have found it difficult to live and work
productively outside their unique russian atmosphere

4 russians have wrestled throughout their modern
history with a sense of economic and technological inferiority
vis a vis the west at least since the time of peter the greats

great embassy to the west in 16971697 9988 they have stood
in awe of what the west has produced while at the same
time craving recognition commensurate with their size
power and culture a recognition which has been forthcoming
only since 1945 much of the contemporary parading of
military paraphernalia on holidays is not only a guarantee
of security now and in the future but also a demonstration
of having arrived as a force in a world dominated by
industrial technological and scientific achievement the
same is true for russian participation in world sporting events
such as the olympics most importantly however both the
russian leadership and people seek worldwide recognition
as a modern powerful state which is producing a more just
secure and progressive society in a hostile world they are
thus genuinely offended when referred to as gangsters or
criminals especially because they live in a society that tends
to regard propaganda more seriously than we do
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each of these historic forces requires some explication since the
beginning of history the vast russian plain has been a magnetic
attraction to invaders from the mongol horde of the thirteenth
century through the successive incursions by poland sweden france
and germany russians have been forced to defend themselves or
endure subjugation at the hands of foreigners the bolsheviks were
particularly offended and made permanently suspicious by the crude
attempts of the western allies including the USA to intervene
on the side of the whites in the early years of the civil war 11

all of these wars were fought on russian soil by the russians
themselves all were devastating reaching proportions nearly
incomprehensible to the west in world war II11 to russians the great
patriotic war when they withstood the best and the most that hitler
could marshall against them most americans do not know that when
hitler launched operation barbarossa against the soviet union on
22 june 1941 he lined up over three million men many with fighting
experience in 153 divisions 3580 tanks and 2740 airplanes against
a russian army that was larger in number but technologically inferior 12

moreover stalins recent purges had decimated the soviet army
leadership corps their replacements were untested and inexperienced

but what americans may have forgotten russians know only too
well As stephen cohen has written

more than any other event including the revolution the war shaped
the soviet union as it exists today as a political system society and world
power its legacy endures among citizens because it was an experience
of inseparable and colossal tragedy and triumph 13

this is however not all

after four years of savage fighting from moscow to berlin it culminated
in twenty million soviet deaths about equally divided between soldiers
and civilians that often cited but little understood statistic means that
virtually every family lost one member or more and it does not include
the millions of survivors who were maimed for life 14

visitors to the soviet union today see many monuments to the war
nor is the wars memory confined to the war generations the
younger generation of russians takes pride in the role their parents
and grandparents played in ridding the world of hitler and in helping
establish their country as a world power westerners are often astonished
by soviet expressions of spontaneous patriotism for example
david shipler recounts an experience with a teacher who was
blindly loyal to her country and her system a deep patriot so
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warmheartedwarm hearted that her countrymen felt like family to her every
saccharine short story about soviet suffering and heroism in world
war II11 brought tears to her eyes 15

americans have sometimes found it difficult to understand and
appreciate evidences of russian patriotism while taking our own for
granted here again the selectivity ofwhat we have learned from our
impressions of communist tyranny from the comments of dissidents
and from our tendency to believe what we want to believe has led
us to apply a somewhat different standard to the russians than we
might to ourselves the russians are for example still grateful for
american lend lease during the war but point out that it represented
only 4 percent of soviet gross production at the time a fact difficult
to find in american history books

the russian experience in world war II11 and against other
invaders teaches a further lesson these people have a long history
of coping successfully with all forms of adversity nine hundreddayshundred days
harrison salisbury s monumental story of the siege of leningrad
portrays vividly the russian capacity for hunkering down and
enduring immense deprivation to defend their homeland but such
resistance was common throughout russia shevchenko has described
this trait of his countrymen well

there is no doubt that the USSR is experiencing serious domestic and
other difficulties but it has overcome worse troubles in the past it has
both tremendous natural wealth and vast human resources in their ability
to withstand centuries not decades of hardship and privation and yet
persevere the soviet people are unmatched by any nation on earth with
the possible exception of the chinese 16

the russian preoccupation with defense coupled with the size
of their expanding empire has given them little experience with the
larger world their participation in the expansion of europe in the
age of discovery was belated and tangential they had a full agenda
to settle their own trackless territory russian history is thus not only
a history of insecurity but of insularity both deeply ingrained in the
people as well as the present day leaders

one of the major achievements in the whole panorama ofhuman
history is the rise of political freedom and democracy in the west there
was a time in the nineteenth century when virtually everyone in western
civilization viewed democracy as the inexorable wave of the future
it was therefore no accident that the war that ended that age of
optimism world war I1 carried the slogan to make the world safe
for democracy americans can be forgiven for taking democracy for
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granted and assuming that all people everywhere should want what
we have given our history we can hardly conceive of anything less

but the russians have had no such historic experience their earliest
ties were with byzantium the eastern roman empire before the
mongolsmongels came first kiev then muscovy arose without adequately
incorporating the civilizing ideas and institutions of greece and rome
or the medieval traditions which produced the magna carta nor did
the russians fully experience the renaissance the reformation or the
scientific revolution all of which played such a powerful role in the
growth of individualism the dignity of man and the rise of
independent thought in the west

russia knew no locke and had no glorious revolution the
eighteenth century enlightenment only flickered in st petersburg
failing to register any appreciable permanent impact on the russian
polity or social institutions their best candidate among the few
enlightened despots catherine the great was clearly more despotic
than enlightened her use of the language of the western philosophies
constituted a kind of verbal potemkin village designed to
camouflage the expansion of serfdom and the absence of political
reform

reform was simply not part of the russian administrative impulse
this accounts in part for the later mushroommushroomlikelike sprouting of
russian revolutionary movements in the nineteenth century where
there is no possibility of reform revolution is the only hope for change

what reform there was came largely from the top down from
peters importation of western technology but nothing else17 to
alexander ilslisIIsIPs emancipation of the serfs under the influence of the
higher bureaucracy and for the benefit of the state where genuine
attempts at change were begun like the speransky reforms under
alexander I1 or the establishment of representative dumas under
nicholas II11 after the revolution of 19051903 they were generally
halfheartedhalf hearted at best and often retracted once the original impetus was
gone

from the time when muscovy first laid claim to the honors of the
third rome after rome and byzantium in the fifteenth century
russians have had a curious love hate attraction repulsion relationship
with the west this erupted in the nineteenth century when
pro western literati westernizersWesternizers embarrassed over russian
backwardness pressed for the introduction of western civilization with
its rationalism science material wellbeingwell being socialism basic human
freedoms and secularism into their benighted homeland their
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opponents the slavophilesSlavophiles also wanted progress but preferred
to preserve at the same time the unique and wholesome russian
institutions and virtues religiosity spirituality the healthy communal
russian village mir these were considered infinitely superior to the
superficiality and hollow materialism of the west this pride in things
russian in the depths of russian soul has been probed and
celebrated by the great russian novelists of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries from turgenevTurgenev to solzhenitsyn it is this national
pride this russian identity which hitler offended so deeply not
only with his invasion of their territory and brutalization of the
people but especially with his doctrine that slavs were subhuman
so that even anti stalinist russians fought valiantly for mother russia
against the foreign devil it was this same national pride to which stalin
appealed in the darkest days of the war to rally the people against the
aggressor

despite this national pride however russians have historically
had a kind of inferiority complex about their country s backwardness
they are unsure of their place in the world even more than germany
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries russia has all the attributes
ofofaof3 aparvenuparvenu russiasdussiasRussias industrial revolution began in the last years of
the tsarsasars and was carried forward by stalin with ruthless speed at
enormous human cost the emergence of the soviet union as a world
superpower brandishing military might and nuclear capability signifies
an attempt to overcome a longstanding inferiority in a world that
especially respects industrial military and nuclear power nor have
consumer goods been entirely neglected in this leap into the modern
world it is true that the russians do not have the material goods and
standard of living enjoyed in the west but they have more than they
have ever known no ordinary russian in history has lived this well

while americans as I1 have suggested in this essay would do well
to learn more russian history it is equally important for russians from
top to bottom to come to know america shevchenko himself marvels
how in spite of institutes studies and english classes soviet leaders
find it difficult to take the pulse of america to understand american
values thought processes and institutions 18

the purpose of all historical study is understanding understanding
of each people s development understanding of the human condition
understanding for responsible citizenship in the world A study of
russian history can facilitate all of these as we come to know our
4 1 enemies better it is not a foolproof tool but it is far better than
ignorance
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in a tribute to american democracy walt whitman casts this
refrain

sail sail thy best ship of democracy
of value is thy freight tis not the present
only
the past is also stored in theethee1919

the past is also stored in the soviet union historically it is a
fundamentally different past from our own but it too requires our
careful attention
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glass blossom

in the grade school garden
where we were innocently waiting
for each new life lust
and all went single file to stephens house
whose parents snowy television showed us images
of the cloud swelling fear the fireball fiend
the shock that tore the roofs off barracks
like light paper planes blown off a shelf
by an opened door

glass blossom of my time
window of the third grade upper story
bursting inward like some film slowed flower
flowering into this room
blooming in each inch of us
huddled under the desks of even the second floor
this crystal sharded blossom
of the third grade window bursting inward
filling my mind lacing all these faces
with a glassy wind to burst us at the roots

I1 have no comprehension of the authors
of this crime this mime of death
this mime of life this last mime
of my own embryo curling
with hands and arms covering my eyes and innocence
only my own child who has blue eyes
kneeling on the couch beside me now
am I1 to wipe out too this face
with the pain of a glance
the pain of a midday white hot moment
burning out these allailali too innocent
and unaffected eyes

dennis smith

dennis smith is a sculptor and poet living in highland utah
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company commander at an trach 11II

they came out of the smoke
the shells and the bombs
and the napalm had done their work

the grandmother was burned black
her hair gone her skin in shreds
she would probably die

the mother brought me her son
then sank to her knees
and unhooked her long black hair
and began to sway side to side
and wail the wail of death

the son was young and sweet
and he died as I1 held him
his lovely brown eyes glazing

the daughter also young but much older now
beat her fists upon my chest

howard A christy

howard A christy is senior editor of scholarly publications at brigham young university



american and russian perceptions
of freedom and security

gary L browning

winston churchillschurchilleChurchills characterization of russia as a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma applied reasonably well to the
USSR during stalins quarter of a century in power but today reliable
published information 1 and travel to the soviet union are accessible
to almost anyone willing to confront the mystery no one can ever
completely know a nation but one need not feel that the task of
adequately understanding the principal features of a people is beyond
reasonable expectation

any society however will encompass a broad diversity in
temperament some people will be jovial and kind others stern and
even mean spirited A small percentage will be exceptionally creative
intelligent and well educated most others less so some will have
acquired wisdom through long years of careful observation and
personal experience while many more will either be less experienced
or simply less perceptive

in the soviet union as elsewhere one must also carefully
consider demographics many who reached age twenty during the years
1917 36 from the bolshevik revolution to the stalinist purges still
yearn for the fiery and idealistic values of young communism equality
justice brotherhood more are alive from the next group that matured
from 1937 55 the harshest stalinist years and the second world war
they suffered as much as a people possibly can many tend to regard
with clenched teeth all attempts to change that to which they sacrificed
so much of their lives and not infrequently their integrity the very
large group that reached maturity during the years 1956 73 from
khrushchev s speech denouncing the excesses of stalin through detente
today includes many disillusioned idealistsidealists who placed their hopes for
a better society in a liberalization of the regime and the younger group
that has turned twenty from 1974 85 tends to be quite cynical about
ideoladeolideologyogyagy and more materialistic much like their counterparts in the
west these young russians are aware of the higher standard of
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living not only in the west but even in the other eastern european
countries and recognize that their systems of management distribution
and worker incentives require fundamental revision of course in all
groups those who live in metropolitan areas over 60 percent tend
to be somewhat more liberal while the more conservative values
persist in most of rural russia further education and occupation are
also very significant by far the largest group the laboring class
factory construction menial service workers and peasant farmers

is considerably more traditional than are the relatively fewer skilled
white collar workers in science and technology another large group
is beholden to the system and includes party and government leaders
the military security forces teachers media representatives lawyers
and managers of factories and other institutions this group is much
more conservative than the smaller but articulate group of creative
intelligentsia writers dramatists artists filmfllmmakersfilmmakersmakers philosophers
musicians and careful thinkers in general and various special
interest groups ukrainian armenian baltic and other nationalists
conservationists and devout believers create even more ambiguity and
stress for the system

acknowledging a welter of diversity in the USSR I1 will never-
theless present the following perceptions on the thought and behavior
of the average russian that is of the russian masses or narod these
do not take into account the USSRs more than one hundred other
nationalities that speak over 130 additional languages by concentrating
on russians I1 will therefore necessarily and regrettably slight citizens
of the other fourteen soviet republics nor will I1 refer to marxist
theory as a foundation or gauge for I1 believe that russians like others I1

live less according to ideological principles than according to individual
human concerns and the traditional mores that supersede present
political configurations

I1 will argue that most russians are in most respects very much like
people in the west even though in one very significant ideal they
are far more distinct from us than we americans recognize our
misperceptionsperceptionsmis in this regard lead us into several serious errors among
them a false premise about how to deal with the russians

although most russians and americans are more alike than
either side realizes this point is obscured by the persistent stereotypes
that each country maintains about the other the russians tend to see
the average american as apathetic permissive and narcissistic as
intellectually undisciplined shallow and irreverent toward important
human values and his own cultural heritage the american is
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fascinated by an amoral or immoral technology easily contented with
the trivial and tawdry in the arts and uncritically swayed by charisma
and rhetoric in politics further the relatively few wealthy capitalist
masters ruthlessly exploit the american workers these bosses
are irredeemably evil class enemies and are often the developers
and suppliers of weaponry for the military finally the american
government tends to be proud even arrogant uncompromising
insensitive self righteous hypocritical demanding a higher standard
of behavior from the USSR than it is willing to abide by condescending
shortsighted and unsuited to maintaining a clear and unwavering course
over a long period

we recognize much exaggeration in this prejudiced perspective
but do we understand that our stereotype of the russians is similarly
deficient we generally consider the average russian and especially
but not only his government leaders 2 to be of a somewhat different
lower or inferior human form ill mannered and swaggering bellicose

and militaristic dishonest deceitful and atheistic we believe that
he tramples on spiritual values and on all that is humane on regard
for the individual on toleration for diverging views on compassion
for the suffering we view him as somewhat dense clumsy and brutish
like a bear and feel that he responds only to strength and even then
with belligerent reluctance

while both views contain elements of truth that apply in
some instances to the behavior of some of the people they are far
less accurate and complete when applied to most of the citizens of
either nation fortunately many misperceptionsperceptionsmis disappear with
careful study and person to person contact for example most
of us have heard a common observation from americans returning
from the soviet union 1 I was astonished I1 liked them very
much in many ways the russians seem just like us this latter
perception is largely although as I1 will suggest later not entirely
true

indeed in most respects russians and americans are very similar
we both spend by far the greater part of our lives confronting nearly
identical human needs most mature russians and americans direct
the bulk of their waking thoughts and energy not to world ideology
and national aspirations but to problems related to their families
meeting the immediate and basic requirements of oneself spouse and
children including acquiring adequate food and shelter and arranging
for desirable education employment health care transportation and
leisure time activities
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As in the USA most russians actually engage in very few
voluntary political activities however on the level of national
perception both peoples do nourish deep and competing messianic
visions of world responsibility this burden of a global calling
distinguishes our two nations from the 165 or so other countries on
this planet our respective visions differ markedly but the psychology
of the elect of the bearer and promulgator of truth is similar in
both peoples

specifically we yankees view our nation as exemplar to the world
and are puzzled that relatively few others have adopted our constitution
and political and economic systems the russians on the other hand
generally tend to believe that socialism purged of the currently
pervasive corruption and extensive pockets of privilege and endowed
with the discipline and vision of a lenin bukharinBukharin or even a stalin
best represents mankindsmankinds future americans and russians are both
committed to their respective grand ideas and to the obligations
they entail including for instance that each maintain a superpower
military status and in both countries today a cautious mentality is

ascendant bedrock values must be defended against an aggressive
enemy and against dissenters within who threaten to deny the
people their highest traditions and aspirations 3

however most russians and americans prefer all things being
equal to be polite cooperative honest tolerant compassionate and
peacelovingpeaceloving both peoples definitely prefer to be treated with courtesy
respect and fairness both resent any effort on the part of the other
to constrain behavior negotiating from strength cannot mean
forcing the other side to accept conditions it considers unreasonable
for then the weaker side feels offended or threatened and is more
likely to revert to a lower level survival strategy that is intentionally
offensive and frightening

despite significant and continuing efforts by the communists to
discourage religious faith a relatively high percentage of russians
maintain faith in god estimates vary but most suggest that from a
total soviet population of 275 million approximately 50 million
russians claim allegiance to the russian orthodox church 4 roughly
that same number of soviets are muslims not to mention millions
of old believers and smaller numbers ofjews catholics lutheransLutherans
baptists seventh day adventists and others although a higher
percentage of americans are regular churchgoers apparently more
russians attend church services than do western europeans the
proportion of soviet believers to nonbelieversnonbelievers may not be much
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different from an average of the corresponding ratios for us and our
allies therefore it hardly seems fair to characterize the russians as
godless even in the extent of their faith in god the russians are much
more like us than we might expect

to conclude russians and americans share with all peoples an
identical human and divine heritage that is so massive and enduring
that most other differences must seem from a distance and with greater
intelligence insignificant by comparison

however russians and americans are essentially dissimilar in ways
that are inadequately understood underlying these differences is an
allegiance to two contrasting and fundamental values from which many
related ideals arise these values undergird two distinct but tenable
answers to a central human concern what social environment best
promotes happiness

above all americans prefer a society in which freedom flourishes
we generally accept personal responsibility for our lives the opportunity
to rise according to our own choices and open competition in a free
enterprise economic system we in the west place a very great
emphasis on human rights or freedoms of speech the press assembly
worship and others all of which protect the conscience and person
of the individual against the majority or the otherwise powerful

for many reasons russians have enshrinedunshrined precisely the opposite
but at certain stages and in its best form also positive value security

and its related components patriotism and a strong national defense
greater material equality and protection from whims of circumstance
a higher priority on community collective needs than on any
individuals claims continuity and predictability and domestic
cooperation rather than competition instead of placing primary
emphasis on human rights that protect freedoms for the one russians
focus on what they term civil rights guaranteed employment free
health care and education low cost housing public transportation
basic foods and similar benefits for all citizens at least in ideal if
not in practice 5

much of the conditioning toward these respective values has arisen
from history ancient and recent and from geography early americans
fled from oppressive rulers to a new land in search of freedom many
suffering at the hands of state authorities eventually sought to restrain
the power of their leaders and america was favorably situated to
provide for national defense an ocean separated the colonists from
powerful european foes while populations to the north and south were
relatively sparse and generally incapable of mounting to say nothing
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of sustaining an invasion of either the british colonies or later the
united states

for centuries the russian experience has been starkly different
time and again the russian people have been attacked from the east
and the west of course they too have done their share of attacking
or antagonizing others nor is their geography fortuitous vast and
essentially flat stretches of land provide few natural barriers to invading
armies from any direction large hostile forces have always been
situated on both the eastern and western borders 6 one wave from the
east the golden or tatar horde conquered and ruled old russia
for nearly two and a half centuries 1240 1480 from the west
napoleon invaded russia and occupied moscow her capital city in
our century the germans have twice declared war on russia and
exacted an extremely heavy price in human life and property

the russian experience is that imperfect as it might be a
russian government is at least ones own not foreign and
patriotism and national unity offer the best perhaps the only hope
for security and peace hence not rugged individualism but
unswerving and unquestioning allegiance to a strong central government
prevails not only the leaders but also most other russians feel that
those who dissent who cause schismsschisma and deprive the people of their
confidence in the government are dangerous 7 the dissenters may even
be right but that is irrelevant what russians ask themselves would
happen if their nation were divided by internal strife would the
ensuing instability not invite yet another even more powerful invader

of course the peoples of both countries would prefer to be both
free and secure but the more one is committed to either of the two
values the less possible it is to partake as fully of the other although
unrestrained freedom may degenerate into anarchy and excessive security
quickly becomes tyranny both freedom and security are in their most
ideal form highly desirable however like many other natural and
timeless dichotomies natunaturenaturecivilizationrecivilizationcivilization the individualindividualthethe collective

movementmovementstasisstasis competitioncompetitioncooperationcooperation spiritspiritintellectintellect broad
knowledgeknowledgespecializationspecialization they are in their extremes mutually
exclusive perhaps this example will help illustrate my point suppose
that a pitcher holding one quart of water and two quart size bottles
are standing on a table one can pour the water in any proportion
into the two receptacles but if more is placed in the one less will
remain for the other

in terms of public security russians prefer a strong steady
leadership that is prepared to exert force if necessary to maintain the
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cohesiveness and security of the state for all citizens they willingly
entrust many important decisions to those in power that is to those
with the prestige of superior training experience or simply position
they want to believe in their leaders and readily give them the benefit
of the doubt perhaps they are less confident in their own ability to
provide solutions partially because the centuries have shown that
survival depends on obedience to authority and on unity rather than
on individual and diverse initiative

As is clearer with each passing year the american western
democratic system based on freedom has the greater overall advantage
especially for those within a society who are gifted highly skilled
energetic and otherwise strong certainly the principle of free agency
bears divine sanction greater freedom provides more opportunity for
growth through individual responsibility it promotes the sharing of
truth through a free press it tolerates a broad diversity of opinion
including importantly differing religious beliefs and within the
marketplace it frees forces that generate abundance

surprising to americans most russians are not entirely oblivious
to these advantages of greater freedom but neither are they fully
enough informed to make a careful choice russians do know much
more about the disadvantages of our system and they generally
conclude that everything considered they would prefer their
alternative even with its acknowledged deficiencies they are frightened
by the prospects of unemployment labor strikes and violence
widespread ownership of guns political assassinations the kennedy
brothers and martin luther king and the quite recent attempt on
president reagans life 0a perceived higher crime rate an exaggerated
concern for the rights of criminals pornography drug abuse media
that emphasize the sensational horrors violence sex rather than
matters of substance the high cost of medical care housing education
and public transportation and other related and tenacious perils of
a ffreeree society in the russian view most of our problems are
becoming worse rather than better to avoid the undesirable features
of a western society most russians unhesitantlyhesitantlyun forfeit much of their
freedom in order to insure their security

this is not to say that americans take no thought for their own
security or that russians are opposed to all freedom nor is it to say
that americans do not enjoy an important degree of security or that
russians have no freedom at all8a118alla or for that matter that russians
would not like to have more freedom especially of greater access to
information and increased opportunity for foreign travel but I1 do
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emphasize that americans are prepared to tolerate more of the
disadvantages of freedom in order to enjoy its greater benefits while
russians knowing little about the best sides of freedom have
resigned themselves to fewer personal freedoms and even to a lower
general standard of living in order to possess greater security to the
enduring question can most people use freedom well that is in
a manner that promotes desirable individual growth and societal
progress the russians answer no and the americans yes

one must spend a great deal of time in the soviet union and long
hours talking with russians preferably in their own language to
discover how deeply most of them feel about the preeminence of
security over freedom As new york times correspondent david shipler
concluded after four years in the USSR

this preference for the russian way over the american is a hard
discovery for americans one we often resist for its implications corrode
our creed that freedom is mans natural state that all other conditions
are abnormal that the innate reflex of human beings is to strive against
their bonds after a time in russia we become embarrassed at the
nakedness of our naivete and on some level perhaps we hate the
russians for giving the lie to our innermost assumptions about mankind 9

however as we in the west acknowledge this perspective a
number of problems become easier to understand although they
remain difficult to confront I1 list several of these issues below together
with a brief comment on each

1 why do russians not rise up in rebellion against their
rulers because they and their rulers share many essential
ideals most importantly the value of security generally
the russians do not hate their leaders or even sharply disagree
with them at least in foreign affairs but support them
even in such instances as the invasion of czechoslovakia in
1968 and of afghanistan in 1979 and the shooting down
of the KAL 007 spy plane in 1982 these terrible events
are rationalized on the basis of national security demands 10

today russians generally appear willing to support the
energetic plain spoken unpretentious and determined
general secretary gorbachevgorbachovGorbachev in his attempts to revitalize
soviet socialism

2 then are we correct inin making a distinction between
most russians andtheand the government in the majority of cases

no it is no more appropriate to distinguish between them
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than it is for the russians to condemn our government while
professing a high regard for the american people in both
societies citizens complain about inadequacies while in the
main supporting their leaders especially against their
respective adversaries since both groups often strongly
disapprove of the actions of the others government we tend
to imagine a schism between the people and their leaders I1 I1

by so doing we can continue to feel warmly disposed toward
the people we have met while preserving our disdain for
the leaders we do not know

3 but what about the dissidents or refuseniksrefuseniks who do hate
their government the dissidents in general are those who
espouse our western values to a greater degree than do their
compatriots they want to significantly alter the balance
between security and freedom since we in the west
mainly hear about the plight of the dissidents just as the
soviet media principally report on american unemployment
poverty drugs and violence we mistakenly believe that
the majority of soviet citizens are dissidents or that if more
russians would learn about america and our values they
would inevitably become dissidents in fact most russians
the very ones we enjoy meeting when we travel to the USSR
heartily approve of the governmentgovernments s harsh treatment of
dissidents 12

4 if a free referendum were held in the soviet union
woulfwouldwouldthetaethetaf majority ofrussianspreferof russians prefer socialism or capitdismcapitalism
most analysts agree that russians want improvements in the
way socialism operates but that they are not yet so dissatisfied
with their system that they would vote to replace it with
capitalism 13part13 part of the reason is that russians know both
too little of the good and too much of the bad about
capitalism however unless economic reforms are soon
introduced that improve the performance of the currently
sluggish soviet economy confidence in soviet socialism may
well diminish to very dangerous levels

5 if the soviet borders were completely opened would
many choose to leave the soviet union I1 would estimate
that except for several hundred thousand perhaps even a few
million out of 275 million relatively few would leave and
if the borders remained open many of those who left would
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eventually return most russians are inveterate romantics
sentimental self sacrificing andpatrioticand patriotic love for ones family
and the motherland and her rich cultural heritage and tradi-
tions is so strong that most russians would remain or return 14

6 why do the soviets then not open their borders and
let whoever wishes depart that is exactly what many
westerners wish they would do the problem is that among
those leaving would be many of the most capable and best
trained russians those who completed their education in
the best soviet schools they are the ones who could live
much better in the west the soviet union knows that it
cannot have an internationally competitive and domestically
viable economy and culture if its strongest citizenscitizens continually
emigrate the best and the brightest tend to prefer a
free society where the professional and monetary opportunities
are greater while the less endowed and accomplished typically

opt for greater security

7 how can we in the west bestpromotebertbest promote greaterfreedomgreater freedom
and more human rightstights in the soviet union recent history
suggests that the USSR generally allows its dissidents and
I1 I1 satellite countries more freedom when it feels itself most
secure and that conditions worsen as the russians feel more
threatened 15 it is no more likely that we in the west could
coerce the soviet government into allowing its people greater
freedom than the russians could compel us in america to
guarantee every citizen a job or free medical care excessive
external pressure may actually make the resolution of
internal problems more difficult ironically the more hostile
and threatening america may appear the more fully most
russians rally around their leaders in opposition to dissidents
at home and harmful western propaganda from abroad

in dostoevsky s the brothers karamazov ivan recites his legend
of the grand inquisitor set in sixteenth century catholic spain he
characterizes the spaniards ecclesiastically dominated society as follows

at last they have vanquished freedom and have done so to make
men happy freedom and bread enough for all are inconceivable
together 16 in turn the british novelist D H lawrence provides a
sobering commentary on the legend specifically on the reason the
community had forfeited christ s truth of free agency for the grand
inquisitor s comforting deception of security
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the inadequacy of jesus lies in the fact that christianity freedom
is too difficult for men the vast mass of men it could only be
realized by the few saints or heroes for the rest man is like a horse
harnessed to a load he cannot possibly pull christianity then is
the ideal but it is impossible it is impossible because it makes demands
greater than the nature of man can bear jesus loved mankind for
what it ought to be free and limitless the grand inquisitor loves it
for what it is with all its limitations and he contends his is the kinder
love 17

freedom is at times more difficult to bear than security but security
beyond real need lessens our ability to act responsibly courageously
and creatively clearly each of us needs to move from the relative
dependence of security to the maturity of freedom but we must do
so gradually and carefully through a growing confidence in our abilities
and a belief in the fairness and goodwill of others we should
encourage this development through both example and precept As
we continue to address and solve or at least lessen the problems
inherent in freedom and as we manifest integrity and sensitivity in
foreign relations our model will attract many perhaps over time
even the russians

meanwhile we should carefully reexamine the common perception
that the only thing a russian understands is force or that

the only thing a russian respects is strength on the human
relations level this attitude is far too simplistic and demeaning As
human beings russians have the same range of feelings and rational
responses as do americans or anyone else they react to compulsion
just as other humans do with a sense of deep humiliation and
resentment on the foreign relations level russians consider americas
determination to negotiate from strength superiority a fearsome threat
to their national security under these circumstances they may well
unite behind hawkish leaders and forego other important priorities
in order to rise to the challenge of maintaining what they consider
security through military equivalence or parity and the arms race will
continue to escalate 18

fortunately russians in general excepting someone like a
mentally deranged stalin also respond to intelligent frank firm just
decent and sensitive discussion as do we all 19 one may still hope that
men and women of goodwill and integrity might recognize their respective
myths about each other abandon hatred and fear t renounce war and
declare peace and reunite father and son all mankind while there
is still time t t if it were not so the whole earth would be utterly wasted
at his the messiahs coming dacd&c 9816 dacd&c 22 3 20
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NOTES

gary L browning isis a professor of russian at brigham young university

some of the best recent books on the subject are james cracraft ed the soviet union today an
interpretive guide chicago bulletin of the atomic scientists 1983 hedrick smith the russians 2dad ed
new york new york times books co 1984 robert G kaiser russia the people and the power
new york washington square press 1976 2dad ed 1984 elizabeth pond from the yaroslavsky station

russia perceived new york universe books 19811981 and david K shipler russia broken idols solemn
dreams new york the new york times books co 1983

ifwe21fweiffe really sympathized with the russian masses and disliked only the relatively few inin the government
would we prepare for massivemassive nuclear attacks or retaliation knowing that inm the soviet union as inin the USA
the people whom we claim to like would perish while the leaders would more likely survivesurvive the initial
blast inm their secure and well provisioned shelters 5

3comparescomparesCompare kaiser russia the people and the power 226 A sort of hardhathard hat mentality dominates
the soviet system and russian society hostility toward conformistsnonconformistsnon intolerance of the frivolous or
the avant garde fierce public puritanism often accompanied by private licentiousness and rigid patriotism
all seem typical of the USSR these attitudes infect even the intellectual dissidents some of whom
solzhenitsyn isis an obvious example are nearly as intolerant of liberal democracy as are the countryscountrys
leaders

4foriforor example see paul A lucey religion min the soviet union today 295
compare stephen F cohen rethinking the soviet experience politics and history since 1917

new york oxford university press 1985 151 the western viewview that most soviet citizenscitizens are
utterly cynical about the official ideology isis wrong partly because itit confuses that ideology with the
millennial tenets of original marxism the real meaning of soviet communism at home as itit has
evolved inin modern timestimes involves five more earthly appeals or ideological promises to soviet citizenscitizens
those official promises are vigilant national security the country will never again be defenseless as itit
was inm 1941 state sponsored nationalism of some popular variety lawandlaw and order safeguards against the
internal anarchy that so many russians fear cradiecradle to grave state welfarismwelfarism and a better material or
consumer life for each generation see also smith the russians 22515 1 russians prize order and security
as much as americans prize freedom

at timestimes threats also came from the north swedes and the south turkic tribes and byzantine
empire

7seejoshuascesee joshua rubensteinbenstemRu dissent the soviet union today 65 80 the conservative authoritarian
streak inin traditional russian nationalism has a broader appeal inm the soviet union today than does the human
rights movement see also cohen rethinking the soviet experience 146 indeed public opinion polls
inin recent years suggest that ordinary soviet citizenscitizens or at least the slavic majority are even more
conservative than some segments of the ruling elite

compare shipler russia broken idols solemn dreams 4 As the illusions and images are peeled
away one by one soviet society reveals itself as having grown more complex than itit appears from outside
the variety of political thought isis more extensiveextensive the literature and theater and film more creativecreative and truthful
the press more critical than many americans imagine

shipler russia broken idols solemn dreams 34954949 see also kaiser russia the people andtheundand nhethe power

297 russian submissiveness to arbitrary authority frustrates an american inclined to be optimistic about
humanity we have convinced ourselves that itit isis inin mans nature to strivestrive for the kind offof offteedomfreedomteedom we cherish
to honor the fruits of pure reason and the benefits of justice the russian people defy that theory they
probably even disprove itit

compare smith the Russusrussianssims 704 russians for all their carping accept soviet ideology
unquestioningly the way a western schoolchildschoolchild accepts euclidean geometry for them that isis the
way the world works and kaiser russia the people and the power 288 the most important
fact isis that the soviet regime succeeds nearly all russians accept itsits leadership only a tiny
fraction of the population ever dreams of living min a different kind of society under a different kind of
regime

I1 compare the statements of two human rights advocates who relatively recently left the soviet union
alexander Zinovizmovievzinovievev the west sees the russia it wants to see christian science monitor 7 january 1983
23 the soviet regime isis not a political body forced upon the population from above the people themselves
constituteconstitute and uphold the regime and valery chalidzeChalidze solzhenitsyns authoritarian russian nationalism
russia no 3 1981 14 do the people hate the soviet regimeregime5regimes this is15 another myth no such hatred
existsexists discontent on the other hand may be found inin almost all sectors of the society and itit isis expressed
more or less openly which isis a signsign of the regime s stability see also pond from the yaroslavsky station
56 Zinovizmovievzinovievev s final damning judgment isis that the soviet system isis eminently suitable for the soviet
people and zinovievzmovievZinoviev again they say that the russians are slaves that isis true but they are slaves that
love their chains novoenovomnoloe russkoe slovoclovo 27 january 1985 3

compare smith the russians 309 this positive heroic devotion to country however has itsits negative
mccarthyiteMcCarth yite side inm rigid intolerance and persecution of mavericks and dissenters whom the clan regards as
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unpardonable renegadesrenegades see also Zinoviev the overwhelming majority of soviet citizenscitizens despise the
dissidents noloenovoe russkoe sioto 27 january 1985 3

13 13comparecompare kaiser russia the people and the power 307 1 I1 think amalnkamalrik was probably right that
if an election were held the majority of soviet citizenscitizens would align themselves with the hard hats see also
zinovievZinoviev if free elections were held inm the USSR the overwhelming majority would cast their ballots for
the communist party novoenoloe russkoe clovoslovo 27 january 1985 3

14 14comparecompare smith the russians 307 if emigration were suddenly totally free I1 am confident that
very few russians as distinct fromjewsfromhrombrom jews and some other minoritiesminorities would leave their country permanently

15forfor only one example seejoshuasee joshua rubensteinrubenstembenstemrubenstenRu dissent the soviet union today 71 wherein he
discusses the emigration of more than a quarter million soviet jews sincesince 1970 virtually all of this
emigration occurred during the years of detente since relations have dramatically worsened between the US
and the USSR only a few hundred jews have been allowed to leave the country each year inin 1984 fewer
than 900

igil1617yodorfyodor1617yodor M dostoevsky the brothers karamazov ed ralph E matlaw new york norton 1976
232 234

17dD H lawrence preface to dostoevsky s the grand inquisitor inm twentieth century views
ed rene wellek englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1962 91 92

compare cohen rethinking the soviet experience 157 the lesson isis that cold war relations abet
conservativeconservative and even neo stalinist forces inm soviet officialdom and that soviet reformers stand a chance only
inin conditions of east west detente our own cold warriorswarriors have always insisted that detente must awaitawaltawaltawait the
reform of the soviet system but that ill conceived policy serves only to undermine the reformist cause inm
the soviet union

emphatically we should not forget russiasdussiasRussias terrible recent past or pretend that no seriousserious problems
existexist inm the present but neither should we exaggerate her failings and we should acknowledge improvements
where they have occurred and where possible facilitate even more change

20101 have brought the two scriptures together because they both emphasize the necessity of turning the
hearts of the children to their fathers and of the fathers to the children in addition to a central message
about genealogy and ordinances these verses speak about an imperative to peace rather than to war and
by implication about the grim consequences of ofdisregardingdisregarding the responsibility to bond mankind through love
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what time Is it

emma lou thayne

during twenty one days in russia we never knew what time it
was our inner timepiecestimepieces were confounded by crisscrossingcrisscrossing nine of
the eleven time zones in the union of soviet socialist republics too
it was june when nights at latitudes 7755 percent above ours at home
were a third as long as we were used to most of all centuries were
confused 1984 could have been 1894 or 1734 abacus adding in
uzbekistan log cabin living around lake baikal immaculate traveling
in a subway of mahogany and chandeliers in moscow back to the
revolution in leningrad because I1 forgot to turn my watch three hours
ahead a lone encounter with the KGB one of my only two times of
being afraid in the entire three weeks

time was of the essence A different kind of essence
in the hermitage in leningrad art museum next in stature only

to the louvre in paris is a glass case longer higher wider than I1 am
tall it is a clock of gold and brass commissioned by catherine the great
a huge peacock in a tree birds animals snowy grounds the tree leaved
and dazzling once a year it strikes and everything is set in motion
but no one can predict when what time it is for three weeks as if
I1 were part of that clock time held me has since in the insistent hope
that it would not run out not before we had a chance those russians
we americans to find each other

my time with russia had begun in the summer of 1983 when
david freed recently retired cellist with the utah symphony called
me about a joint evening of bach and poems to celebrate kinship
among nations sponsored by the utah arts council I1 liked the idea
began to think if we dont work for this why work for anything else

but mine was a generation that had responded very differently
to the dropping of the bomb four decades before we wanted the war
ended with the loss of course of as few of our own as possible now
forty years later I1 wanted nothing to do with that bomb or the

emma lou thayne is a poet living in salt lake city
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proliferation of its progeny but why when the change I1 needed
to write the poems to explain me to myself

in six considerations I1 wrote about high school biology and
watching matter turn to ash in a petri dish about how jubilant I1 felt
when the bomb dropped on hiroshima would bring my loved ones
home about what I1 later learned from college freshmen in my classes
concerning the morality of that bombing about the birth of a
grandchild the right to grow old like an aunt how dachaucachau taught
a naive american woman not only never again but never across
the decades what to consider what to celebrate and in this
moment how much for the earth

written to be read aloud in the next year they were published
by utahnsutahna united in a limited edition a chapbook and by dialogue
in a special issue on war and peace they were translated at dartmouth
by walter arndt and lev losev into german and russian as our
program took the poems and bach across the state

As I1 inscribed a book for dr gary browning at a reading in
provo in 1984 as part ofofbyusBYUs peace among nations week he said

you should take your poems to the soviet union emma lou poetry
is a second language there poets are heroes and peace is on their
minds in a different way than its on ours

two months later by every kind of coincidence and good fortune
I1 left for the USSR with thirty six others architect spanish teacher
artist counselors sheep rancher fish farmer homemakers on an
education exchange tour under the guidance ofofdrsdrs kent robson and
lynn eliason professors of philosophy and languages at utah state
university six time visitors to the soviet union and fluent in its
language and history

my poems went with me in both english and russian it was like
having a second visa one that people read aloud from nodded and
smiled at they eased me through customs in moscow were handled
and read by scarfed women in a packed church were part of a reading
in a dining car as we spent four and a half days and nights on the
trans siberian railway zooming through the surprising beauties of
siberia and its collectives tucked among the ural mountains the taiga
forest the lush fields and meadows along the volga they were yet
to introduce me to people of various ages and occupations in modern
tashkentTashkent near mongolia in ancient samarkand on the border of
afghanistan and to that woman my own age in a memorial in
leningrad who like the others would alter forever my conception of
war and allegiance to peace
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1I had not known what to expect my knowledge of russia was
peter and the wolf and dr zhivago naivenaive the names and fates

of emigresemigr6semigree and dissidents gleaned from newspapers and hearsay
everything had been as surprising as that beauty in siberia or seeing
only one gas station in moscow a city of seven million a lineupline up for
it like the queuing in the butcher shop for narrow veins of lean in
great slabs of fat we had brushed our teeth in mineral water and pepsi
we had heard verdi in the kremlin we had breakfasted on reindeer
cucumbers and caviar nothing about the trip had been ordinary
especially those people I1 had gone there to meet did meet without
limit or surveillance with the group and on my own

but my most surprising adventure with a soviet the poems and
the idea of peace came in irkutsk siberia a college town of six
hundred thousand not quite two weeks gone of our three we sat in
a vast mahogany room draped with flags in the city s house of friendship
we were going to learn about education the soviets had been obviously
proud of their system in moscow university thirty thousand typical
of huge complexes of institutes universities schools in every city and
republic that have turned the 3 percent literacy before the revolution
in 1917 to less than 3 percent illiteracy in the 1980s our instructor
was a member of the communist party one of a 5 percent ruling
minority and we were prepared for the party line something wed
not been given anywhere along the way

then valentina valya to her friends appeared stylish in a
summer print poised on slim high heels she had the bearing of a
model was blonde coiffedcliffed and vibrant in her late thirties she spoke
with a clipped british accent and an ingenuous warmth that disarmed
and surprised us

she introduced herself as a teacher in the academy of sciences
she taught english to scientists businessmen artists government
leaders in 1978 she had been in the united states for two months
as an exchange teacher in baltimore on the AFS american field
service program and afterwards had traveled extensively within the
soviet union lecturing on her american experience had anyone here
been associated with the AFS I1 said that we d had a daughter study
in haddonfieldHaddonfield new jersey her junior year in high school had all
been enriched by it valentinasValendinasrinas time had been anything but
enriching to her or to the soviets who had heard in the years since
of how the family she stayed with were cold talked always of what
they owned paid children for the least effort never asked her a
question about her life or reasons for being there
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she told of teaching in the high school in baltimore about the
russian people but someone had complained that she was teaching
communism and her subject was changed for the rest of her time
as an exchange teacher she taught the american constitution and the
american civil war out of american textbooks to american children
whose loss during the next two hours we asked our questions pinned
her to the wall with some like what about the shooting down of the
korean airliner why cant soviet citizens travel as we re doing now
how would an exchange teacher from the united states be treated
in the soviet union why dont we have exchanges

valentina remained informative charming except when asked
can you people criticize your government she answered yes

in letters in the paper to get government answers on TV and then
in a voice from which the warmth had disappeared but lets face
it we do not like criticism

then when we asked again about education she responded as if
a page had been turned winning and obviously wanting to talk about
what she was so good at she described teaching by games you know
russian roulette she asked grinning we play it with phrases

she told too of growing up in a home where her mother was
christian her father communist

who won out we asked
you see here the mixture she said pointing to herself she

told of how hard it is to get into the party how much work it takes
to stay there that religion is never taught in school only in homes
where an older generation might still have a bible

what about peace do you have any ways ofworking for peace
she told of committees who met in that very house of friendship

of childrens groups started by similar groups in san francisco who
were influencing thinking between generations suddenly she said

if I1 had three wishes you know what the first would be she held
up one finger her voice softening for peace

and the other two wishes
she put her other two fingers up one at a time for peace for

peace no one spoke for a moment
many other questions were asked answered with the bus waiting

to take us to our hotel and lunch and then to our plane for tashkentTashkent
I1 talked to valentina told of peace groups I1 was part of as a nonpolitical
person utahnsutahna united against the nuclear arms race women
concerned about nuclear war of people at home who felt exactly
as she did about wishes one two and three
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by now everyone was in the bus as usual im afraid waiting for
me was there a way she could come to our hotel for lunch to talk
further no but why didnt I1 ride with her in her car valentina slid
into the black state car took hold of the top of the steering wheel
with both hands flung her head down on it and said 1 I was so nervous

we laughed 1 I have done this only twice she confided
answered these questions by non soviets I1 am a teacher ofenglish

we laughed again an hour and a half later we were still
talking about the party yes and about our governments nuclear
arming the olympics but more about our daughters my five her two

what does your husband do she asked
hes a real estate broker I1 tried then laughed again trying

to explain the exchange of land and property for a fee as impossible
as a credit card or an aislefulaisleful of frozen TV dinners

she invited me to dinner across the river in her apartment was
it better than it might have been because she was a communist party
official no she smiled

out of my journal fell a picture of my whole family all
seventeen of us at our last daughters wedding all yours she
asked astonished I1 nodded pointed out daughters and husbands
grandchildren do they all dress alike she asked

only for that night the wedding party you know I1 explained
then embarrassed at the apparent extravagance these two
daughters they sewed the dresses they will wear them again

she looked long at the picture then asked could I1 keep it
of course I1 said the family will be yours in america

we exchanged addresses hers in my journal in her exotic hand
with a dozen others backwards we would say USSR republic city
street her phone number fifteen digits long minemine inin the book 1I
inscribed to her along with a tape of the poems in english and the
russian version an article on russia by gary browning from BYU today
that I1 had stashed in my suitcase and circulated among our group

by now others had come into the lobby from lunch could she
come to utah under the sponsorship of a university and be our
exchange she might but would need a formal invitation we
promised to write one of the group gave her utah in gorgeous color
another a copy of network about women in business in utah all
buzzing with camaraderie and the same sense of life that had erupted
when valentina had first walked into the house of friendship

the group trickled toward the bus valentina pulled my little
stuffed roller bag through the lobby across the asphalt parking seeming
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as reluctant as I1 was to let go at the door of the bus we hugged familial
as old friends longing for time kissed cheeks like sisters

in my seat I1 thought this has to be what I1 came for this hope
A retired chemical engineer leaned toward where I1 sat in the

bolshoi ten days before he had lent me his opera glasses and asked
during the reading on the train why dont poems rhyme anymore
all along he had been a man on whom nothing was lost a man going
home to report to his high priests quorum what he had seen he said

isnt she amazing but so much like us in the church unique and
genuine until we start spouting the party line

I1 knew he was right she had changed dramatically when we had
asked questions she had only secondhand answers for I1 knew too that
we americans had the right to be different could use our god given
agency protected by a constitution and tradition that said so but I1

thought too how we limit ourselves victimized by the same stereotyping
acquiescence to conformity suspicion of difference

that encounter with valentina and her country convinced me that
the possibility for peace among any of us within our cozy utah
boundaries or across the skitterishskitterish globe is in ourselves our being
determined that it is not only the top priority of our tenuous time
but a distinct possibility if we work at making it happen

since coming home full of time after time with the valentinas
and the sergeissargeis of the soviet union I1 have heard over and over but
you cant trust your experience the people are not the government

I1 know but they are just as we are and every even small
exchange can make a difference and however we can find to exercise
our agency and freegree ourselves of cliche either in speech or expectation
through personal enlightenment the closer we can come to freeing
the world from suspicion and ultimate destruction

back home over four months by halloween I1 had wondered why
I1 had not heard from valentina three of us had written to her asked
if she could come had even set dates as the USIA had suggested we
do had there been reprisals for her being so friendly with us

I1 decided to call her in her irkutsk siberia where my attempt
at an outgoing call had been aborted no had not even placed for
want of an operator that sunday morning 145 days before the phone
number she gave me went through moscow would involve a delay
of three to four hours I1 left three phone numbers where I1 might be
reached thats not bad said the overseas operator in pittsburgh
later placing my call its usually fourteen to fifteen hours
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three times the operator called me back trying each time at a
different number by then we were friends him determined siberia
well get her then hey we ve got valentina on the line

she sounded no farther away than provo are you really calling
from utah what a treat what a surprise

I1 had an echo could ask questions only slowly without overlapping
what she was saying did you get my letter I1 wrote august seventh
can you come I1 even talked to the people in washington in charge
of exchanges the USIA through my senator found out how to ask

no letter yet but I1 did hear from two others at the university
well mine was bigger than normal in a manila envelope with

other things like the letter I1 wrote to our senators about reinstating
exchanges and the introduction to my book some about you

1 I have been on vacation then up to my eyebrows in work
between every remark such a treat such a surprise from

utah
but I1 start a new class november 15 and you must know

every student reads your poems aloud in english then I1 tell them
to hear the tape to see how they should sound

my poems read by those businessmen government officials
artists scientists people who just might have a say about something

and your family she said tell them I1 love them that they
are seen everywhere

of course I1 loved her loved what she was telling me felt my
conceptions totally validated has it changed what you say about
america americans as you travel around speaking and teaching having
met all of us I1 asked you cant imagine how meeting you has
changed everything for me for all of us on our tour

oh yes she said in fact im so glad you called today did
you have halloween yesterday

no I1 said its today
what time is it there she was smiling across the thousands

of miles
twenty to one in the afternoon

she laughed its twenty minutes before four in the morning
here

1 I will tell all my students my family of your call she said
you would be happy to know that on your halloween I1 took a

program about america to my fifteen year oldoid daughters class I1 carved
a jack o lantern from a pumpkin and told them all about all of you
could you come again
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we talked for eighteen minutes thirty seven dollars on my atutat&t
bill a month later what value in russian united states currency that
connection I1 hung up aglow

yes ill continue to write my congress people talk to my family
and friends join where I1 can to hold hands with others of hope and
more than intention I1 will encourage exchange formal and otherwise
root for the reinstigation of programs cancelled by unwitting political
punishment of the wrong people

I1 will declare my certainty that human beings deserve more credit
than we give ourselves that only through hope and the willingness
to find out about each other can the earth and all it is worth be saved

I1 will love my country as I1 never could have its buoyancy
brashness entrepreneuringentrepreneur ing I1 will get teary at the star spangled
banner and do what I1 can to let my grandchildren know why better
because I1 have been to the soviet union seen its repression its lines
its burial places its adoration of mother russia

beyond any of what I1 will do I1 will cherish in a grateful heart
having been forever altered enriched blessed by that twenty one days
of wondering what time is it
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to ashes simply no
emma lou thayne how much for the earth

we walked third south on a springtime sabbath
watched the restless wash of sandbagssandbarssand bags
man to man to perhaps a woman
to man watched the flow of earth
rich water from slate canyon tan
now contained by canyon walls

of sandbagssandbarssandbags neatly stacked in haste

the work was mostly done more people
promenading than relaying sand

but we admired the ordered relay
that tamed disorder the irony
in floods that wash to people trouble
but wash them together in their trouble

H

shesashes a strange earth these winters sun
buried above unflowing fog
bess s shrubs shrouded buried
by snow that almost covers air
withered stalks of corn I1 failed
to bury last fall snow that piles
ever higher above the squaw peak
trail where rock and maple and slate
fade out and up to smooth slope
withered by wind to ragged ridge
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the earth washed to drown thistle
drive rails through billies mountain
shift highways scare spanish fork
smaller wasatch flows buried
or carried houses streets and people
but last year was not the last year

A quirky earth we ve come to know
not firm as the mountains around us had seemed
temperamental a fractious mother
live and sometimes even menacing

unwonted tears down the wasatch
wash out of control even hers
st helens burping and less modest
belches from el chichon the twitchings
of san andreas skin quavers
along the wasatch as if in simple
runes she must remind us
that for destruction steam or shrugs
are also great and would suffice

that she can think of suicide
As we eternal ice from fire
A dozen or so st helens in chain
reaction south along the spine
of continents incontinent
her twitching skin could really wrinkle
move us in hours back to matter
unorganized her hibernation

illIII111lii

this morning I1 plucked again my berries
boysen tartly sweet when dull
bright heritage red raspy firm
sometimes I1 fancy I1 really earn them
planting staking pruning chasing
manure leaves and bluegrass clippings
compostingComposting spreading running tubes
to drip when roots are dry picking
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heritage let the name catch all
all it will to tell me all
I1 really earn those berries come
in joyous chain from generous mother
we echo then return in chain
reaction megatons

so let her drip and belch and twitch
we chain ourselves to outrage measured
in megas unless these waters can wash
Us all together well come to know
at last who wins unless we really come
to know her whose earth she is

and whose the fulnessfalness thereof

mardenMardemardenamardenjnJJ clarkdarkoark

mardenMardemardenjmardenanJJ clark is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



between wars

incendiary firestormsfirestorms
before the half century

left church shells
the organs silent

ossuaries of a million bones
satisfied the curiouscurious

until the fields of flags
faded in the summer sun

in another quarter century
through defoliated forests

tank tracked rice fields
and empty villages

the scream of the monsoon winds
could not cover the cries

of dying cultures
but who listened

now
used arms and fighter planes

are carelessly sold
half a world away

cities bulge above the ashes
and green shoots
cover the mass graves

peace
the time

called permanent prehostilitypre hostility

the time
when we ask

who is the new enemy

poppies and rice grass
have always made

a transient floral
spray

sally T taylor

sally T taylor is an associate professor of english at brigham young university



fasting and food not weapons
A mormon response to conflict

eugene england

Is not this the fast that I1 have chosen to loose the bands of wickedness
to undo the heavy burdens and to let the oppressed go free and that
ye break every yoke

Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry and that thou bring the poor
that are cast out to thy house when thou seest the naked that thou
cover him and that thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh

and if thou draw out thy soul to the hungry and satisfy the afflicted
soul then shall thy light rise in obscurity and thy darkness be as the
noonday

and the lord shall guide thee continually and thou shalt be like
a watered garden and like a spring of water whose waters fail not

thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations and thou
shalt be called the repairer of the breach the restorer of paths to dwell in

isa 586 7 10 12

I1 wish to share with you two ideas two proposals and two
images first the images on 13 may 1981 in st peters square in
rome I1 was reaching over a barrier to touch pope john paul lisIPs
outstretched hand as he circled through the crowd in his jeep like

popemobilePopemobile at the beginning of his weekly public audience when
I1 saw the bullets hit him one squarely in the front below the heart

the second image comes from christmastimechristmastideChristma stime 1983 that same
pope making his yearly visit to rome s rebibbiaRebibbia prison turned aside
to the cell ofofmehmetmehmet alialtaitailall agcaacca the man who had shot those bullets
and visited with him alone in a corner of that bare white walled room
for twenty minutes he held agcaacca s hand whispered to him seemed
almost to be receiving his confession reached out to take his arm As
he left agcaacca lifted the pope s hand to his forehead in the muslim
gesture of respect the pope later said that he had told agcaacca he forgave
him for the shooting that he fully accepted him as a brother

A cynic might claim that such a well publicized gesture television
crews and photographers present was expected and merely political
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in intent but the cynic would be wrong the gesture in fact surprised
us all and it has no larger political meaning unless we give it one
as we should by recognizing that the affairs of groups and nations

terrorism war and starvation along with all other evils and their
solutions finally come down to the individual heart and to personal
gestures of mercy

my thesis in this essay is quite simple it is that fasting regularly
and giving the food saved to the hungry especially our enemies is

the surest route to world peace as well as world health
impelled by universal human emotions in the face of hunger

especially in a crisis we have shown we can unite in ways we seem unable
to do in other matters even in something so basic as arms reduction
participating in the first major fast for ethiopia 10 november 1984
as well as the national fast for poland 24 february 1982 were

people with a wide range of beliefs jews evangelical and liberal
christians mormon christians hindus buddhists muslims there
were as well people with no specific religious belief not believers
in a personal god but merely believers in life and human responsibility
people trying to make sense of life and trying to be ethically disciplined
in response to that sense this immensely diverse group of people was
able to unite in both empathizingempathizing with the hungry by going without
food and in giving the savings to stop the hunger

Is there a rational basis for such unity I1 believe there is the
position ofmorally serious but nonbelieving people which might best
be called stoic existentialism is a viable often very attractive
alternative to religious faith and it has grown especially attractive in
the twentieth century one reason is that traditional theistic religions
have neither prevented nor given persuasive explanations for the terrible
atrocities of this century concentration camps liquidation hundreds
of wars official torture the nuclear threat and now widespread drought
and disease and starvation apparently man abetted in africa a
condition some are beginning to call the greatest disaster in human
history next to hitlershillersHitlers holocaust stalins and maos purges and
cambodia s recent nightmare

the case for stoic existentialism was perhaps best made by
albert camus in his novel the plague A catholic priest and a
nonbelieving doctor confront an epidemic that suddenly strikes a
northern africa town the plague becomes symbolic of all that
mysteriously attacks and kills us all that inexplicably dooms human
endeavor the priest panelouxPaneloux at first tries to explain the plague as
gods punishment on the wicked town his ideas are opposed by the
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stoic dr rieux who nevertheless respects the efforts of the priest
and of other christians to help those who have the disease rieux states
his position in these terms

every country priest who has heard a man gasping on his
deathbed thinks as I1 do hed try to relieve human suffering before
trying to point out its excellence since the order of the world is

shaped by death mightnt it be better for god if we refuse to believe
in him and struggle with all our might against death without raising
our eyes toward the heaven where he sits in silence 1

that is the stoic ethic to fight without taking comfort in
explanations and camus shows the christian priest after he witnesses
the horrible death of a child coming around to a position similar to
rieuxs it no longer makes sense to call the plague punishment when
it kills innocent children after they struggle together to save the child
and suffer through his death there is a very moving exchange
between this representative believer and representative nonbeliever
it would be good for all of us since all of us can identify with at least
one or the other perhaps even both to listen well when rieux reacts
bitterly to the childs death panelouxPaneloux says

1 I understand that
sort of thing is revolting because it passes our human understanding
but perhaps we should love what we cannot understand rieux
replies no father I1 ve a very different idea of love and until
my dying I1 shall refuse to love a scheme of things in which children
are put to torture

A shade of disquietude crossed the priests face ah doctor he
said sadly ive just realized what is meant by grace

rieux had sunk back again on the bench his lassitude had returned
and from its depths he spoke more gently

its something I1 havent got that I1 know but id rather not discuss

that with you were working side by side for something that unites us
beyond blasphemy and prayers and its the only thing that matters

when panelouxPaneloux declares you too are working for mans
salvation rieux replies salvationsSalvat ions much too big a word for
me I1 dont aim so high im concerned with mans health and for
me his health comes first 2

certainly all mankind cannot agree on what salvation is or
how to attain it or perhaps even on what means can save us from
nuclear war since every proposal immediately raises political questions
that divide us but nearly all of us can come I1 believe to agree with
rieuxs position and with panelouxPaneloux s actual behavior in seeing
present death and disease as ourout chief and universal human enemy
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and all of us believers and nonbelieversnonbelievers have prophets who have
taught us well the simple and essential ideas upon which a common
effort to fight death and disease and to end starvation can be
built the first of these is that we are all sinners and all equally
responsible not in the sense of being to blame but in being able
to do something to act for ill or good we are all capable of acting
contrary to what we know is right and we often do not even know
what is right none of us therefore can hold self righteously aloof
not only the old testament prophets and christ taught this clearly
but so did augustine luther freud marx dostoevsky camus
T S eliot bellow and most other great writers and thinkers whether
stoic nonbeliever or theist believer

for those of us who accepted spencer W kimball as a prophet
this was his judgment on americans particularly his fellow mormonscormonsMormons
at the time of our self congratulation at our bicentennial in 1976

we are on the whole an idolatrous people a condition most
repugnant to the lord

we are a warlike people easily distracted from our assignment of
preparing for the coming of the lord when enemies rise up we
commit vast resources to the fabrication of gods of stone and steel
ships planes missiles fortifications and depend on them for protection
and deliverance when threatened we become antienemyantienemy instead of
pro kingdom of god we train a man in the art of war and call him a
patriot thus in the manner of satansgatans counterfeit of true patriotism
perverting the saviors teaching that we love our enemies

we forget that if we are righteous the lord will either not
suffer our enemies to come upon us or he will fight our battles
for us 3

but few of us listen to our prophets when they point to our
universal sinfulness perhaps we could listen better to their universally
consistent solution to that sinfulness in every great religious and
philosophical tradition the principle for stopping human evil has been
central and repeated helpfulness and mercy instead of rejection and
vengeance humble sacrificial love instead of pride and selfishness
the old testament prophet micah says it this way he hath shewedchewed
thee 0 man what is good and what doth the lord require of thee
but to do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with thy god
micah 68

the new testament is even more challenging just before he was
crucified christ taught his apostles the one basic criterion ofacceptance
by him the one that would separate his acceptable sheep from the
goats when he came again in glory
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for I1 was an hungeredhungredhungred and ye gave me meat I1 was thirsty and ye gave
me drink I1 was a stranger and ye took me in

naked and ye clothed me I1 was sick and ye visited me I1 was in prison
and ye came unto me

inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren ye have done it unto me

matt 2535 36 40

in teaching this same fundamental principle the book of
mormon prophet benjamin emphasizes two ideas that I1 believe would
particularly help us in finding a solution to world hunger first that
mercy cannot be in any sense judgmentaljudgmental or reserved or even
discriminating and second that mercy is essential for the wellbeingwell being
of the giver as well as the receiver benjamin instructs a group of
newly converted christians

and also ye yourselves will succor those that stand in need of your
succor ye will administer of your substance unto him that standeth in
need and ye will not suffer that the beggar puttethputteti up his petition to
you in vain and turn him out to perish

perhaps thou shalt say the man has brought upon himself his misery
therefore I1 will stay my hand and will not give unto him of my food
nor impart unto him of my substance that he may not suffer for his
punishments are just

but I1 say unto you 0 man whosoever doethboeth this the same hath great
cause to repent and except he repentethrepen teth of that which he hath done
he perishethperisheth forever and hath no interest in the kingdom of god

for behold are we not all beggars do we not all depend upon the same
being even god for all the substance which we have for both food
and raiment and for gold and for silver and for all the riches which
we have of every kind

and if ye judge the man who puttethupputtethputteti up his petition to you for your
substance that he perish not and condemn him how much more just
will be your condemnation for withholding your substance which doth
not belong to you but to god

mosiah 416 19 22

this point that we must give without judgment is precisely
relevant to the current crisis in ethiopia where the communist regime
has apparently through centralized economic planning and imposed
land reform brought on at least some of the problem and is responding
in ways that look politically motivated should we stay our hand as

many in our country have demanded because their punishments are
just were we right in response to the imposition of martial law in
poland in december 1981 by a government which seemed to be bringing
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on the suffering and economic chaos of its people through socialist
planning and subservience to russia to make reprisals by cutting off
all our government aid and cooperation of various kinds I1 think not

and what do our acts of mercy towards others feeding the
starving aiding the sick who do not deserve it have to do with our
own salvationsalvation77 according to benjamin

for the sake of retaining a remission of your sins from day to day that
ye may walk guiltless before god I11 would that ye should impart of your
substance to the poor every man according to that which he hath such
as feeding the hungry clothing the naked visiting the sick and
administering to their relief both spiritually and temporally according
to their wants

mosiah 426 emphasis added

that same wisdom echoes through all great literature and all
revered examples of ideal human response shakespeare s portia reminds
us that in the course of justice none ofus should see salvation and
that mercy blessethblessettblesseth him that gives and him that takes 4 mother
teresa of calcutta who persists against incredible odds to help the
starving and dying in that city s streets has been called inefficient
not able to begin to keep up with the increasing misery around her
as the population increases her critics claim that what is needed is

a massive rational government program but she continues to define
poverty not as a lack of resources but as a lack of love and does not
feel her work futile if she can do no more than offer a few dying
people the chance to die as she puts it within sight of a loving face

seeing that mercy is more important than efficiency both for the
receiver and for the giver she achieves the greatest efficiency that
exists in calcutta because she is doing something

mother teresa teaches her helpers that prayer and meditation are
important preparation but that finally they must renounce personal
luxury and give themselves to uncalculating giving she knows what
john taught

but whosochoso hath this worlds good and seeth his brother have need and
shuttethshutteth up his bowels of compassion from him how dwellethdwelleth the love
of god in him
my little children let us not love in word neither in tongue but in deed
and in truth

1ijohnjohn 317 18

she knows what was well understood by brigham young when he
heard during the october 18561836 LDS church conference in salt lake
city of the willie and martin handcart companies plight in the snow
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of wyoming he dismissed the conference to go to their aid by
saying prayer is good but when baked potatoes and milk are needed
prayer will not supply their place 5 A central part of the dream
martin luther king called us to share was that prayer and pious hopes
are not enough to bring social justice without adding direct action
but on the other hand social justice as a shared goal can help bring
spiritual salvation to both blacks and whites

if all our various religious and nonreligious philosophical traditions
teach us what to do about human need and human conflict and why
the remaining question is how to do it there are some examples before
us oxfamoxnam one of the main sponsors for the november 1984 fast for
ethiopia was founded at oxford university in 1942 it slowly grew
and expanded a branch coming to america in 1970 in 1983 oxfamoxnam
america raised about 56565.6 million which is a pittance compared to
the need but something so perhaps we should think a few minutes
about the scale of need and the resources available robert A evans
has made hauntingly specific the image of a global village that has
become popular in recent decades

if the world were a village of one hundred persons one third would be
rich or of moderate income and two thirds would be poor about thirty
five would suffer from hunger and malnutrition at least half would be
homeless or living in inadequate housing in the village forty seven would
be unable to read and write and only one would have a college
education six of the one hundred would be americans and would have
over one third of the villages entire income whereas the other ninety
four would subsist on the remaining two thirds the americans would
produce sixteen percent of the villages food supply and consume most
of it themselves except what they would store for future use or even
destroy to raise its value in the village market over half of the
remaining ninety four would be hungry most of the time and would
consider the six to be enormously wealthy disproportionately well fed
with three of them on a diet of the ninety four forty two would
eventually die of diseases such as malaria or cholera another fifteen
would die of starvation within a year ten of these would be children 6

perhaps the central implication of this image is that those of us
probably all who will read this essay who are among the most privileged

five or six percent in the world village should try to imagine how our
suffering and dying neighbors the desperate parents of diseased and
hungry children might perceive us if we really were their immediate
neighbors in a village we could thus understand the judgments of
the world upon us distance and borders cannot provide moral
immunity especially if we believe as mormonscormons do that we made
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specific covenants in the great councils before we came to this world
promising that if we turned out to be among the more fortunate in
the mortal probation of chance and agency we would give our
maximum effort to bring salvation to the less fortunate whether
through missionary work temple work for the dead or feeding the
hungry clothing the naked visiting the sick and imprisoned
mosiah 426 but if we merely believe in simple human

brotherhood that all men and women are of one family with filial
obligations as deep as our genetic makeup we will find a way to share
our good fortune most of it undeserved and to reduce the pain and
hatred and danger that differences naturally cause

As a specific and personal answer to the question of how let me
share some of my experiences with food for poland in the summer
of 1981 after I1 returned from europe to BYU I1 found myself
increasingly obsessed with poland and the remarkable razoredgerazor edge
persistence of the independent labor union solidarity and its
struggle for greater freedom because ofmy close witness to the miracle
of the pope s survival and my resulting sensitivity to the other miracles
that seemed to protect and bless solidarity I1 found myself lying awake
at night wondering and worrying about the many dangers still
threatening that wonderful human effort and then about what I1 could
do to help poland finally I1 felt I1 had to act I1 called a friend the
lay catholic theologian michael novak who is of polish descent and
who I1 suspected had some contacts with solidarity leaders it turned
out he had just returned from meeting with a group of them in rome
and he told me how to reach them in poland I1 phoned bronislaw
geremekgeremesGeremek a medievalist who was chief advisor to solidarity he and
his wife reviewed polandsbolandsPo lands immediate needs milk for the children
and aged medicine for the epidemic of life threatening diarrhea that
hunger was producing and detergents to help deal with the diarrhea
and other sanitation problems and asked us to help right away

impelled by that request we organized a nonprofit foundation
with a national advisory board headed by novak which included a
range of compassionate and distinguished people from industrial and
political leaders like george romney to writers like isaac bashevisBashevis singer
the work of actual fundraisingfund raising and arranging for commodity donation
and shipment centered naturally in utah especially at BYU and at
a few centers developed by friends around the country particularly
among the many polish americans in chicago we had a planeload
ofmilk donated and ready to be shipped when martial law was declared
on 13 december and all flights were grounded we hesitated a bit
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until we could be certain supplies were getting through and after
verification through our contacts in the catholic church in poland
we made our first shipment by truck and then polish ship in injanuaryjanuary

we followed up with many fundraisingfund raising activities including
sponsoring a national fast for poland in february and we were able
to airlift a large shipment of detergents and medicines and help the
polish national alliance and other groups with a cooperative convoy
of food and clothing from the western states a convoy that totaled
over seven million dollars in value and included a large contribution
from the LDS church we sent our managers on two separate trips
to poland to supervise distribution and report to our contributors the
climax of our effort in the summer of 1982 was to help sponsor the
visit to provo of the former polish ambassador to the united states
who had resigned when martial law was imposed and who spoke at
the fourth ofjulyofjuly freedom festival and helped us with a major fund-
raising effort

to that point I1 had learned at significant cost some important
things using government surplus milk we could translate a one dollar
donation into twenty gallons of milk delivered in poland enough to
feed ten children for a week in good conscience I1 could tell students
that foregoing a ten dollar movie date and attending instead the free
international films at BYU for instance meant milk for one hundred
children for a week A similar claim could be made right now about
other places in the world furthermore such things as slightly
outdated but still perfectly good medical supplies clothes books and
current medical journals without which the western based polish
medical profession was quickly losing ground could do immense good
if we could spend a little effort and get them to the right place

I1 learned that if one absentmindedabsent minded and inefficient professor of
english could make a pitifully small but real contribution so could
many others I1 talked to people almost every day who could give
thousands of dollars even millions and never miss it but would not
I1 got letters from families who fasted regularly and sent us their
savings to the penny and some who sent donations for a while and
then stopped when publicity stopped

I1 learned how governments can help and hinder in the summer
of 1982 just after we had received our largest total ofcash contributions
we found ourselves cut off from the purchase of further surplus milk
by the expiration of the earlier government allotment the current
administration had formed its main response to poland around the
reprisals imposed by president reagan in response totojaruzelskisjaruzelskisJaruzelskis martial
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law we worked with the department of agriculture aided by utah
senators garn and hatch to initiate new allotments of surplus milk
and finally after much effort received permission for a million pound
shipment in 1984

in the process of this experience I1 became convinced that our little
effort did more to promote peace than all the governments reprisals
in fact I1 believe that ifour government in 1980 81 had had the courage
and fundamental sense of christian logic to give poland a billion dollars
in a well designed marshall plan type of rebuilding program with no
political strings attached that could have aroused the soviets that
action just might have made the survival of solidarity possible

instead our government cut off almost that much in loans and
commodities including feed for the huge chicken industry we had
encouraged and now helped destroy perhaps this policy can be justified
by the logic of retaliation which governs world power politics but if
I1 may quote again from the merchant of venice in the course of
justice none of us should see salvation withdrawing help using
food as a weapon of retribution will not bring peace or freedom or
stability to poland that can be done only by mercy and sacrifice a
willingness to live with and help a basically socialist system that
probably would remain so under a fully democratic system and that
must remain unthreatening to russia in its foreign policy we could
still achieve great benefits if we could move our government to massive

I1

politically neutral technical and material help now that relations
between our countries are thawing a bit but that requires public
support for giving to even loving an enemy something we must still
learn to do even if we say as christians we believe in it that is why
I1 believe inin a goal of solving world hunger which would require
cooperating with our avowed enemies just as we are now being
asked to do in ethiopia if we cannot do that then I1 see no way we
can eventually solve the much more touchy problem of arms control
with those same enemies

let me make two simple if rather dramatic proposals but first
I1 will make one that is too dramatic probably impossible get the
united states and russia each to give half their arms budget to meet
the third worlds basic needs it has been calculated that the nearly
one half trillion dollars per year thus made available would provide
resources for allathethe needs food health education even housing
of the poorer countries if we would join our power and resources to
these ends we would learn to be friends and might also learn that
we could do just fine without the other half of our arms
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most of us tend to object that we would do it if they would
but they cant be trusted all right if were unwilling to risk
unilateral action because we really dont believe christ and the modern
prophets that loving our enemies would bring response then let me
suggest as my first serious proposal a perfectly safe move our finest
experts cannot agree within 10 20 percent about just what arms budget
is really necessary to our national security there would certainly
be no risk if we dedicated a mere 55 percent of that budget to peace
with that 5 percent at least sixteen billion even if the russians would
not respond in kind though I1 believe they would we could provide
enough funds to send each year one million of our young students
and young professionals to live and study in russia to learn their
language and to understand and appreciate their culture and their
political and moral perspective and with that 5 percent we could
also pay for one million of their young people to live in america and
learn the same things in twenty years 10 percent of our respective
populations would know each other as something other than the
dangerous propaganda caricatures we are to each other now ifnothing
else the presence of a million of our best young minds in russia and
of theirs here might help deter both sides from nuclear attack

we constantly use our immense resources instead for the more
direct the easy solution ofoffereeforce which usually doesnt work at
all and never provides a lasting solution for instance our government
recently approved spending another 130 million to make our
embassies in asia more secure after all the terrorist bombings but
we have great trouble allocating that kind of money to solve the
problems of poverty and homelessness that produce the terrorism we
strike at the branches of evil but never at the roots

there are many things I1 dont know with certainty I1 dont know
if a nuclear freeze would work if it would make peace more rather
than less secure im not absolutely certain spending 5 percent of our
arms budget for exchange of students would build love perhaps it
would merely confirm our suspicions and hatred of each other im
not even completely sure that joining together to feed the poor especially
those who are our enemies would allay the antagonisms and suspicions
that preserve the arms race but I1 firmly believe these are our best
chances and deserve a try we have tried the other ways
recriminations reprisals name calling infantile line in the sand
braggadocio all the machinations of justice and vengeance none
of which are endorsed by christ or any of the great religious or secular
prophets and thinkers of history and none of them has worked
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on the other hand the marshall plan which gave our resources
to rebuild the nations of former enemies and thus was the only major
international effort in our century that could be defended as mainly
consistent with christian principles has worked magnificently and
yet even as latter day saints we resist the scriptures and the clear
counsel of one of our modern prophets president kimball who
demanded of us in 1976

what are we to fear when the lord is with us can we not take
the lord at his word and exercise a particle of faith in him our
assignment is affirmative to forsake the things of the world as ends in
themselves to leave off idolatry and press forward in faith to carry
the gospel to our enemies that they might no longer be our
enemies 7

the logic is rationally and historically irresistible the only way to
permanently do away with enemies defeating suppressing even killing
them has never succeeded is to turn them into friends through christs
gospel that is through the natural laws of merciful giving and
forgiving just as surely as revenge and violent justice only make us
become more like our enemies as brutal and finally as evil so mercy
and generosity have the greatest chance to make our enemies become
more like us as good and peaceful

our church leaders have set the example and it is for us using
our agency to do what they given their specific stewardship cannot
do or direct us to do to initiate organize create the mechanisms for
solving world hunger and for leading our government into paths of
thought and action that will support that goal and may move our
enemies whether they do it through shame in the face of world
opinion or genuine human response to join with us despite the
feeling and public allegation of some utahnsutahna that we founders of
food for poland were traitors giving aid to an enemy in time of war
the church gave over one hundred thousand dollars in welfare
supplies for polish aid in 1982 and has continued such aid to the
present despite the claim of some utahnsutahna that the ethiopian
communists deserve their fate the church called for a day of fasting
in the united states and canada on 27 january 19851983 and joined in
the national day of fasting in november 19851983 giving the proceeds
over ten million dollars to ethiopian and other short term relief as
well as longtermlong term preventive measures church leaders in england and
elsewhere around the world followed up with very successful fasts in
their areas and the church provides continuing opportunities for both
members and membersnonmembersnon to contribute directly to such famine relief
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efforts without any administrative costs either by sending contributions
directly to the church or through local wards 8

conservatives whowh0 have emphasized obedience can now show
their sincerity by being obedient in following an example they might
not readily have chosen liberals who have called for more direct
church action in social needs can now put their money where their
mouths have been but all of us in order to direct and sustain our
efforts in the areas of individual creativity that will solve the problem
must come to believe with emotional conviction what our scriptures
remind us is true god hath made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on all the face of the earth acts 1726 whether we
believe the prophets or the biologists we are one blood the withered
fetus like child staring out its last minutes of life in a red cross
camp in northern ethiopia and her desperate parents who walked a
hundred miles to bring her there for help have their claim on us no
matter what terrible things their political leaders are doing

finally I1 believe that the most immediate way to feel that unity
of blood and some of the shared pain that might move us to do
something is to fast to go without food and water ourselves until we
genuinely sense how close we all are to death if our sustenance were
cut off and regular fasting and in the mormon tradition giving
the money saved to feed others seems to me the most direct and
practical way both of solving world hunger and of building human
empathy to the point of solving other problems suppose that once
a week the one hundred million americans who are overfed for whom
diets and reducing would improve their health many of whom are
spending money in an attempt to lose weight would simply fast for
two meals and give ten dollars to famine relief that one billion dollars
per week used with only average intelligence and effectiveness could
solve allatthethe major problems of starvation in the world and if we could
get others beginning in europe then russia then the fortunate in
the needy countries themselves to follow our example which is the
one motivating force that would work we could move on to long-
term economic improvement and the solution of other problems such
as health and housing and education fasting has an intrinsic power
that can expand our vision and action into other areas into dealing
with political oppression and competition even I1 believe into
confronting the fearsomely competitive arms races of the world

listen again to isaiah who spoke the lords condemnation of
ceremonial long faced fasting and his description of the only fasting
that is acceptable
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Is not this the fast that I1 have chosen to loose the bands of wickedness
to undo the heavy burdens and to let the oppressed go free and that
ye break every yoke

Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry and that thou bring the poor
that are cast out to thy house when thou seest the naked that thou
cover him and that thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh

isa 586 7

I1 believe this last line refers not only to our tendency to hide from
the immediate families in which we live but also to cut ourselves off
from the larger human family from the one blood and flesh we are
all part of according to paul and the biologists

we need to fast so starvation can end in ethiopia and all over
the world we need to fast so we can develop the empathy and
motivation to become one flesh with others even with ethiopian
and polish and russian communists so that there can be some
genuine basis for the trust necessary to end the arms race we need
to fast so that we can retain a remission of our own sins as king
benjamin taught by learning mercy and by changing ourselves so that
we do not add to the worlds evil through seeking mere justice
demanding retribution or merely ignoring human needs the lord
is clear in his promises about what will follow a true fasting of the
kind he has called for he describes our late twentieth century plight
and a way through it

then shall thy light break forth as the morning and thine health shall
spring forth speedily and thy righteousness shall go before thee the glory
of the lord shall be thy reward

then shalt thou call and the lord shall answer thou shalt cry and he
shall say here I1 am if thou take away from the midst of thee the yoke
the putting forth of the finger and speaking vanity

and if thou draw out thy soul to the hungry and satisfy the afflicted
soul then shall thy light rise in obscurity and thy darkness be as the
noonday

thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations and thou
shalt be called the repairer of the breach the restorer of paths to dwell in

isa 588 10 12

the lord has in these verses drawn a straight line from fasting
for the hungry to becoming a repairer of the breach between us
and russia to preserving peace that will raise up the foundations
of many generations instead of dooming those gengenerationserationsorationserationslons to nuclear
destruction the lord is describing with the extra power of poetic
language a precise and inexorable moral law mercy begets and
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multiplies mercy sacrificial giving will beget and multiply kindness
understanding patience brotherhood even between enemies we
have all seen and can understand a corollary moral law that force and
vengeance and destruction beget force and vengeance and destruction
there is a straight line from the 1969 my lai massacre where frightened
exasperated battle weary american soldiers killed vietnamese women
and children to the wholesale slaughter of cambodian educated and
urban classes by pol pots rural communist revolutionaries in 1975
and the slaughter of those revolutionaries in turn by vietnamese in-
vaders in 1979 that kind of line goes from the blitz of london in
1940 to the destruction of berlin in 1944 from the vicious bombing of
coventry s civilians and cathedral to the even more vicious and
unnecessary destruction of dresden of 130000 of its people and all
its churches from pearl harbor to hiroshima to enduring peace
threatening fear in the russians and chinese that we might drop nuclear
bombs on them at any time

we have seen again and again the lords promise fulfilled that
they that sow the wind shall reap the whirlwind see hosea 87 can
we not exercise a particle of faith in his equally infallible promise that
they that cast their bread upon the waters will find it after many days
see ecclecal 11liilil1111 that promise and the associated penalty were

pronounced again in these latter days in the doctrine and covenants
the lord makes absolutely clear that he has provided a way for us to
do away with hunger and want but that it must be done in his own
way which is that the poor shall be exalted in that the rich are made
low not by taxation or force but through our own irresistible moral
convictions for the earth is full and there is enough and to spare
yea I1 prepared all things and have given unto the children of men
to be agents unto themselves dacd&c 10417
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this painting produced several years after a poem by the same title personifies the
universal and ceaseless conflict between the forces of good and evil although the
good pathetically outnumbered appears to be losing another battle man still
stubbornly and hopefully believes that truth will ultimately winwin the war this
struggle isis indeed a sad and frightening spectacle but when right isis ruthlessly killed
as it often isis inin a noble effort to do good as in this particular instanceinstance inin which
william mcchesney a heart of africa missionary affiliated with the worldwide
evangelization crusade at washington meets a horrendous death with 220606 others
itit indeed becomes a tragedy that repeats once again the demise of the savior
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love at home and peace abroad
A breakfast conversation between

frieda and craig

richard H cracroft

A review of the special issue on peace dialogue A journal of
mormon thought edited by linda king newell and LljacksonjacksoncjacksonLJackson newell
vol 17 no 4 winter 1984 159 ppap 7007.00700

setting it is late spring frieda and craig are seated at the breakfast
table on their posh patio at the rear of a posh home somewhere near
unposh ensign peak in salt lake city

craig stirring nutraautra sweet into his lukewarm pero no hot
drinks in craigs tummy im still tired because I1 stayed up
until 200 AM reading the peace issue of dialogue just as you
told me to

frieda and you always do what I1 tell you to and

craig and its just as I1 told you at dinner dovey the lord said in
dacd&c 87 that after the civil war broke out in south carolina war
is going to be poured out upon all nations and its happened
war is inevitable its in the cards and no amount of rhetoric by any
number ofpeople is gonna change that one jot or tittle pass the fiber
packed breakfast cereal kiddo

frieda why eat that foul tasting cereal schatzlein youll die
when your time comes its in the cards and no amount of exercise
and certainly no number of bowls of ickkirickki bits is gonna change that
one iota

craig ummmpph grimacing whether at the comment or the
breakfast cereal is uncertain I1 get your drift

richard H cracroft is a professor of english and dean of the college of humanities brigham young university
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frieda Is that really all you have to say about dialogues excellent
war and peace issue you re the family poet didnt you like
michael R collingssCollingss southern idaho summer

craig calming the one about rural life in idaho punctuated by
passing references to

frieda the various wars and rumors of wars from korea to
sputnik to vietnam and the space race yeah I1 liked that though
I1 was moved even more by the kathy evans poem about tulips red
skies white light and sky a poetic depiction of the destruction of
children in an atomic holocaust

craig the windows are red the light of our blood falls through
the wallswallwaliswailswailwaiiwallsallsAllsalisailallailali of us touch the skyskythescythethe children are blooming in the
window and the tulips are in flames on the ledge of the world
the poem moved me too and so did emma lou thayneshhaynesThaynes how
much for the earth A suite of poems about a time for considering
you remember the several poems or considerations about her life
which launch her into more considerations about the impact of nuclear
war on children and the elderly on all of us toward the end thinking
about a visit to dachaucachau and its signs proclaiming never again she
transforms the ovens of dachaucachau into mushroom clouds and cries more
than NEVER AGAIN NEVER

frieda and she ends it lyrically too reads

its time its time we said together
yes to life to ashes simply no

closing dialogue I1 think the whole issue is tastefully and thoughtfully
done I1 liked the hymn by charles S wain and frank wright

renounce war proclaim peace but it is probably too blatant
in proclaiming an idea that hasnt really been widely accepted in
the church so I1 dont think we 11ll be singing it at stake conference
handing him a warm buttered english muffin I1 liked the art

too the cover by gary E smith called fire dance is moving
look she holds up the issue he evokes the mormon sense of
eternalityexternalityeternality and family dancing in a circle holding hands in a
setting in the desert west but in the background there is

the ominous mushrooming cloud burgeoning into the heavens
powerful
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craig frightening pauses I1 liked the other art too my favorite was
linda murray andersons amazons and I1 liked the work by
marilyn miller and royden card and trevor southey but I1 leave it
to you to understand the geometric sketches of alienallenailen bishop youre
right though the art adds a great deal to the effectiveness of the
whole issue

frieda youre evading the issue though did you like the articles
did they help you to understand the churchschurche position on war do
you really think that there is nothing we can do about war that satan
has unleashed a fury and it s our destiny to suffer from the horror of war

craig I1 dont know how to answer that I1 mean kent E robson
of utah state university makes the magnitude of the nuclear arms
race frighteningly clear and makes me feel that the old bugaboo
soviet union is less culpable than I1 had thought and that the united
states own skirts im sorry about that feminist image own jeans
are not as clean as we would like but pierre blais in his article the
enduring paradox mormon attitudes toward war and peace not
only makes a very helpful review of recent articles in which LDS authors
such as steven hildreth gary browning edwin B firmage
eugene england ronald W walker and stephen L tanner discuss
war and peace and LDS theology but goes on to assert and
demonstrate to my discomfort this morning at one 0 clock that our
most cherished ideas as mormonscormons on war and peace are misleading
and even dangerous he takes on a number of standard mormon
views from authority and obedience to patriotism capitalism
cleon skousen and the republican party and concludes that the
distortion of mormon beliefs into attitudes supporting nationalism and
the use ofoffereeforce are a form of self deception and intellectual laziness

pretty strong words and I1 dont think ill quote him in high priest
group meeting or at our study group if you dont mind actually
his is a pretty standard liberal attack on traditional mormon positions
but he handles it very well

frieda looking at him with surprise you ve come a long way for
a boy who voted for richard nixon both times and cried when
they didnt run him again after watergate pauses but I1 agree that
blais s article while discomfiting is a thought provoker but so is

D michael quinn s article on the mormon church and the spanish
american war an end to selective pacifism
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craig yeah I1 think that his survey of the history of the churchschurche record
on war is well surprising he points out pass the marmalade
that despite the frequent and very notable examples of militarism in the
early church the renounce war and proclaim peace pronouncement by
the prophetjosephprophet joseph provided at least as many notable examples of what
he calls selective pacifism from joseph smith to brigham young to
leaders at the tumturn of the century quinn asserts that his pacifisticpadfistic tradition
of mormonism or at least the ambivalence between pacifism and
militarism came into final focus with the spanish american war the
war was quinn insists a crucial event in the mormon tradition
of selective pacifism and after the attempts by such apostles as
brigham young jr to dissuade the church from supporting the war only

to be chastenedchasteneychastened by president wilford woodruff who saw the opportunity
to prove mormon loyalty there was an instant erosion of the political
kingdom of god in order that the church might enjoy greater
security in a previously hostile world after 1898 the individual
mormon might opt for pacifism or war but the church had recognized
the supremacy of national authority and had in effect given up the
right to determine when and where mormonscormons would fight and die

frieda assuming her fascinating womanhood lookoolooi oh Schatzischatzl I1

so admire how you can quote things after only one reading

craig youd be able to dovey if you were a high priest

frieda musing over the english muffin for me the mormon oriented
pieces were very interesting and I1 knew they would be for you history
buff that you are but I1 thought the most provocative essays were the
several which focused on non mormon we dont say gentile anymore
do we interests somehow the essay by ira chernus mythology
and nuclear strategy

craig you mean the one that talks about psychic numbing
and myths as ways we adopt of dealing with the enormity of nuclear
devastation

frieda yes showing that numbing and mythologizing cause political
paralysis and calling for a breaking of the vicious cycle while
pointing out how the whole problem is so new that no one has found
a new mythology to deal with it fascinating but even more thought
provoking for me at least
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craig I1 note the becoming and submissive and unusual humility
which means youre insecure about what you are about to say

frieda throwing a half eaten muffin at him stop that 1I was going
to say humbly that the john F kane article on the peace pastoral
of the american catholic bishops and paul bocks article the ethics
of deterrence were intriguing they work so well together kane
analyzes the bishops pastoral and vatican II11 and the privitization
of religion in america so that I1 who have never really understood any
of this can get a hold on it and then he shows how important this
is to all of us especially to those who believe and then bock took
me into deeper and very interesting waters to show how the german
and dutch protestant churches have been swimming through the same
issues and compares their efforts with those of the american catholic
bishops and discusses the tension between two directions between
those who say christians can no longer work for peace and endorse
possession by any state of nuclear weaponry and those who say that
such deterrence is a continuing though uncomfortable necessity

craig talking through his muffin that was a mouthful dovey those
two articles were harder going for me the hour was late than the very
personal essays which focused the whole argument for me in a very
meaningful way

frieda you mean the one by the german soldier and the other by
the american phd student and grandmother who spent four months
in ireland

craig yes the first is you recall uwe drewssdreiss thoughts of a
modern centurion about the LDS career soldier and his confusion
and the confusion of other german latter day saints about the

bishops pastoral letter in west germany and the stand or nonstandkonstandnonstand
of the LDS church on the issue drews wrestles with the question of
pacifism concluding that it is a moral and political imperative for
a nation to keep the peace and insists that a government threatened
by armed aggression whether just or unjust must defend its people
but he concludes the arms race is a dangerous act of aggression which
does not provide the security it promises and as a strategy is justifiable
only in tandem with a determination to pursue arms control and
disarmament it seems to me that nuclear warfare has added a dimension
to war which takes us beyond book of mormon politics he pauses
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stirs his pero and continues the second essay you mention is making
sense of the senseless an irish education by claudia W harris
an account by an emory university phd candidate who I1 during her
four months stay manages despite the pain of a broken ankle to
interview over one hundred irishmen and see sixty plays but more
importantly she comes to understand the tragedy of ireland firsthand I1

in the north and the south what for me might have begun as an
academic interest and a delight in cultural diversity for these people
is a life and death struggle she writes it could never be less than
that for me now there are really no villains here she adds

although the society is so polarized that people are convinced there are

but you failed dovey to mention the other two personal essays dont
forget glen willett clarks fragmented but interesting essay in which
he traces the changing attitudes of americans and mormonscormons towards
war as reflected in the life of his father walter edward clark born
in 1889 and still living clark sitsfitsfilssiesairsaars you admire my use of french
dont you discusses swarthmore college which renounced greatness
on the football field the fighting quakers and a frenetic social life
in sororities and fraternities to find its inner light as it sought
merely to educate and urges that the latter day saints follow a similar
path from bellicose attitudes towards repentance and a shunning of
violence

frieda did you notice throughout the issue that despite the quinn
articles suggesting a tradition of pacifism in the earlier church most
of the writers agree that the middle class american position of might
makes right and manifest destiny justifies seems to prevail among
the latter day saints

craig the whole thing made me feel like a latter day jingoist

frieda me too oh the other essay you referred to a minute ago is

where everyone builds bombs by benita brown about how it
is to live in richland washington where everyone builds nuclear
weaponry or at least makes the plutonium for the people in
los alamos and rocky flats she raises the questions which most people
in town avoid but really answers none of them

craig how could she there are no answers we build bombs because
it provides a good living is an accepted part of the system of
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deterrence and because most of us manage to avoid confronting these
matters

frieda until dialogue in an excellent issue brings its readers
face to face with some uncomfortable facts

craig exactly truths that strike at the very core of our complacency
truths that urge us to do something until we ask what and
realize that our very faith our very way of life conspire together to
return us to complacency and to pass the cream will you to
be content with saying like a calvinist well its in the hands of
the lord and I1 cant do anything about it

frieda well I1 think that reading the issue brought about some deep
down changes in my thinking but whether ill do something about
the issues remains to be seen in the meantime how about a little
more orange juice schatzleinSchatzleincineln

craig and in the meantime how about turning to more substantive
issues like when are dialogue and its sister journals ever going to
get caught up to date

frieda I1 think its a ploy to delay the second coming the lord
wouldnwouldnt t dare come when his church oriented magazines were still
owing subscribers drifting again I1 just hope that being burnt
as stubble isnt a metaphorical expression for a nuclear ashheapashheap

craig dear dear cease and desist if you keep up this kind of
intensive interest in such issues even BYUbyustudiesstudies will be forced to
come up with a peace issue

frieda thatll be the day probably the day they get their issues
up to date then ill take out second coming insurance with
beneficial of course

craig another glass of juice



peace be still

lewd voices clamor in rude succession
peddling their venial wares in a wanton world

doom cryersbryers wail the worlds wounds

while statesmen tender temporary respite
computers list statistical catastrophe

in ordered columns

overpopulation venereal calamity hunger disease

mars rolls rocks over lebanese hills
erecting monuments of rubble and wreckage

who can hear in all the din
the whisper that still floats

through the same rudimentary air
over the same range of hills

where a new star once passed
who can hear come unto me

where is the all is well

lambs feed on those hillsideshillsides
one shakes his head
snorting in annoyance

As he hears the drone of war engines
then goes back to grazing
his shepherd looks fearfully

into the sky
and takes refuge near a rock

his staff across his knees

who can hear the whisper

my peace I1 leave with you
not as the world giveth

there is enough and to spare

harold K moon

harold K moon isis a professor of spanish at Brigbrighamharn young university
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OVERVIEW

in the 1960s and into the 1970s arms control was considered
essential to our national security and the prospect of enduring world peace
restraining development and deployment of nuclear weapons was on
the short list of policy preferences endorsed by most political leaders
and citizens alike we welcomed the test iianlianban treaty the non
proliferation treaty and the anti ballistic missile treaty as important
restraints on nuclear weapons and significant first steps toward peace
these agreements we reasoned lessened the probability of nuclear war

with the reagan presidency the notion of peace through negotiation
or the spirit of detente has lost favor in its place a commitment to
war avoidance through political military nuclear strength has assumed
center stage in our nations security policy consistent with this
commitment the united states since 1980 has augmented its armaments 1

emphasizing development and deployment of nuclear weapons more
rapidly than during any previous time in its peacetime history

the flurry of anti soviet rhetoric pride in a stronger america
and criticism of past arms control agreements have muffled voices
favoring restraint of nuclear weapons through negotiation 20n2 on the
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premise that deemphasizing the arms control process is contrary to both
our national security and world peace I1 here review two books and
one major article that applaud negotiations in general and arms
control in particular each work builds upon the premise that the
prospect of nuclear war is imminently greater in the absence of arms
negotiations than when reasonable give and take bargaining is actively
enjoined

NUCLEAR WEAPONS A NATIONAL SECURITY DELUSION

in 1945 george F kennan the second ranking civilian diplomat
in the american embassy in moscow was appalled that the soviet
unions westward extension of its boundaries had been permitted
with scarcely a murmur of protest from the western side 3 disturbed
almost to the point of despair kennan sent to washington the
so called long telegram of february 1946 detailing his view that
moscow s territorial advances must not go unchecked his ideas were
soon widely circulated in an article which he published in foreign
affairs 1947 and which he signed X choosing not to identify
himself as author he there wrote in these circumstances it is clear
that the main element of any united states policy toward the soviet
union must be that of a longtermlong term patient but firm and vigilant
containment of russian expansive tendencies 4

while standing firm in his conviction that countering soviet
expansion ought to be a major end of american foreign policy
kennan opposed the means chosen to secure that end in his recent book
the nuclear delusion soviet american relations in the atomic age
kennan notes that in 1948 he hoped that negotiations would soon
begin to remove peacefully the essentially dangerous division of the
european continent 5 but negotiations were not to be the allies chose
another course

it was decided that the main thrust of western policy must now be the
creation of a military alliance directed against the soviet union
gone now was all serious thought of a negotiated political solution to
the problems of the continent instead of having to pursue
complicated political solutions we could now comfortably revert to the
familiar patterns of old fashioned military rivalry only trying this time
to be better prepared than we had been on the earlier occasions to
confront this supposedly aggressive opponent 6

that the united states would eschew negotiations in favor of a
military alliance against the soviet union troubled kennan because
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nuclear weapons were to be the core of our military strength As early
as 1949 kennan wrote that he considered the device nuclear
weapons one we ought never again to use or even to plan to use 7

when in response to the soviet detonation of a nuclear device the
united states hastened research and development of the hydrogen
bomb kennan forcefully argued 1950 that america should deplore
the existence and abhor the use of these weapons that we have no
intention of initiating their use against anyone 8

secretary of state dean acheson rejected kennanskenhansKennans attempt to
I1 persuade our government to pause at this particular brink the
hydrogen bomb 9 soon thereafter kennan departed government service

kennanskenhansKennans endorsement of negotiation and opposition to nuclear
weapons spans nearly forty years for him basing america s national
security on nuclear strength is both unsound and morally offensive
in an essay entitled A christians view of the arms race written
in 1982 and published as the concluding chapter of the nuclear
delusion kennan denounces nuclear weapons use

readiness to use nuclear weapons against other human beings against
people whom we do not know whom we have never seen and whose
guilt or innocence it is not for us to establish and in doing so to place
in jeopardy the natural structure upon which all civilization rests
as though the safety and the perceived interests of our own generation
were more important than everything that has ever taken place or could
take place in civilization this is nothing less than a presumption a
blasphemy an indignity an indignity of monstrous dimensions offered
to god10

kennan believes that we are deluded in the belief that nuclear
weapons contribute to civilizations security and future nuclear
weapons are not instruments of peace but instruments of unconscionable
destruction we ought not to countenance even risk of their use a risk
heightened by failure to negotiate their restraint and possible
elimination

still perhaps because we have avoided nuclear holocaust for nearly
forty years 12 and perhaps because we have come to believe that nuclear
strength is our surest defense against soviet aggression we are deaf
to moral arguments that should move us to vigilantly and patiently
pursue meaningful arms control negotiations we have become weary
of negotiations we perceive detente as but a vehicle used by the soviet
union to advance its view of a desired international order one
dominated by moscow 13 believing as we do we justify our expanding
arsenal of nuclear devices
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the contention that nuclear weapons do not ensure against nuclear
war within acceptable bounds of risk uncertainty and error cannot
be readily dismissed our reliance upon a strategy of peace through
nuclear strength is inadequately complemented by the serious pursuit
of negotiated verifiable restraint in the further development and
deployment of ever more sophisticated and destructive nuclear devices
moreover who can deny kennanskenhansKennans characterization of the use of nuclear
weapons as morally offensive we ought to be able to secure our
interests through more justifiable means

CURRENT STALEMATE

in deadly gambits the reagan administration andtheand raetherag stalemate
in nuclear arms control strobe talbott reveals that the 1983
breakdown in nuclear arms negotiations was not entirely nor even
principally a product of soviet intransigence the reagan administration
was as much to blame for the interruption in negotiations as were the
russians

talbott documents that those in the first term of the reagan
administration who assumed responsibility for arms control were
extremely critical of the whole enterprise these officials set about to
I1 revolutionize arms control discussions with the soviets henceforth
the US stance would be that of a tough negotiator unwilling to alter
its arms control demands if the soviets wanted agreement then they
would have to assent to the US position

nowhere was this hard line posture more evident than in the
intermediate range nuclear forces INF talks at issue was the
deployment by the united states of cruise and pershing II11 missiles in
europe as a counterbalance to the soviet unions already deployed
SS 20 missiles in intriguing detail talbott recounts how in private
conversations in the woods in the botanical garden across from the
site of formal negotiations and in restaurants paul nitze the united
states chief negotiator and his soviet counterpart yuli kvitsinskyKvitsinsky
fashioned a deal that each agreed to represent as the proposal of the
other but which actually they jointly shaped 14 kvitsinskyKvitsinsky consulting
with his superiors allowed that the soviets might reduce the number
of SS 20 missiles targeted at europe by two thirds if the united states
would not deploy any pershing II11 missiles deployment of american
cruise missiles was to be allowed 15

thus informally derived the proposed agreement was hand
delivered by the two negotiatorsnegotiatory to their governments describing the
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turmoil with which the proposal was received in washington talbott
notes that the outcome of the bureaucratic guerilla warfare enjoined
over this issue within the reagan administration was the rejection of
the deal senior officials in the department of state thought the deal
promising demurring only briefly to admit that it was outside the
negotiating instructions that nitze had originally received from the
outset caspar weinberger joined by richard perle the administrations
strongest opponent of arms control fought against the agreement
repeatedly weinberger and perle reasserted the original negotiating
instructions given to nitze either the soviet union agrees to the
option of zero arms in europe or we deploy cruise and pershing
II11 missiles as scheduled 16

had the soviets agreed to the zero arms proposal talbott
demonstrates the USSR would have found herself without nuclear
missiles to counter french and british land based nuclear weapons that
the original US proposal would have left untouched to agree was
to give the united states a one sided arms control victory predictably
the soviets did not accept the original US position and soon they
too disavowed interest in the nitzekvitsinsky deal

similar evidence attests to talbottsTalbotts conclusion that the reagan
administration was only slightly less obstructionist in the strategic arms
reductions talks START As with INFIMF talks the apparent intention
of the administration orchestrated by the department of defense
was to buy time for rearmament eschewing any serious negotiation
of arms control agreements until the united states raised its military
strength talbott concludes

in both negotiations the administrations principal concern was to keep
military programs on track the pershing II11il and tomahawk missiles in
INF and an ambitious strategic modernization program in START that
meant the administration had to be pushed to the bargaining table by
political forces 17

the evidence talbott provides in support of his position that
the united states deliberately slowed the INF and START arms
control process leaves little doubt that during its first term the reagan
administration courted the public image of a serious negotiator but
rejected potentially beneficial arms agreements in the interest of
augmenting its weapons supply the costs of such action in talbottsTalbotts
opinion have been unacceptably high

the administrations conduct of the INF talks and START brought about
an unprecedented crisis in the already strained quarter century old arms
control process and the crisis in arms control contributed to three
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others in the alliance between the US and western europe in the
partnership between the executive and legislative branches of the US
government and in the soviet american relationship 18

STAR WARS AND ARMS CONTROL

after fifteen months the united states and the soviet union
have returned to geneva presumably to negotiate arms restraint
however it remains unlikely that they will readily set aside their
differences recent negotiation failures incriminations declared by
each against the other the notably strained soviet american
relationship and ongoing ever more rapid arms buildup surely
complicate the prospect of future meaningful negotiations yet as

great as these obstacles to successful negotiations are our refusal to
negotiate star wars poses the greatest impediment to furthering
the arms control process

in an important article in foreign affairs mcgeorge bundy
george F kennan robert S mcnamara and gerard smith
compellingly demonstrate that the president may choose star wars
or arms control but not both they further assert that if we pursue
star wars we have little guarantee that it will accomplish what is hoped
and even if it were successful in its stated mission numerous other
means are available to the soviets to deliver nuclear weapons against
the united states

star wars cannot be achieved they contend to this point
they argue there is no prospect for a leakproofleak proof defense against
strategic ballistic missiles alone and it entirely excludes from its
range any effort to limit the effectiveness of other systems bomber
aircraft cruise missiles and smuggled warheads 19 while the
probability of success is very low the likelihood that the soviets
can build upon already existing capabilities to penetrate such a defense
is very high

As troubling as this concern is their most compelling argument
is that precisely because the weapons are so terrible neither of the
two superpowerssuperpowers can tolerate the notion of impotence in the face
of the arsenal of the opponent consequently any serious development
of star wars will stimulate the most energetic soviet efforts to
ensure the continued ability of soviet warheads to get through the
authors firmly conclude that it is fanciful in the extreme to suppose
that the prospect of any new american deployment which could
undermine the effectiveness of soviet missile forces will not be met
by a most determined and sustained response 20 obviously the soviets
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will not agree to limit their offensive nuclear weapons in the face of
our commitment to star wars indeed the strategic defense initiative
or star wars will likely prove as obstructionist to present arms
control bargaining as was the zero arms option to the intermediate
nuclear forces talks

still some contend if star wars can be developed we may be
able to defend against a significant portion of the soviet nuclear arsenal
however even if star wars could achieve part of this objective
to commit ourselves to such a defense is fraught with extraordinary
risk bundy kennan mcnamara and smith assert that a star wars
defense must work perfectly the very first time since it can never
be tested in advance as a full system 21 moreover it must be
triggered almost instantly because the crucial boost phase of soviet
missiles lasts less than five minutes from the moment of launch in
that period there must be detection decision aim attack and kill 22

given the nature of such a system they conclude it is hard to
imagine a scheme further removed from the kind of tested reliability
and clear presidential control that we have hitherto required of systems
involving nuclear danger 23

they summarily conclude that the presidents program offers
no promise of effective defense against anything but ballistic missiles
and since this leaves numerous other nuclear capabilities undefended
the risk of nuclear crisis will persist despite the heavy costs of star wars
therefore the inescapable reality is that there is literally no hope
that star wars can make nuclear weapons obsolete 24 moreover star
wars will destroy the anti ballistic missile ABM treaty our most
important arms control agreement it will directly stimulate both
offensive and defensive systems on the soviet side and as long as it
continues it will darken the prospect for significant improvement in
the currently frigid relations between moscow and washington it will
thus sharpen the very anxieties the president wants to reduce 25

conclusion

together these authors convincingly advance the case for arms
negotiations as a means to furthering our national security and
promoting world peace A policy of negotiating in the hope of securing
world peace beginning with nuclear arms restraint by itself likely will
not secure our national interest or assure world peace but neither should
it be dismissed in favor of the uncertain morally questionable security
that we believe nuclear weapons provide at the very least we ought
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to listen to the case for arms control before we consent to the case
against it these books by george F kennan and strobe talbott and
the article in foreign affairs deserve our careful study
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recent developments in soviet american relations have
heightened popular interest in russian and soviet history those
curious about this topic find it difficult to decide which of the
recently published histories will be valuable observant readers
will quickly recognize that many of these publications single out
violent and grotesque aspects of russian history or simply gossip
about the personal lives of the tsarsasars there are however well written
studies of the russian and soviet society that provide a more balanced
view of the russian past

one of the best introductions to the history of prerevolutionary
russia is a textbook nicholas riasanovsky s A history ofofrussiarussia which
scholars have used in their classrooms for over twenty years the textbooks
popularity stems from its clear concise style judicious blend of
interpretation and narrative and insightful treatment of numerous
spheres of russian history

unlike many popular histories riasanovsky s work confronts
historical issues the author describes the differing positions of historians
on important issues analyzes the strengths of their arguments and
offers his own conclusions the textbook never addresses any issue
without providing the narrative detail that gives meaning to abstract
analysis when discussing the fourteenth century unification of
central russia under moscow s leadership for instance riasanovsky
does not simply list the factors responsible for moscowsMoscows success
he also describes the actual methods employed to acquire new
territory

the book treats not only political history but also investigates
cultural economic and diplomatic history in A history of russia
one learns about the origins of the unique style of early russian church
architecture and the factors that led to russiasdussiasRussias victory over napoleon
the book however fails to discuss the family and community life of
russiasdussiasRussias social classes and instead concentrates on the legal status of
these groups

the treatment of a wide diversity of topics sometimes leads to a
frustratingly limited amount of information on some subjects and to
a few paragraphs in which every sentence introduces a new name
specialists may also contest some of riasanovsky s interpretations he
exaggerates for instance the vitality of democratic institutions in
ancient novgorodNovgorod and the byzantine influence on the development
of russian autocracy the sections on marxism the russian revolu-
tion and the early soviet period furthermore do not incorporate the
contributions of recent research
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these minor deficiencies do not detract from the books value as
an introduction to the field and as a reference the narrative finfurthermorethermorethedmore
is supplemented by thirty maps as well as appendices charting the
genealogy of the ruling families A lengthy bibliography aids the reader
in pursuing subjects of special interest

A second work written for a more general audience also provides
a balanced and entertaining introduction to russian history written
by historian bruce lincoln the Romanoromanovsromanovavs autocrats ofa11of aftallatt the dussiasrussias
examines the royal family that ruled the russian empire from 1613
to the fall of the autocracy in 1917 the prologue also briefly recounts
significant events from the history of previous dynasties

lincolnsLincolns book devotes at least a third of its pages to the personal
lives of the tsarsasars and their families but it also examines their political
activities the Romanoromanovsromanovavs for instance describes the marriage and love
affairs of catherine the great as do many popular histories lincoln I1

however does not simply accept the stories and pass them on to the
reader he assesses their authenticity and analyzes the incidents
impact on russian history he then proceeds to discuss catherines
foreign and domestic policies and cultural life under her rule several
pages are devoted to the life and accomplishments of the eighteenth
century intellectual mikhail lomonosov

the last fifth of the book focuses on the drama and tragedy of
the reign of the last romanovsRomanoromanovavs nicholas 11II and his wife alexandra
lincoln draws heavily on the royal couples letters and diaries to depict
their aspirations fears and weaknesses and again he does not resort
to sensationalism his analysis indicates the limits of using the evil
influence of the monk rasputin to explain the collapse of the
monarchy the book instead relates the broader political and socio
economic problems that led to the february revolution in this
section as elsewhere lincoln blends personal biography with analysis
of broader political and social trends

well written books with broad coverage are more difficult to find
for the soviet period the standard textbook is donald W treadgoldsTreadgolds
twentieth century russia treadgoldsTreadgolds amazingly detailed account
emphasizes the growth of governmental and party institutions the
treatment of ethnic minorities and the development of foreign policy
the concentration on detail however also makes it difficult for the
novice in soviet history to follow the broad trends of historical
development in addition treadgold often focuses disproportionately
on the actions of the political leadership neglecting the contributions
and influences of workers peasants and lower level bureaucrats
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A more recent textbook M K dziewanowskis A history ofsovietof soviet
russia perhaps better conveys the general outlines of soviet history
while also incorporating new findings concerning the history of the
soviet society and the communist party dziewanowski for instance
notes the popularity of some of stalins views among party members
and other segments of the population when he explains stalins
victory over trotsky the text also describes the increasing social mobility
of the sons of workers and peasants during the industrialization drive
and purges of the 1930s dziewanowski treats most aspects of soviet
history and includes bibliographies at the end of each chapter
referring readers to more specialized studies

biographies serve as another vehicle for gaining insight into the
development of the soviet state lenin is treated in numerous works
including the acclaimed classics of louislouls fischer the life of lenin
and bertram wolfe three who made a revolution A fascinating
recent work nina Tumarkins lenin lives the lenin cult in soviet
russia analyzes the element of myth in lenins biography and
investigates the decision to embalm lenins body treating these and
other topics the book tells us much about the early political development
of the communist party biographies of stalin also dominate historical
works concerning the soviet period A recent portrait of stalin
written by robert C tucker stalin As revolutionary 187919291879 1929
excels in its portrayal of stalins personality

for a description of the 1930s many readers turn to alexander
solzhenitsyns gulabgulag archipelago a marvelous experiment in literary
history valuable insights can also be garnered from roy medvedev s

let historyjudgehistory judge medvedev a soviet dissident challenges the views

of solzhenitsyn by shifting blame for the excesses of the soviet regime
from lenin to stalin

these biographies as well as the other textbooks provide balanced
and readable introductions to russian and soviet history and insight
into contemporary soviet policies
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165016.501650 hardback 8958.95895 paperback
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new york times book co 1983 404 ppap 179517.951795 hardback 7957937957937.937.95
paperback
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book co 1984 580 ppap 249524.952495 hardback 4954.95495 paperback
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chicago bulletin of the atomic scientists 1983 ix 349 ppap 9959959.95
paperback

reviewed by gary L browning professor of russian brigham young university

four distinguished journalists smith and shipler with the
new york times kaiser with the washington post and pond with
the christian science monitor and in the case of the cracraft book
twenty six scholars have provided the west with invaluable insights
into the soviet people and the everyday operation of the major
communist society these correspondents and scholars contribute to
a major strength of our system free access to information however
our disinclination to read such important books results in little
difference in understanding within the soviets restricted society and
our free society for in the west far too many have unencumbered or
worse closed minds

smith and kaiser served in the USSR for three years each pond
for two and shipler for four all of them are extraordinarily perceptive
and thorough and one may read any of these works with confidence
and great benefit from this group smith and kaiser were the first
in 1976 to give a detailed picture of contemporary soviet life their

work was a groundbreakingground breaking achievement both books are good but
smiths is probably the more adequate of the two he has provided
his revised 1984 edition with a strong sixty three page postscript treating
the last years of brezhnev s life andropovantropovAndropov s oneyearone year tenure and
chernenko s rule

pond concocts an ingenious frame for her book a 5800 mile
siberian express train ride from the yaroslavsky station in moscow

to vladivostok in the far east with her in the train compartment for
seven days are three other women a russian grandmother mother
and daughter three generations of russian everywomenEverywomen representing
converging but also at times three distinct points of view pond not
only describes the conversations and behavior of her train mates but
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also the areas through which they pass and a host of related features
from soviet life the author manages to encompass essentially all that
her colleagues cover in their books she is more statistical and her
figures are more current and treats some aspects that smith and kaiser
do not discuss in detail for instance the new soviet constitution of
1977 the soviet invasion of afghanistan in 1979 and recent
developments in arms competition between the superpowerssuperpowers hers is

also the only of the four correspondents books with an adequate
bibliography

shipler elegantly restates many of his colleagues insights and makes
his greatest contribution in a discussion of themes values attitudes
and culture in soviet life his treatment of a resurgent christianity
of bedrock patriotism of a longing for a strong leader who could bring
the order efficiency vision and charisma of stalin and of a renewed
and powerful russian nationalism is especially informative but his
best section is the books last chapter beyond the walls in which
he attempts with considerable success to place his sheltered and
confident western reader in russian boots in one particularly
memorable section shipler reports on a talk delivered by a soviet
journalist to his comrades after he returned from a visit to the US I1

and we see several reasons soviets tolerate or even prefer their system
over ours

all four authors explain the importance of the russian terms
pokazukha nomenklatura blat na levo and samizdatsamiz dat essential to
an appreciation of life in the soviet sphere they speak of current
membership in the communist party smith 14 million kaiser 15

pond 17 and shipler 16 and of the number of believers smith
30 million russian orthodox kaiser 30 3050 million pond 5355 82
million christians and presumably muslims also smith kaiser
and pond each have somewhat different statistics for how much more
food is produced on the private plots than in the giant collective
and state farms but the common conclusion is that the incentives of
the marketplace bring vastly more agricultural success than do the
incentives of the collective

in addition to treating many of the same topics in much the same
way the four authors are uniquely strong smith is both lively and
analytical his account is most encyclopedic kaiserskeisersKaisers anecdotes are
exceptionally rich and revealing to the question of why the russians
treated solzhenitsyn so harshly a soviet spokesman replied that

solzhenitsyn had slandered his homeland and even its founder lenin
what would happen he asked if a writer in america wrote a book
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slandering lincoln or jefferson his creative exuberance leads him
to several original and perceptive formulations for example on the
typical party line and ways the soviets are not like americans at
times only a few however he may be too willing to accept the
colorful example at the cost of accuracy or proportion elizabeth pond
is in some ways the most rigorous and disciplined of the four beyond
her frame arises a collection of tight and spare essays on major issues
for example her treatment of soviet intellectuals is brilliant and
definitive shiplersshillersShiplers work is the most poetic eloquent and
philosophical this is not to suggest that he ignores the mundane but
revealing details noted by his colleagues but that his finest pages
concern broad themes and values

james cracraftscracrafteCracrafts excellent book originates from a series of articles
published in the bulletin odtheof ahetheare atomic scientists betweenjanuarybetween january 1982
and the fall of 1983 it includes twenty six chapters written by experts
many of whom were associated at one time or another with the

russian research center at harvard where much of this book was
planned indeed written viii in history politics the armed forces
the physical context the economy science and technology culture
and society

professor cracraft is the first to fill the critical need for a book
on the soviet union written by experts but addressed to the general
reader vii it is he continues not a textbook but an interpretive
guide concerned less with covering the subject than with responding
to the questions most commonly asked of experts vii judged on
these criteria the soviet union today admirably achieves its goals
smith kaiser pond and shipler have provided enlightening books
written from the perspective of intelligent fair minded energetic and
resourceful correspondents but cracraftscracrafteCracrafts work has the advantage of
twenty six individual authors most of whom are leading experts on
the topics they address and the younger scholars also write with
exceptional perceptiveness and authority

each of cracraftscracrafteCracrafts chapters has endnotes while a set of briefly
annotated further reading suggestions of the leading textbooks
and monographs in each area follows the concluding chapter all of
this makes the soviet union today an especially important resource
for the more serious student of russia

even after having read one or more of these generally good books
on the soviet union the western traveler to the soviet union will
be surprised by much of what he or she experiences however short
of studying the culture in depth and visiting the country one can
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become better informed and prepared to deal realistically with the
russians of today through reading these books than in any other
expeditious way I1 know of parenthetically I1 wish there were even a
single book about america in russian bookstores that compared in
quality and integrity with any one of these five books so conveniently
available to us
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1984 340 ppap 17951793171795179317.9395 hardback new york harper colophon books
1984 340 ppap 6936956956936.936.95 paperback

reviewed by william E evenson associate academic vice president and professor of
physics at brigham young university

leon wieseltiersWieseltiers little book nuclear war nuclear peace is

an expanded and slightly altered version of an essay published in the
new republic magazine publishers note in january 1983 A
historian of medievaijewishmedieval jewish history wieseltier has tried to understand
the nuclear debate and to argue for a reasonable nuclear policy his
very thoughtful essay combines a realistic view of the soviet threat with
a profound sense of our moral responsibility to avoid nuclear destruction
he follows no ideology but tries to make sense of the arguments from
both the right and the left to find a middle ground consistent with
careful thought and a high sense of ethics he argues that there is

no contradiction between anti communism rightly considered and arms
control rightly considered he attempts to discuss what such right
considerations must be dealing with the I1 relationship of national
security policy to foreign policy of the military strategy of the united
states to its moral and political ends x

wieseltier begins after a short introduction by discussing the
peace movement in the united states and europe his exposition of
the philosophical weaknesses of its extreme positions is especially lucid
and cogent he argues that the hatred of all things military is finally
a sign that you do not believe in what you are that you do not believe
that you have something to lose 27 to be antiantlantinuclearanrinuclearnuclear then is

not to be antimilitary nor is it to be anti american 28
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he continues with a chapter entitled the party ofwar in which
he discusses soviet and american military doctrines he argues that
there is no such thing as nuclear superiority because the losses on
either side will be too much to bear if only a single missile gets through
and more than a single missile will 38 wieseltier goes on to argue
thatthethattiethat the hawks have come to admire a great deal of soviet strategic
thinking to the extent that over the last few years there has been a

sovietization of american strategy 39 that is US policymakerspolicy makers
have been moving ever closer to soviet positions on civil defense
counterforce as a nuclear strategy and the possibility of prolonged
nuclear war this shift began well before president reagan took
office wieseltier contends that one of the serious problems of the
defense community is its attention to winning a nuclear war or
99 prevailing99prevailing as they choose to say rather than to ending it and
ending it as quickly as possible he argues strongly against the notion
of counterforce which has crept into our current nuclear policy and
corrupted the concept of deterrence counterforce is especially
dangerous because in practice there is no way to aim nuclear weapons
at purely military targets without killing large numbers of civilians
counterforce as a policy simply becomes a way of ignoring the
terrible impact of a nuclear strike on civilian populations

wieseltier next discusses europe and the nuclear weapons policy of
NATO he gives much attention to the current argument ofwhether the
US should renounce first use of nuclear weapons dyson in the other
book discussed in this review distinguishes between the concepts of first
use and first strike quite dearly first use refers to the introduction
of tactical nuclear weapons in an ongoing conventional war first strike
refers to the use of strategic nuclear weapons in a direct attack A policy
of no first use of nuclear weapons by the united states or the NATO

alliance would require increased defense spending in western europe
this would strengthen europesEuropes conventional forces sufficiently to provide
security against conventional warfare with the warsaw pact nations
unfortunately europeans have seriously resisted this extra spending
for defense As wieseltier puts it they prefer the nuclear peril to
higher taxes 69 he concludes nevertheless that a policy of no
first use would undermine the US commitment to europe and
hence undermine deterrence of nuclear war he argues finally that
I1 I1 nuclear weapons can be put out of play in only two ways deterrence
and disarmament no first use cripples deterrence but offers nothing
in the way of disarmament and it encouragesencourages the delusion that words
will do away with the nuclear danger when only deeds will 71
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wieseltier concludes by strongly defending deterrence
acknowledging the weaknesses of deterrence he nevertheless argues
that it is essential to disarmament and to progress in the current nuclear
dilemma however he determines from the shortcomings of deterrence

that deterrence is not enough 76 rather there is a symmetry
between deterrence and disarmament each supporting the other
deterrence needs disarmament since the huge weapons supplies
acquired in the name of deterrence increase our danger and demand
controls only mutual disarmament that is symmetrical disarmament
between the superpowerssuperpowers and symmetrical verification of disarmament
reduces our danger but wieseltier also argues that disarmament needs
deterrence to regulate arms control and maintain the strategic balance
so that stability is preserved in the course of arms reduction disarmament
may therefore be pursued only within a doctrine of deterrence

the relationship between deterrence and disarmament suggests
that nuclear weaponry is not needed beyond the requirements of mutual
assured destruction wieseltier concludes that minimal deterrence while
we are striving for mutual arms reduction is our best hope

the clarity and openness of wieseltiersWieseltiers thinking are refreshing
while trying to make sense of some very complicated issues he doesnt
side with either the hawks or doves the only significant weakness
of his approach is that he sometimes represents a position by its most
extreme proponent and hence argues against an easy target nevertheless
this method helps elucidate the weaknesses of the arguments of both

hawks and doves and shows the logical conclusions of such
arguments one may not agree with all of wieseltiersWieseltiers conclusions
but the essay is well worth reading it will cause any serious reader
to reevaluate some of his own assumptions about the realities and the
ideals of nuclear policy in today s world

freeman dysonslysons book weapons sandhopeandhopeundand hope isis much longer and
more comprehensive than wieseltiersWiesel tiers while not requiring technical
background of its readers it nevertheless deals with more of the
technical aspects of nuclear weapons problems beginning in world
war 11II dyson has made important contributions to physics and to
technical military questions he has consulted with the US arms
control and disarmament agency and has become very familiar with
arms control issues he has firsthand acquaintance with soviet
scientists and is widely read in soviet western european and american
literature dealing with defense and nuclear weapons

dysonslysons book is also characterized by very deep moral concerns
the analysis of the etletiethicalical features ofvarious approaches to disarmament
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looms large in his writing and in his judgment having worked closely
with both the military personnel and those in the peace movement
he has tried to write a book which speaks to both groups to help them
see the other s arguments he fears that much of the debate has seen
these two groups talking past one another

weapons and hope is written in four parts questions
tools people and concepts questions discusses the basic

issues dyson relies a great deal on historical analogy in his book
especially reaching back to world wars I1 and 11II As he explains at
the beginning of the book central to my approach is a belief that
human cultural patterns are more durable than either the technology
ofweapons or the political arrangements in which weapons have become
embedded 3

in dysonslysons view the nuclear arms race between the US and the
soviet union is partly a result of their different assumptions about
nuclear war the US assumes that nuclear war can be prevented
only by deterrence that is nuclear threats while the soviet union
is obsessed after a long history of invasion and slaughter in her own
homeland with the concept of sheer survival this leads to incompatible
nuclear policies the US insists that whatever else happens in a nuclear
war russia will be destroyed while the soviet union insists that come
what may russia will survive this difference in point ofview has made
it difficult for the two sides to reach arms agreements

tools deals with the technologies both of nuclear weapons and
defense against them dyson discusses the evolution to large and then
to smaller nuclear weapons the change in emphasis from more
explosive warheads to more accurate delivery systems and the possibility
ofofnonnuclearnonnuclearnonnuclear precision guided munitions PGM he argues that the
political will to nuclear disarmament might be powerfully helped
by a technological development deliberately aimed toward making
nuclear weapons unattractive 49 he hopes that precision guided
munitions might provide that incentive in addition he hopes that
precision guided munitions and computers might favor defensive rather
than offensive weapons the fundamental reason why the computer
revolution favors defense is that in a battle of information the defenders
rightingfighting in their own territory can see what is happening better than
the attackers fighting in exposed vehicles 52

dyson discusses the problems ofweapons production in a chapter
entitled technical follies he makes a strong argument against the
MX missile program based in part on historical analogy to a technical
fofollyilyllyliy pursued during world war II11
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dyson takes a fresh look at many issues trying to see all sides
with the insight he brings he elucidates difficult questions in an
unusual way in his chapter on star wars he considers three
possible futures the arms controllers future which would ban
weapons from both earth and space the technical follies future

which makes space a battleground and does nothing to help resolve
problems on earth and the defense dominated future in which
nuclear weapons are banned from earth and space and nonnuclearnonnuclear
technology is used both on earth and in space to help make the ban
effective 69 71 dyson concludes that we would best keep space
disarmed as far as possible as long as we maintain such overkill in
our weaponry on earth nevertheless he qualifies that by saying but
if we can ever achieve such drastic disarmament on earth a deployment
of appropriately designed space weaponry may help us to push the
negotiated reduction of nuclear arsenals all the way to zero 7711 this
passage is typical of the open mind dyson keeps on weapons questions
and of his sincere attempts to explore alternatives which will reduce
dangers to the world at large

people is full of insight about the relationship of people to
weaponry and war and about the role of individual points of view in
determining policy one chapter amateurs at war compellingly
describes the world war I1 experiences of dysonslysons father and uncle
particularly interesting is its portrayal of the excitement of the war and
the way the challenges it presented gave meaning and purpose to some
lives the chapter education of a warrior about dyson himself
in world war 11II is an equally insightful and compelling portrayal
of the way the momentum of day to day events can catch one up making
it nearly impossible to deal with and react to the moral questions

the other chapters on people are also of significant interest
and insight the chapter on russians is especially helpful in
elucidating the russian response to nuclear threat here again dyson
uses anecdotes and personal experiences as well as making significant
references to russian history he tries to understand the soviet union
without accepting or sympathizing with the totalitarian soviet
government

the last part of the book entitled concepts deals with alter-
native nuclear doctrines both in this section and in the earlier chapter
on the russians dyson draws heavily on george kennan his
colleague at the institute for advanced study dyson considers seven
strategic concepts assured destruction limited nuclear war counter-
force nonviolent resistance nonnuclearnonnuclear resistance defense unlimited
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and live and let live he analyzes arguments for and against each of
these concepts giving particular weight to moral arguments he
concludes that there is one concept that might satisfy simultaneously
the demands of military realism and human decency 272 citing
donald brennan he terms this live and let live we maintain the
ability to damage you as badly as you can damage us but we prefer
our own protection to your destruction 274 dyson believes as does
wieseltier that our weapons may allow disarmament by negotiation
instead of unilaterally preserving symmetry of disarmament and of
verification

dyson is an original and penetrating thinker who explores a wide
range of issues in his book seeking practical ways to make our world
more secure more stable more decent

both dysonslysons and wieseltiersWiesel tiers books are well worth reading
wieseltiersWiesel tiers is a relatively short essay dysonslysons a book of many
dimensions I1 hope they will be read widely and contribute significantly
to the nuclear debate as both combine political realism with a strong
sense of moral responsibility neither is caught in a straitjacketstraitjacket of
ideology these two books provide a clear sighted view of a very
difficult problem the most serious problem our world faces today



stele

I1 mute by the count of sunsets
on its heat glossed surface
it speaks a language
with no sound no voice
only silence words
carved in stone and frozen there
like fossils baked in the heat
of centuries flaring cooling
in the slow and scraping rape
of sun and moon

peasants work around it
their backs intent
on the work ahead
on the bread that is made
by the sweat in their eyes
and the wheat that will grow
young and green in today s sun

the only history here
is in tomorrow s prayer for rain

II11 once there lived a queen
who did the unspeakable
she was never said again
became unspoken unwritten

vanished

it remains her sentence in history
and generations after
though their blood
runs more solid
than her vanished memory
still hold allegiance
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to whatever standard rises
to feed them
in their own dark fields

academesacademusacademes perhaps in the wrong schools

III111ililii so skeletons
have passed to dust
without the cry of clay

soundless words
are empty
there are no names
without date
without history

IV years ago man sent to space
a capsule

etched on it were some shapes
one man
one woman
nine planets and a sun
and some writings

with no sound
no voice
no interpretation
nor existence that is immanent

what would be left
what voices written
in stone gold or parchment

V iraqisirakis plow the land
around the steles
capsules of days too foreign to speak

dirty children play
who cannot read their own speech
who ring with running feet
the tongues of their ancestors

and each are grounded
by their silence
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around the children
the wheat grows

they celebrate it
the oxen plow

they take care for their path
the flies buzz
and water is scarce
and over their heads
fly the birds of many nations

in steel mostly
and speaking of wars
that are foreign

that vanish
their dwellings
to unbeing

razing the words
and the lives
that made them

how many times has the world
passed away

VIv1va in the fields
alone in the passage of wind
and the sway of wheat
and the dust of two thousand

eight hundred years
and children ever children

the stele of sumer stands

perhaps to be unwritten
is to be told more truly
when it was first done

it was done
with living hands

what is unwritten
speaks the warning

virginia E baker

virginia E baker an editorwritereditor writer with NOVELL lives in provo utah
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